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Abstract

In a general sense, this thesis examines several aspects of the Shi jing 詩經 (The Book of Odes) manuscript excavated at Fuyang 阜陽, Anhui province, the People's Republic of China. The introductory chapter provides background on the Fuyang Shi jing, as well as the transmitted versions of this Chinese classic. Further, it outlines the traditional scholarship dealing with the Shi jing and offers a detailed summary of the other chapters.

Chapter one introduces the methodology used in chapters two and three of this thesis. Part one of this chapter demonstrates the manner in which lexical and graphic variation is defined and analyzed, while part two shows how graphs may be analyzed based on a clear understanding of orthographic feature. Chapter one also provides background on the history of early Chinese writing forms and the evolution of Chinese script.

Chapter two is primarily an orthographic study with two main objectives: (A) to distinguish the physical nature of the Fuyang Shi jing; and (B) to date this manuscript. In the introduction to this chapter, I will also compare the Fuyang Shi jing with other early bamboo and silk manuscripts.

Chapter three deals with lexical variation involving the Fuyang Shi jing and the various transmitted Shi jing texts. It has three objectives: (A) to provide new readings of several odes in the Shi jing; (B) to survey different types of lexical variation associated with the Fuyang manuscript; and (C) in each case determine which lexical variant, among the various possibilities, most likely represents the proximate original of the Shi jing.
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Introductory Chapter: Background on the Fuyang Shi jing and Traditional Shi jing Scholarship; Thesis Arguments and Outline

Introduction:

The 1970s was a period of immense significance for Chinese archeology. During this time, archeologists discovered numerous ancient manuscripts that are of tremendous importance. For example, at Yince ‘Silver Sparrow’ Mountain 銀雀山, Shandong province, numerous bamboo texts were unearthed in April, 1972 (Zheng: 23; Yates: 75-6). Of the manuscripts uncovered here, the most celebrated is the Sun zi bingfa 孫子兵法 (Sun zi’s Art of War); however, several other documents related to important historical figures were also excavated from this site (Yates: 75-6). Moreover, at Shuihudi 睡虎地 ‘Sleeping Tiger Place’, Hebei province, a large collection of bamboo inscriptions written prior to the Qin dynasty (221-207 B.C.) was unearthed in December, 1975 (Xu Fuchang: 1; Shuihudi hereafter referred to as SHD). The Shuihudi corpus contains texts written on subjects such as incarceration and corporeal punishment, arrest procedures and demonography, as well as Qin law in general (Xu Fuchang: 15-120; Harper: 459-98).

Probably the greatest archeological discovery made in China during the 1970s occurred at Mawangdui 馬王堆, Hunan province, in December, 1973 (Zheng: 21; Shaughnessy, 1994: 47; Henricks, 1989: xii; Mawangdui hereafter referred to as MWD). At this site, documents of great importance to Chinese philosophy, literature, history, art, medical theory and scientific thought were unearthed — e.g., the earliest manuscript copy of the Yijing 易經 (The Classic of Changes), two copies of the Dao de jing 道德經 (The Classic of the Way and Its Virtue), an early version of the Zhan guo ze 戰國策 (The Intrigues of the Warring States), and what may be the long lost Huangdi waijing 皇帝外經 (The External Classic of the Yellow Emperor), etc. (Shaughnessy, 1994: 46; Henricks, 1989: xiii-xiv). The research done on these excavated manuscripts has led to the publication of many books and articles of interest both to specialists and the general public (works in English include: Ames, 1993 and 1998, Henricks, 1982 and 1989, Silbergeld, Shaughnessy 1994 and 1996, Yates, Wu Hung and Li Ling; for works in Chinese see: Li Meili, Fu, Wu Jiulong). A discovery similar to those
above was also made in Fuyang county, Anhui province, 1977. In this case, the documents unearthed include an early compilation of Annals *(nian biao 年表)* (Hu, 1989: 1-26), the *Zhou yi* 周易 (*The Zhou Book of Changes*) and a fragmented bamboo manuscript containing the *Shi jing* 詩經 (Hu, 1988: 1). It is the latter manuscript which is the subject of this thesis.

**Background on the Fuyang *Shi jing* and Traditional *Shi jing* Scholarship:**

Excavated artifacts and inscriptive evidence indicates that the Fuyang *Shi jing* (hereafter FYSJ) belonged to the tomb of Xia Houzao 夏侯灶 who was buried in 165 B.C. (Wen: 60; Hu, 1988: 1). Unfortunately, by the time Xia Houzao’s tomb was unearthed by Chinese archeologists in 1977, it was already in poor condition. At some point the tomb’s coffins collapsed, breaking open the decaying lacquer trunk in which the bamboo materials had been held. As a result, the documents were scattered bent and twisted inside the tomb, and many became black and rotten from exposure (Hu, 1988: 1). Hu Pingsheng 胡平生 and Han Ziqiang 韓自強 spent considerable time and effort sorting through the bamboo fragments and reconstructing the FYSJ (Hu, 1988: 1-2). In total, the FYSJ is comprised of more than one hundred and seventy bamboo fragments which vary considerably in length. Some of the shorter bamboo slips contain only one or two graphs, while the longest one has twenty-four. The vast majority of FYSJ slips contain verse from the *Guo feng* 國風 (*Airs of the States*) section of the *Shi jing*, but four odes from the *Xiao ya* 小雅 (*Lesser Ya Odes*) section are also represented (Wen: 60, 69). (According to Baxter, p. 355, the *Guo feng* “are generally regarded as folk songs collected from disparate geographic areas of the Zhou kingdom”; regarding the *Xiao ya*, Baxter writes: “These poems are generally assumed to be a product of the royal Zhou court. In content and style, however, there is some overlap between the *Guo feng* and *Xiao ya* sections.”)

Exactly how the FYSJ figures into the tradition of *Shi jing* scholarship established in the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-220 A.D.) is of great interest to researchers. In the Han there were numerous schools of *Shi jing* scholarship, each of which had its own primary text and exegetical commentary (Baxter: 357; Van Zoeren: 84). Two schools were named after the geographic areas they originated from: the Lu 呂 school, which was the most influential *Shi*
jing school in the Western Han (206 B.C.-23 A.D.); and the Qi school associated with Yuan Gu 韓非 (Van Zoeren: 85; Wang Jingzhi: 20). Both of these traditions, with their texts and accompanying commentaries, all but disappeared during the Six Dynasties (222-587 A.D.) (Karlgren, 1942: 71; Wang Jingzhi: 20). Only traces of them remain in the form of citations located in various early texts. Another Shi jing school in the Han dynasty was named after its founder, Han Sheng 韓生 of the state of Yan 燕 (Baxter: 357; Van Zoeren: 85). This school survived until the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.) and remnants of it can still be found in the Han shi wai zhuan 韓詩外傳 (The Exoteric Commentary on Han’s Odes) (Karlgren, 1942: 71; Wang Jingzhi: 20; Hightower). The Lu, Qi and Han schools are known collectively as the sanjia shi 三家詩 or, as they will be referred to in this thesis, Three School’s Shi. We are much indebted to Qing scholars (1644-1908 A.D.) for extracting remnants of the Three School’s Shi jing from where they lay embedded in different textual sources (Karlgren, 1942: 71).

The Mao 毛 school of Shi jing (hereafter Mao Shi) scholarship also existed during the Han dynasty. This school likely takes its name from either Mao Chang 毛萇, who taught the Shi jing at a provincial school during the end of the Western Han dynasty, or Mao Heng 毛亨, believed to have been a student of the philosopher Xun zi 荀子 (born ca. 312 B.C.) (Saussy: 51). Although it was not initially the most dominant school, by the time of the Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.) the Mao Shi had already became the most authoritative version of this classic (Karlgren, 1942: 71). In the beginning, the Mao zhuang zhuang (Mao Commentary) (ca. 150 B.C.) was the only exegetical text associated with the Mao Shi. However, several centuries later Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 (127-200 A.D.) wrote the jian jian (The Notes) which interprets the Mao Shi in a way that often differs from the zhuang zhuang (Baxter: 357: Karlgeren, 1942: 72). Zheng Xuan’s great reputation as a scholar played a pivotal role in ensuring the longevity of the Mao textual and exegetical tradition.

For the glosses attributed to the Three School’s Shi and Mao exegetical texts, I rely primarily on the works of several eminent Qing scholars — i.e., Wang Xianqian 王先謙, Ma Ruichen 马瑞辰 and Duan Yucai 段玉裁. At the same time, I will also consult Wen Xingfu 文幸福 (61-91) and Hu Pingsheng (1988, 2-22).
Thesis Arguments and Outline:

In recent years, the FYSJ has received some attention from Chinese scholars (Hu, 1988; Wen). On the whole, however, the research on the FYSJ written in Chinese is incomplete and suffers from a lack of thoroughness. Since I delve into past FYSJ research later on in the second and third chapters, only a few words on this matter are required here. For example, the orthographic analysis previously conducted on the FYSJ refers to only a few graphs and fails to mention anything about the graphological methodology used (Wen: 97-8). The paucity of data and lack of methodological consideration seriously detract from the scholarly value of this research. As such, Wen’s assertions regarding the date of the FYSJ and its overall orthographic make-up are tenuous at best.

Further, while Hu Pingsheng’s efforts to analyze lexical variation in the FYSJ has successfully shown that this manuscript occasionally uses different words from the transmitted versions of the Shi jing (Hu, 1988: 25-6, 2-18, 36-88; Wen: 61-90), his research also fails to make methodology a concern, and no formal account of it is given. Since the study of lexical variation in pre-Han Chinese is largely reliant upon knowledge of Old Chinese phonology — which is notoriously complex and subject to different interpretations — the question of methodology is an important one (Baxter: 1-5; Pulleyblank, 1995: 5). As far as research on the FYSJ in English is concerned, the situation is more dire still: to date no meaningful study has been made of this manuscript in the West, and there is as yet nothing of consequence written on it in English. For example, William Baxter simply mentions the FYSJ in passing (357); whereas, Steven Van Zoeren writes only that the FYSJ fragments dealing with exegesis differ from any known Shi jing school and likely represent a previously unknown regional variation (86).

To meet the need for a specialized and in-depth study of the FYSJ, I present this thesis. My analysis of the FYSJ will be in three parts: (A) Chapter one will provide background on the pre-Han writing system and survey early Chinese script. As well, it will outline the methodology that I employ in my study of the FYSJ and lexical variation; (B) In chapter two, I will conduct a graphological analysis of the FYSJ using a methodological approach which stresses orthographic feature and context. The objectives of chapter two’s graphological study are to date the orthography found in the FYSJ, and discover the extent to which this composite manuscript is comprised of different source manuscripts; (C) In the
third chapter, based on a study of lexical variation, I will offer an alternative reading of several verse-lines in the *Shijing*. Moreover, I will analyze the types of lexical variation encountered when comparing the manuscript and transmitted versions of the *Shijing*, and attempt to address the question of the proximate original. All of these tasks will be undertaken using carefully laid out forms of lexical/graphic and textual methodology that is applied systematically and consistently.

Below I offer a more detailed summary of the three main chapters comprising this thesis:

In chapter one, I outline the different stages of the pre-Han writing system: e.g., the pictographic, multivalent and determinative stages. I also introduce the different types of characters that the non-specialist reader will need to know in order to follow my analysis of lexical variation: e.g., phonosemantic compounds, cognates, tomosomatic and monosematic graphs, as well as polysemous and paronomastic characters, etc. Some of these characters have a very salient role in chapter three; whereas others receive only passing mention, and are more important for the underlying context that they provide than the actual arguments themselves. In the first chapter, these character-types are all defined and their relation to the various stages of the early Chinese writing system explained. Moreover, I also engage in a detailed discussion of the phonetic criteria that are crucial for the identification and evaluation of lexical, graphic and cognate variation. This criteria is based on Karlgren’s reconstruction of Old Chinese, which, although somewhat dated, is still widely referred to by phonologists, linguists and non-specialists alike (Baxter: 3-5; Pulleyblank, 1992: 365). Karlgren’s Old Chinese reconstruction is especially useful to my study, since it is easily accessed in his monumental study of pre-Han language, *The Grammataca Serica Recensa* (Karlgren, 1957; hereafter GSR). The approach that I employ to utilize Karlgren’s Old Chinese, however, is founded both on phonological studies by Li Fang-kuei 李方桂 and methods of application proposed both by Li and others such as William Boltz (1984, 1994, 1997). It is in this context that matters such as the significance of homorganicity in initials and finals are introduced.

In the second part of chapter one, I overview the evolution of Small Seal (*xiao zhuan* 小篆) and Ancient Clerical (*gu lì* 古髂) script, two forms of script which are central to my graphological analysis of the FYSJ. A basic knowledge of early Chinese script is essential for
appreciating the orthographic features embodied in the Small Seal and Ancient Clerical scripts; consequently, in the first chapter I also survey the development of Chinese script starting as far back as the Shang dynasty. (The traditional dates for this dynasty are 1766-1122 B.C.) This survey will incorporate an explanation of how scripts changed as writing in early China developed, touching upon topics such as simplified and complex writing forms, pictography and symbolification, linearization and the advent of vertical rectangularity. In chapter two, I also introduce the various sources used to analyze orthography in the second chapter — e.g., oracle-bone, bronze and stone inscriptions, as well as the silk and bamboo documents unearthed at the SHD and MWD sites. To make my presentation of orthographic methodology more meaningful, in chapter one I apply it to an analysis of six sets of graphs written in different forms of script (a total of sixty-five graphs). The practice of dividing graphs into their component parts and examination of orthographic feature that I follow when treating these graphs, is also implemented in chapter two.

The selective graphological analysis of the FYSJ that I conduct in chapter two is based primarily on the methodology outlined in the first chapter. However, in the introduction to chapter two, I also discuss several aspects of methodology in greater detail. For example, I overview the manner in which orthographic feature and style can be used to categorize and date graphs written specifically in Small Seal and Ancient Clerical script. Moreover, I delve into how two levels of context can be utilized to accurately ascertain the true physical nature of the FYSJ. Since I believe it is important for the reader to be familiar with the physical nature of early Chinese manuscripts in general, as well as the sources which play the most important role in the second chapter’s orthographic analysis, the introduction also contains a brief comparison of SHD, MWD and FYSJ manuscripts. Several sets of examples are given to underscore the assertions resulting from this comparison.

Chapter two contains three separate graphological studies, each of which is divided into four parts. The first part involves a detailed componential analysis of the primary graph featured in each of the graphological studies. This part is devoted to describing the various elements in the feature graph, so that the later application of orthographic and calligraphic criteria is more easily understood. After all, I believe clarity is the foundation upon which effective methodology is based. An orthographic survey of the feature character is given in part two of each study. This initial survey is required to establish reference points in the
form of orthographic features with which to date the feature characters. However, it should
be noted that similar orthographic surveys will be conducted whenever it is necessary to
procure a date for a specific graph, something which occurs frequently in chapter two. The
third part also focuses on what I refer to as the feature character. But in this case, I compare
orthographic and calligraphic variants of the feature character to ascertain the degree of formal
variation that exists in the script of the FYSJ. This exercise is also integral to mapping out the
textual space of the FYSJ, and formulating a time-frame in which to situate it. Finally, the
primary objective of part four is to examine the feature character in its immediate and
extended orthographic context. The goal here is to date the FYSJ bamboo slip on which the
feature character is written, in addition to the slips which surround it. In the process of doing
this, I hope to isolate several of the source manuscripts embedded within the composite
manuscript of the FYSJ.

The selective lexical study conducted in chapter three of this thesis would not be
possible without the groundwork laid out in chapter one. To fully realize the term ‘lexical
variant’, it must be juxtaposed against other interrelated phenomena implicit in the same
linguistic environment. That is, to clearly answer the question “What is lexical variation?” a
distinction in terms of both definition and application must be made between it and other
forms of cognate and graphic variation. The six separate studies comprising the third chapter
assume that all these forms of variation are familiar to the reader. Each of these studies opens
with a summary of the FYSJ slip containing the lexical variant that is to undergo analysis.
Here I discuss which characters are written on the slip, as well as how many characters there
are. All instances of graphic variation will be briefly elaborated on here, and the general state
of the bamboo slip will be described. Following this I will compare the FYSJ lexical variant
with its counterparts in the various transmitted versions of the *Shijing*. This preparatory
work is essential because the status of a lexical variant is often reliant upon its immediate
environment.

After the lexical variation featured in each study is identified, I proceed with the main
body of the study. Naturally, this entails the application of methodology discussed in the
first chapter. But it also involves a philological component; that is, the citation of early
Chinese textual sources to substantiate the claims that I put forth. At the conclusion of each
lexical study in chapter three, I attempt to discern which of the lexical variants discussed is
the proximate original. According to some, the underlying premise of this exercise might entail the existence of a prototypical Shi jing text some time in the distant past. If this were true, the FYSJ and the various transmitted versions of the Shi jing mentioned earlier in this chapter — the Mao Shi and Three School’s Shi could all be descendants of this hypothetical original. However, I do not address the question of a ur-text for the Shi jing in this thesis. Instead, when attempting to find the proximate original, I deal with individual words, not an entire text. On this topic, Blanford writes: “The proximate original is the one variant that has a greater probability of representing the original word than does any other variant, while recognizing that the determination of the original cannot always be achieved with full confidence” (188). Various forms of methodology for determining the proximate original of a given text have been devised by scholars working in the field of textual criticism. They include the lineage method and the principle of the “more difficult reading,” which have already been applied to the manuscript and received versions of the Dao de jing and the Zhan guo zonghengjia 戰國縱橫家書 (Documents of the Strategists in the Warring States) (Blanford; Boltz, 1997, 1984). The introduction to chapter three provides a more detailed profile of these forms of textual criticism.

Because the analysis conducted in chapters two and three are completely separate from one another, each of these chapters has its own separate conclusion. My conclusions basically summarize the discoveries made in the chapter and the methods used to reach them. Moreover, the conclusions also give me the opportunity to explain how my study of the FYSJ contributes to the previous body of research conducted on this manuscript.

To conclude this introductory chapter, a few words regarding my use of the term ‘manuscript’ in connection with the FYSJ are in order. Earlier in this chapter, I refer to the FYSJ as a composite manuscript and suggest that it is probably comprised of numerous different manuscripts collected together. As such, the FYSJ can hardly be considered a manuscript in the sense that it represents a single textual version, or one distinct Shi jing school. At the same time, to refer to the FYSJ as a group of texts or manuscripts like the MWD and SHD would be inaccurate. As I demonstrate in chapter two, the FYSJ is comprised of numerous bits and pieces of different manuscripts written during different historical periods in early China. At best these fragments represent manuscripts which were at one time whole and complete. But the FYSJ can still be considered a manuscript in the
sense that it contains only *Shi jing* materials and was excavated from a single archeological site. It is in this sense that I hope the term ‘manuscript’ to be understood when associated with the FYSJ in this thesis.
Chapter One: A Survey of Methodology for Lexical and Graphic Analysis, and Orthographic Evaluation

Introduction:

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, this chapter outlines the methodology needed to conduct a lexical analysis of the FYSJ and its transmitted counterparts, the Mao Shi and Three School’s Shi. Whatever background is needed to understand this methodology and become familiar with the early Chinese writing system will also be provided. In addition, in the first chapter I will also study the background of early Chinese script and orthographic development. The effort expended in the course of this task will concentrate mainly on bringing together orthographic criteria that can be use to date the FYSJ, and analyze its physical nature. For the sake of clarity and convenience, chapter one is divided into two main parts: the upcoming first part deals with the study of words, graphs and phonology, while the second part is devoted to script, orthographic form and feature.

Part One:

The earliest stage in the history of Chinese writing centered around the xingyi zi 形義字 ‘pictographic character.’ According to Qiu Xigui 裘錫圭, this type of character conveys meaning through its graphic shape or appearance (Qiu: 42). Since every pictograph represents one or more words, we may refer to early Chinese as a logographic writing system. It is important, therefore, to divorce Chinese characters from the notion that they functioned ideographically, as is often claimed; pictographs record actual words, not mere ideas (Keightley: 108). Although I will not offer a detailed account of such phenomena here, it warrants mention that the severe limitations implicit in pictorial script necessitated the development of other variant writing forms (Boltz, 1986: 424; Keightley: 108; Norman: 59-60). Faced with the difficulty of conveying words for abstract concepts through pictographic representation, the early Chinese developed devices such as pictorial symbols. Two common examples of this are shang 上, used to represent the word for ‘above’, and xia 下 which stands ‘below’ (Norman: 59; Keightley: 108). Furthermore, along side pictographs and pictorial symbols, a relatively small number of early Chinese characters functioned as what
one writer calls "purely arbitrary signs" (Norman: 69). An illustration of this device is the graph for 'seven' 七 (Norman: 60).

To acquaint the reader with early Chinese pictographs, I provide several examples of this writing form below. I feel that showing what archaic Chinese pictographs look like is preferable to describing them with words. However, just because a pictorial quality is implicit in the graphs below, does not mean what they refer to is always immediately clear. Some pictographs are easier for the modern eye to discern than others, as what may have been clearly pictorial to the ancient Chinese may not seem so to us. But even when the pictograph is not visually comprehensible at first, a simple explanation will usually suffice to evince the picture implicit in it. My examples are taken from the Jia gu wenbian 甲骨文編 (A Compilation of Oracle-bone Characters; hereafter JGWB), a work comprised of characters from late Shang oracle-bone inscriptions (hereafter OBI). (The late Shang period is traditionally dated from the reign of King Wuding 武丁 ca. 1300 B.C.)

(1) Of all the examples above, this picture is probably the most abstract and, therefore, most difficult to discern visually. William Boltz believes this pictograph (JGWB: no. 411) is a representation of an animal 'pelt' (1986: 427). This view accords with Bernhard Karlgren, who writes, "The graph is [...] a drawing of fur (a tail?)" (GSR: no. 1066). But the semantic ambiguity associated with this pictograph allows other readings, as well. Example (1) has been interpreted as a drawing of a wild animal and, along with several other paleographers, Qiu Xigui asserts it was originally a pictographic depiction of a 'caterpillar' (Jia gu wenzi gulìn 甲骨文字詮林: no. 1540; hereafter JGWZGL). Regardless of what it may have originally depicted, the modern graphic equivalent for this pictograph is believed to be qiu 求 (Kôkotsu moji jishaku sôran 甲骨文字字釋綜覽: no. 411; hereafter KMJS).

(2) This pictograph (JGWB: no. 463) is the OBI form of mu 目. The GSR refers to this graph as a drawing of an 'eye' and its appearance hardly permits a different interpretation (no. 111).
1036). In the JGWZGL there is considerable consensus for this interpretation. For example, one scholar writes, “[This pictograph] resembles an eye which is wide open” 象睁開的眼睛 (JGWZGL: no. 601).

(3) This pictograph (JGWB: no. 577) stands for the word ‘winnowing-basket’ (GSR: no. 952; JGWZGL: no. 2815). Until the first century A.D., the word ‘basket’ was still represented solely by the graph qi 其; however, afterwards the semantic determiner zhu 竹 was added to the character for this word (JGWZGL: no. 2815). I will explain the function of semantic determiners later in this chapter.

(4) In regard to this pictograph (JGWB: no. 682), Karlgren writes, “The graph is a drawing of a high building” (GSR: no. 1129). Xu Shen’s 許慎 (ca. 100 A.D.) interpretation accords with this view: “[The pictograph] resembles the tall shape of a viewing tower” 象邇觀高之形 (Shuowen jiezi zhu 説文解字注: 5:24b; hereafter SWJZ). Of the nine pictographs seen above, gao 高 is the only tomosomatic graph, or teknogram — i.e., a graph which is analyzable into graphemes (Boltz, 1994: 102). Such a character is traditionally known in Chinese as a zi 字. The other eight pictographs featured here are monosomatic; that is, irreducible graphemes “that typically function as graphic constituents in other [complex characters]” (Boltz, 1994: 101). Monosomatic graphs are traditionally known in Chinese as wen 文, and were typically referred to as dui zi 獨體字 ‘single-body character’ by Qing philologists (Boltz, 1994: 101-2).

(5) According to Karlgren, this pictograph (JGWB: no. 698) is the archaic form of lai 來 ‘wheat plant’ (GSR: no. 944). Not only is this view substantiated in the Shuowen jiezi 説文解字 (An Explanation of Simple and Complex Graphs; hereafter SWJZ) (ca. 100 A.D.), but among paleographers studying OBI there is also widespread support for this interpretation (SWJZ: 5:33b; JGWZGL: no. 1507).

(6) As in the case of (3), the word originally represented by this pictograph (JGWB: no. 1151) is indisputable. The meaning of xiang 象 ‘elephant’ is clearly conveyed through this
graph’s depiction of a long trunk, tusks and a tail (JGWZGL: no. 1653).

(7) This pictograph (JGWB: no. 1152) represents the word for ‘horse’ *ma* 馬 (GSR: no. 40; JGWZGL: no. 1630). The SWJZ states: “[This pictograph] depicts the shape of a horse head, a tail of hair and four legs” 象馬頭髦尾四足之形 (SWJZZ: 10:1a).

(8) This pictograph (JGWB: no. 1356) represents the word ‘rain’ *yu* 雨 (GSR: no. 100; JGWZGL: no. 1100). In the SWJZ, Xu Shen writes, “[This is a pictograph] of rain water coming down from the clouds. The — [uppermost horizontal line] resembles the sky; while the [component of the graph shaped like] □ resembles clouds” 雨水從雲下也象天□象雲 (SWJZZ: 11:10b).

(9) This pictograph (JGWB: no. 1694) is a drawing of a head with hair and “a rudimentary body with two arms.” It represents the word for ‘child’ *zi* 子 (GSR: no. 964; JGWZGL: no. 590).

The manner in which I analyze the graphs in examples (1) to (9) is used for various purposes throughout this thesis. To my mind, whether for the purpose of orthographic analysis or the study of lexical variation, it is crucial that the graphs dealt with be clearly described, their various components labeled and explained. This exercise is intended to make the reader more familiar with the subject-matter itself — the graphs, as well as better understand the analysis and arguments I put forth in this paper. For example, this approach allows me to pinpoint parts of a graph that demonstrate a particular orthographic feature. Further, a careful graphic profile is also helpful if I want to apply graphic evidence to the discussion of semantic value.

To make Chinese a more effective writing system, greater emphasis was eventually placed on the phonetic and semantic value of the words themselves. This transformation in the Chinese language occurred during the Shang dynasty and is referred to as the multivalent stage. During this stage individual graphs became “invested” with semantic plurality and could represent more than one word (Boltz, 1986: 426; 1994: 101). In examples (1) to (9) above, there are several Shang OBI graphs which manifest semantic plurality: *yu* 雨 (8)
represents the noun ‘rain,’ as well as the verb ‘to rain’ (KMJS: no. 1356); and *mu* not only represents the word ‘eye’, but also the word ‘to see’ (JGWZGL: no. 601).

Even in antiquity, however, Chinese graphs had a fixed phonetic value; therefore, it was imperative that a polysemous graph represent words that were either fully or nearly homophonous. Phonology is crucial to the textual analysis of the FYSJ presented in this study, and its significance in the overall structure and development of pre-Han Chinese cannot be overstated. Phonology plays an integral role in understanding the relationship between polysemous graphs and the words they represent. But what exactly are the phonetic constraints governing the match up of polysemous graphs and different words? Any attempt to answer this must be based on the phonological values that have been reconstructed for Old Chinese. (According to Baxter, p. 14, Old Chinese is “the Chinese language of the early and mid Zhou dynasty.” Pulleyblank, 1995, p. 5, defines Old Chinese as the archaic language “relevant to a period terminating around -600 [B.C.]”)

For the above question to be properly addressed in linguistic terms, it is best divided into two parts. We must examine the pronunciation of polysemous characters like *yu* 雨 and *mu* 目 in terms of their initials and finals. In regard to finals, for different words to adopt the same graphic representation, they must have identical main vowels and homorganic final consonants. Referring to two or more words as homorganic means they are articulated at the same point in the vocal tract — e.g., they are both/all bilabials, dentals or velars (Boltz, 1994: 91, 93, 100; 1997: 255). For example, since the [+voiced] [*g*] and [-voiced] [*k*] are both velar sounds produced from the soft palate at the back of the mouth, they can be considered homorganic. Similarly, because [+voiced] [*b*] and [-voiced] [*p*] are both pronounced through the closure of the lips, we also label them homorganic.

The rhymes found in the *Shijing* can be used to test Old Chinese finals for homorganicity. This is possible because words belonging to the same *Shijing* ‘rime group’ *yu* 雨 *bu* 雨部 possess phonetically compatible finals (Boltz, 1994: 91). The practice of categorizing characters from early Chinese texts into *Shijing* rime groups started during the Qing dynasty. Initially, scholars believed fewer than ten rime groups existed; however, over time the groupings became increasingly refined so that eventually over twenty were recognized (Li Fang-kuei: 2). An example of how this categorization works can be given using
the character feng 風. Since the Shi jing indicates that feng 風 rhymes with words in the qin 桃 rime-group such as xin 心, lin 林 and yin 音, it can also be assigned to this group (Chen Fuhua 陳復華: 315-21). Although other methods of determining the Old Chinese rhyme suggest a different grouping for feng 風, conclusions based on the Shi jing are usually deemed most reliable by virtue of this text’s early origins (Li Fang-kuei: 3).

Finding a phonetic principle to deal with initials is more complicated. Our present understanding of the Old Chinese pronunciation of initials is not as certain as it is for finals; therefore, any theory reconstructing their phonetic value must be applied with caution (Boltz, 1997: 255). Because of evidence which suggests placing constraints on the initials of words affiliated with a common polysemous graph is unnecessary, some recent studies have discounted any views to the contrary (Boltz, 1994: 93). Nevertheless, an analysis of writing in early China is impossible without some kind of methodology dealing with the phonetic value of Old Chinese initials. Consequently, I will utilize the principle stating that phonetic compatibility for word initials should also be based on homorganicity. This principle has the approval of numerous Chinese epigraphers and should prove suitable for the purposes of this paper (Mattos, 1988: 127-8; Boltz, 1997: 255).

My treatment of polysemous characters based on the above phonetic principles is derived from phonological theory regarding xieszeng 聒聲 ‘shared phonophoric’ characters originally propounded by Bernhard Karlgren. Karlgren’s beliefs regarding Old Chinese phonology stressed the importance of the “laws of phonetic alternation,” which he based on an understanding of “bare” phonetic elements — i.e., what I have referred to as polysemous graphs (1963: 3-6; Mattos, 1988: 125-7). The approach I have adopted also reflects Li Fang-kuei’s later revision of Karlgren’s work: both principles outlined above are implicit in Li’s reconstruction system (9-12).

Before going on, the bearing that the aforementioned phonetic criteria has on the study of lexical variation warrants some elucidation. It is true that in part one of the first chapter, lexical variation is mainly implied — i.e., if two characters are phonetically incompatible and semantically dissimilar, but both suit a common context, we may have a case of lexical variation and not something that is simply graphic in nature. As such, this chapter begins to treat lexical variation by defining it in juxtaposition with various forms of graphic variation.
But the phonetic criteria underlying most of the methodology in chapter one has a much more direct bearing on the arguments about lexical variation found in chapter three. Chapter three contains numerous instances where phonetic criteria involving initials and finals is crucial in explaining the lexical variation that occurs. For example: in Lexical Variation Study no. 3, ju 居 and ju 车 are lexical variants, but they must be phonetically compatible to fit the rhyme sequence governing the verse-line in which they are situated; in Lexical Variation Study no. 4, consideration of phonetic criteria and semantic value is necessary to show that tong 棠 and tong 彡 are lexical variants; and in Lexical Variation Study no. 6, phonetic compatibility plays a part in both establishing yi 眼和 li 立 as lexical variants, and showing why they are matched up with one another. More examples such as these will be encountered in chapter three.

How do the rules dictating phonetic compatibility apply to the polysemous characters mu 目 ‘eye’/‘to see’ and yu 雨 ‘rain’/‘to rain’? According to the GSR, the words in each pair are completely homophonous: the words ‘eye’ and ‘to see’ are both assigned the Old Chinese pronunciation *mjok; whereas, ‘rain’ and ‘to rain’ are both pronounced *gjwə (1036, 100). (Throughout this study I have converted Karlgren’s outdated form of phonetic transcription into IPA — see Pullum.) As such, both pairs satisfy the phonetic criteria regarding initials and finals outlined above. But there is more to the analysis of mu 目 and yu 雨 than just pronunciation; the semantic qualities of these two polysemous characters also deserve our attention.

The semantic affinity of the words represented by the graphs mu 目 and yu 雨 suggests the possibility of a cognate relationship. Providing we accept the existence of cognate word sets in pre-Han Chinese, both ‘eye’ and ‘to see’ certainly may be viewed as derivatives of a root-word pronounced *mjok. The words ‘rain’ and ‘to rain’ bear a similar relationship to one another; that is, both seem to be semantic derivatives of a root-word pronounced *gjwə. In the existing pre-Han corpus, there are innumerable examples of characters possessing identical graphic representation, as well as compatible phonetic and semantic value. For example, Karlgren states that the graph fen 分 stands for the verb ‘to divide’ *pjwən, in addition to the noun meaning ‘a part, share’ *bhjwən. Once again, it is the phonetic value of these words which permits them both to be represented by the same graph.
Both pairs have homorganic initials and finals — i.e., although [*b] is [+voice] and [*p] is not, they are still both bilabial; both words contain the main vowel [*a] and final consonant [*n]. Karlgren also relates how the graph *du 度 represents the verb ‘to measure’ *dʰa:k, in addition to the noun ‘a measure’ *dʰa:g (1956: 2; GSR: nos. 471; 801). Both words have homorganic initials and finals, although the former has a [-voice] final and the latter one which is [+voice]. The similar meaning, pronunciation and graphic representation is a strong indication that these pairs are cognate.

To date, numerous scholars have expressed an interest in the subject of cognates and word families (Karlgren, 1956: 1-10; Pulleyblank, 1973: 111-25; Boltz, 1994: 95-101). Although all theories regarding the phonological properties of word families are still tentative, there is a consensus that they did, in fact, exist in Old Chinese (Pulleyblank, 1973: 111; Boltz, 1994: 97). The type of cognate related to polysemous characters has been dealt with previously by G.B. Downer whose work has resulted in the “surmise that nouns in Old Chinese can be derived from the corresponding verbs by suffixing an -s to the verb” (Boltz, 1994: 97-8). Such a conclusion is of considerable interest when dealing with cognates like *mu 目 and *yu 雨. However, since this study is not intended to be a morphological treatise, I keep concerns such as the nature of cognates to a minimum.

Of course, in the pre-Han Chinese writing system, polysemy did not always involve cognate words. Following the same principles of homorganicity in regard to initials and finals, words that originally lacked graphic representation of their own adopted graphs that already stood for other dissimilar words. This particular type of graphic borrowing is referred to as paronomasia and its use in the multivalent stage of Chinese writing was widespread (Boltz, 1994: 101; Norman: 59). Paronomastic borrowing was typically applied to abstract words which were harder to convey pictographically than simple objects (Boltz, 1986: 426; Keightley: 108-9). For example, in the pictographic characters introduced earlier, there are several indisputable examples of paronomasia. The pictograph originally representing the word ‘elephant’ (6) was eventually used paronomastically for the word ‘image, appearance.’ Their identical Old Chinese pronunciation *xiang<*dʒɔŋ was integral to this process of borrowing (GSR: no. 728). Similarly, the graph originally representing the word ‘pelt’ *qiu<*gʰjɔŋ (1) was paronomastically borrowed to represent the word ‘to seek’ *qiu<*gʰjɔŋ (Boltz, 1986: 426; GSR: no. 1066). Pictograph (5), which originally represented the word
‘wheat’ lai<*lag, was borrowed to write the verb ‘to come’ (Norman: 61; GSR: no. 944). The homophony of the words associated with graphs (1) and (5) means they comply fully with both of the applicable phonetic principles that I have adopted in this thesis.

Paronomasia certainly did not apply solely to contentives — i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, and the like. It was also a factor in the graphic representation of pronouns, auxiliaries and various types of particles, or what are known as functors. It is easy to see how functors would have been nearly impossible to represent in pictographic form; consequently, it is not unexpected that they were usually conveyed in written form by borrowing pre-existing graphs (Norman: 60; Karlgren, 1956: 1). For example, at some point in the Shang, the OBI pictograph representing the word ‘winnowing-basket’ (3) was employed to represent a homophonous functor. Although the exact function of the OBI functor qi 其 is not known, numerous interpretations regarding this character have been put forth. The JGWZGL offers the following: ‘modal particle,’ a particle of hypothesis and/or futurity;’ a functor expressing the meaning of ‘ought to,’ ‘if,’ and cause (no. 2815). Further, in Western Zhou (1134-771 B.C.) bronze inscriptions (hereafter BRI) the graph zhui 隹, which originally represented the word ‘bird’ *tjwar, was adopted by the particle pronounced wei <*djwar.

When I stated earlier that archaic Chinese graphs had fixed phonetic values, I did not mean to suggest that they could have only one pronunciation. In pre-Han Chinese some graphs had more than a single pronunciation. This is a phenomenon that diverges considerably from the singular phonetic value inherent to the various kinds of polysemous characters. For example, based on our present understanding of the Old Chinese phonological system, it appears that the matrograph kou □ could be pronounced polyphonically as both *kʰu: and *mjeq (Boltz, 1986: 426; GSR: nos. 110, 826). These two pronunciations of these this character could not be further apart: whereas the initial in the former pronunciation is produced from the velar region and belongs to the hou 候 rime group; the latter has a [+nasal] bilabial articulation and falls into the geng 耕 rime group (Chen Fuhua: 160, 282). Moreover, in Old Chinese each pronunciation of kou □ carries a different semantic value: ‘mouth’ in the case of *kʰu: and ‘name, call’ in the case of *mjeq. Polyphonic characters may be more common in the writing system of pre-Han Chinese than specialists originally thought (Boltz, 1994: 102-6). Their presence in the Chinese of this period highlights the importance of
understanding the phonological structure for the analysis of early Chinese texts.

Paronomasia represents a significant step in the evolution of Chinese writing, but as time progressed it did not adequately meet the needs of an increasingly more complex and evolved language system. The paronomastic use of graphs eventually became so extensive as to create considerable ambiguity in the meaning of what was recorded (Boltz, 1986: 426-9; Karlgren, 1963: 5). When too many graphs came to represent more than one fully or nearly homophonous word, writing was rendered inefficient and imprecise, and reading became overly reliant on textual context (Boltz, 1986: 426-7). Clearly, some sort of device was needed to distinguish the intended meaning of each paronomastic graph. The problem of semantic ambiguity had to be resolved for Chinese writing to operate as an effective and accurate means of expression.

This problem was addressed during the formation of what William G. Boltz has dubbed the "determinative stage" of Chinese writing. The term "determinative" implies the addition of a specific graphic element to polysemous characters in order to mark the different intended meanings (Norman, 60; Karlgren, 1963: 5). Characters of this kind usually combine two matrographs into one tomosomatic character and are referred to either as xiesheng 'shared phonophoric' 聽聲 characters, or phonosemantic compounds. Once the two components are combined, they function as a phonophoric and semantic determiner within the newly formed character. In more specific terms, the phonophoric is the component of the xiesheng character which "bears the sound" (Boltz, 1994: 101). Moreover, since phonophorics were originally independent polysemous characters such as those discussed above, they may be viewed as the primary element upon which the phonosemantic compound is constructed. We may therefore refer to the phonophoric as the 'core' graph. Conversely, the semantic determiner is the element added to the phonophoric, its function being to disambiguate the meaning of the phonosemantic compound. As Boltz writes, it is "a secondary graphic constituent of a character used to specify which of two or more possible meanings is intended by a particular use of that character" (Boltz, 1994: 102, 104).

A second form of cognate word often appears in sets of phonosemantic characters. The cognate which appeared during the determinative stage of the Chinese language is fundamentally similar to the earlier multivalent form. Obviously, its graphic representation is distinguished by the use of a semantic determiner; however, this form of cognate is subject to
the same phonetic constraints governing cognates represented by multivalent characters. Specifically, cognates represented by the same phonosemantic compound must have homorganic initials and finals belonging to the same rime group. To illustrate what I mean, several sets of cognate words represented by xiesheng characters are provided below (Boltz, 1994: 95: GSR: no. 746):

(1a) 安 an < *ʔa:n ‘security, stability, settled’
(1b) 按 an < *ʔa:n ‘to press down, hold down, make secure’
(1c) 晏 an < *ʔan ‘quiet, at rest, settles’

In terms of semantic value, all of the above words stem from the root sense of being ‘settled’ (GSR: no. 746; Boltz, 1994: 95-6). Phonetically, all three words have homorganic initials — the glottal plosive [ʔ] — and belong to the yuan 元 rime group (Chen Fuhua: 300-1).

(2a) 由 you < *djo:ɡ ‘draw forth, proceed from’
(2b) 抽 chou < *tʰjo:ɡ ‘pull out’
(2c) 袖 xiu < *dzjo:ɡ ‘sleeve’

Although the initial pronunciation given (2b) differs slightly from (2a), and (2c) stands out from both (2b) and (2a) because of its initial affricate [*dz], all three initials are produced from the same articulation point and are, therefore, homorganic. Moreover, these words all belong to the yiu 衣 rime group (Chen Fuhua: 142). Consequently, we know that on a phonetic level (2a), (2b) and (2c) are sufficiently compatible to constitute a cognate series. According to Boltz, (2a) to (2b) are probably sufficiently compatible in terms of meaning to meet the semantic requirements of a cognate set; that is, (2a) and (2b) are definitely both related to the root-sense of “conducting, follow from or along” (Boltz, 1994: 99). As for (2c), Boltz concludes that a sleeve functions as a kind of “conduit” which makes it akin to the same root-sense as (2a) and (2b). However, Boltz admits, “It quickly becomes a matter of opinion, and sometimes of spirited debate, how much semantic latitude one ought to allow in identifying word families” (1994: 99). Unfortunately, the semantic value of proposed cognate sets cannot be subjected to the same kind of set criteria that is applicable to their phonetic value.
In addition to the two sets above, there is also:

(3a) 牙 yu < *ŋ hòa 'tooth'
(3b) 莠 yu < *ŋ hòa 'a sprout'
(3c) 莠 yu < *ŋ hòa 'to welcome, receive'

(3a) to (3c) are all fully homophonous (Karlgren, 1956: 2; GSR: no. 37). These words are all pronounced with a [+nasal] velar initial and belong to the yu 魚 rime group (Chen Fuhua: 172). But in terms of semantic value, (3c) has nothing in common with the other two characters. Although, as already mentioned, the semantic latitude between items in a word family is largely a matter of subjective judgment, such is not the case here (Boltz, 1994: 99-100). As such, examples (3a) to (3c) demonstrate how lexical items in *xiesheng* sets do not necessarily bear a cognate relationship to one another; indeed, there are innumerable *xiesheng* sets which contain non-cognate lexical items. For examples of non-cognate phonosemantic compounds, refer first to one of the OBI pictographs discussed earlier.

The teknogram 高 (example 5) gao<*ŋ kog, which belongs to the xiao 宵 rime group, is usually used as a phonophoric in *xiesheng* characters (Chen Fuhua: 152; GSR: no. 1129). Combined with 纖 si<*ŋ hie:eg, the semantic determiner for silk materials, the character meaning ‘white silk, undyed silk’ 高 gao<*ŋ kog is created (GSR: nos. 876, 1129). Since both the initial and final for 高 gao are phonetically identical to gao 高, the principles permitting phonosemantic compounds are clearly adhered to here. The phonetic compatibility of these two characters can be further substantiated by the *Shijing* rime categories, which show that 高 gao also belongs to the xiao 宵 rime group (Chen Fuhua: 153).

Another example of non-cognate *xiesheng* characters can be found in the set seen below, which is based on the phonophoric 非 fei < *pjwar ‘it is not,’ not,’ ‘without’ (GSR: no. 579). In GSR, no. 579, Karlgren states that this graph may originally have been a drawing of two wings and represented the word ‘to fly’. Subsequently, this graph may have been borrowed paronomastically for use as a negative. Clearly, in (1a), (1b) and (1c) the meaning of the semantic determiner is unambiguously related to the semantic value of the character as a whole. (The number allotted to semantic classifiers is based on the *Kangxi* index.)
As previously stated, Old Chinese pronunciation is as important as semantic value in the makeup of a xiesheng series. The full homophony of (1b) and (1c) naturally means that the phonetic interchangeability of these three words is beyond dispute, at least as far as we know. Further, the [-aspiration] initial in (1a) does not impair homorganicity with the other three characters in the list.

In discussing writing forms such as polysemy and polyphony, I have dealt with graphs for which a basic understanding of structure may be asserted. Sometimes, however, a clear understanding of the nature of a compound graph is more elusive. In many graphs the phonophoric is so difficult to distinguish that its very existence is questioned. The term huiyi ‘semantic compound’ is traditionally used to categorize combinatory graphs which appear “entirely semantic in their inspiration”; that is, the product of combining two semantic elements, rather than a semantic and phonetic determiner as is the case with xiesheng characters (Keightley: 190). For example, the syssemantic graph ming 明 ‘light, bright’ has been assigned the Old Chinese pronunciation *mjaŋ which is comprised of the bilabial initial [*m] and a final corresponding to the yang 陽 rime group (GSR: no. 760; Chen Fuhua: 274). The graphemes ri 日 ‘sun’ and yue 月 ‘moon’ could both function as the semantic determiner for ming 明, in which both are present. Yet, neither ri 日 or yue 月 bears a suitable phonetic value to function as the phonophoric for ming 明. A lack of homorganicity makes both ri 日 ‘sun’ and yue 月 incompatible, for while ri 日 is pronounced *njet, which has a [+nasal] retroflex initial and a final corresponding to the rime group zhi 賁, yue 月 has been given a [+nasal] palatal initial and assigned to the yue 月 rime group (GSR: nos. 404, 306: Chen Fuhua: 244, 238). In order to fully comprehend the structure of semantic compounds such as ming 明 further research is clearly necessary. It has been suggested that once our knowledge of Old Chinese pronunciation improves we may discover that one of the elements in semantic compounds actually does function phonorphically. Of course, if such is the case, huiyi characters would amount to nothing more than an elusive form of
phonosemantic compound (Keightley: 191).

The last part of this section will deal with the phenomenon known since the Qing dynasty as 'phonetic borrowing', or as jiajie 假借. Although phonetic borrowing is in a sense the antithesis of lexical variation, this form of graphic variation plays a significant role in the analysis of chapter three. For example, in Lexical Variation Study no. 51 assert that chang 慈 is a phonetic loan character for chang 長. Moreover, in my examination of FYSJ bamboo slip S041, found in Lexical Variation Study no. 2, phonetic borrowing is also mentioned.

The writing system in pre-Han China was not like it is today when most words are conventionally associated with certain characters. By contrast, until the implementation of a 'principle of unique association' sometime after the commencement of the Qin dynasty, there was a high degree of arbitrary graphic representation in Chinese (Boltz, 1997: 254-7). The phenomenon underlying this arbitrariness may be interpreted as the reverse of polysemy; that is, instead of graphs being adopted by more than one different word because of their phonetic qualities, as a result of jiajie the same word was commonly represented by more than one homophonous or phonetically similar graph. Although Karlgren discusses paronomasia in the context of jiajie, on the basis of this characterization I would like to draw a distinction between these two types of phonetic borrowing (1963: 3-4).

The negative implications of phonetic borrowing on a wide scale are not be difficult to imagine. Textual variation based on arbitrary graphic representation will inevitably result in semantic ambiguity. And the extent of phonetic borrowing in a text will undoubtedly be matched by the need for graphic analysis and contextual interpretation, as opposed to more straightforward reading. Fortunately, phonetic borrowing is contingent upon the pronunciation of pre-Han Chinese; consequently, just as an understanding of Old Chinese phonetic structure is helpful in distinguishing sets of xiesheng characters, it also enables us to identify phonetic loan characters. Bernhard Karlgren was the first to propose that the rules of phonetic compatibility for phonosemantic compounds also apply to the process of phonetic borrowing. Karlgren wrote, “In the thousands of Hs [xiesheng] characters of the classical script we thus have a material of paramount value for verifying what degree of phonetic similarity was demanded for permitting of a Kt [jiajie] employment of a character, or, to turn it the other way, what degree of phonetic dissimilarity made a Kt employment unallowable” (1963: 5). Thus, for judging phonetic interchangeability in loan characters, we will refer to the
same two phonetic principles outlined earlier: i.e., homorganicity for discerning phonetic latitude in initials, and finals which conform to the Shi jing rime groups (Boltz, 1997: 255).

I will refer to Karlgren’s seminal study “Loan Characters in Pre-Han Texts” for examples of phonetic borrowing (1963: 1-10). The first set found below — (1a) to (3b) — represents Karlgren’s type B jiajie which involves one graph being replaced by another fully homophonous graph. The second set represents his type C jiajie which involves a borrowing process that is identical to B, except the loan character is merely phonetically interchangeable and not completely homophonous (1963: 3-4).

(1a) gong 功 *kuŋ ‘prince, public’ borrowed for (1b) gong 功 *kuŋ ‘merit’
(2a) yu 监 *ŋiə ‘prison’ borrowed for (2b) yu 监 *ŋiə ‘to withstand’
(3a) su 宿 *sju:k ‘to lodge the night’ borrowed for (3b) su 宿 *sju:k ‘reverent’
(4a) tian 禪 *dɿiən ‘to destroy’ borrowed for (4b) tian 禪 *tɿiən ‘ample, good’
(5a) bao 報 *pɔŋ ‘respond’ borrowed for (5b) fu 赴 *pɿjʊŋ ‘hastily’
(6a) you 由 *dʒʊŋ ‘to proceed from’ borrowed for (6b) you 猴 *zɿŋ ‘equal to’

According to the criteria used in this study so far, most of the examples of jiajie given above are permissible. Clearly, the completely homophonous loan characters need not concern us here (examples la-lb, 2a-2b, 3a-3b). Moreover, since the finals found in examples (4a) and (4b), as well as (6a) and (6b) are completely homophonous, the only consideration for phonetic compatibility lies in their respective initials. Examination of the initials in both pairs shows indisputable homorganicity. In fact, [*d-], [*t-] and [*z-] are all sounds produced from the alveolar ridge.

By contrast, while the final consonants in (5a) and (5b) are identical, their main vowels are not; consequently, strictly speaking these two characters do not comply with the necessary phonetic constraints. Referring to the Shi jing rime groups, the phonetic incompatibility of the vowels [*oː] and [*uː] is clear: bao 報 belongs to the you 猴 group, while fu 赴 falls into the wu 屋 group (Chen Fuhua: 149, 215). However, the evidence Karlsgren cites for this case of jiajie borrowing is irrefutable: in a phrase from the Li ji 禮記
(The Record of Ceremony) which reads, “hastily go” 報往 bao wang, the character 報 bao is clearly used in place of 赴 fu (1963: 2). This piece of evidence shows that we cannot rely completely on Shi jing rime groups to discern phonetically compatible finals.

Fortunately, further analysis of examples (5a) to (5b) may suggest an alternative rule with which to treat such cases. Closer scrutiny of the finals in the characters bao 報 and fu 赴 indicates they are produced from similar places: the head vowels [*oː] and [*uː] both possess [+back] and [+round] features, and while the latter is [+high], the former is higher-mid. It appears, therefore, that even if the characters are not in the same rime group, the borrowing process may still be allowable if the rime groups involved are similarly pronounced. To test for borrowing of this kind, the characters in question must be examined on the level of phonetic feature.

Below, I offer a cognate series compiled by Karlgren which contains a great deal of jiajie borrowing (1933: 68). Anyone familiar with pre-Han texts will be accustomed to encountering different forms of graphic variation. For one thing, a survey of textual materials from this period reveals rampant graphic variation within cognate word sets or word families. This involves a form of graphic representation for cognate words that is fundamentally different from the two other types of cognates previously discussed. The first type of cognate discussed involves a common polysemous graph which represents numerous cognates. In this case, deciphering the meaning of the character depends largely on context. The second type of cognate involves a common phonophoric and a determiner which is added to elucidate exact meaning and usage. The third cognate type involves different graphic representation for most or all cognate variants in a word family. A common phonophoric is not characteristic of this type; however, the semantic determiner this form of cognate depends on to be understood in written form corresponds with other xiesheng characters. This third type of cognate indicates the absence of systematic graphic representation in the pre-Han writing system.

Although the semantic value implicit in these ten examples suggests the possibility of lexical cognation, there is solid phonetic evidence refuting such a conclusion. Examples (1a) to (1e) are characters which comply with the phonetic criteria I have adopted for this paper; their initials are all velar — either plosive or fricative — and the finals all belong to the xiao 脣 rime group (Chen Fuhua: 149-151). A closer look at the points of articulation used in the
final positions of examples (1a) to (1e) results in the following: in all cases the main vowel [*o] is [+round], [+back], [+mid] and [+lax]; the final consonant is the [+voice] plosive velar [*g]. By contrast, examples (2a) to (2e) all represent words which phonetic criteria prohibits from being associated with the same word root. In terms of initials, they are not consistently compatible in phonetic terms. Moreover, for the most part they belong to different rime groups, ranging from *you 邁 to duo 鑼 (Chen Fuhua: 142-144, 213, 222, 267). In this group, (2e) is the most strikingly dissimilar: its main vowel [*a] is [+front], [+low] and [-round] which places it in the duo 鑼 rime group, and its final consonant is a [-voiced] [*-k]. (It is worth noting that in pre-Han Chinese, the final [*-k] could function as a type of archemorpheme referring to a previously mentioned subject. In this sense, [*-k] was affixed to pronominal particles such as shu 孰 ‘which’, ge 各 ‘each’, huo 莫 ‘some’ and mo 莫 ‘none’. For more, see Pulleyblank, 1973: 122, 1995: 92.) (2a) also stands out from the set in that its initial [*t-] is [+retroflex]. Another incompatible final is found in (2c): its main vowel possesses phonetic features such as [+round], [+back], [+high] and [+long]; its final consonant is the [+nasal] ENG [*-n]. It falls into the dong 東 rime group.

(1a) 窺 yao < *djog ‘kiln’  (2a) 鑪 zhuj < *tjog ‘to cast metal’
(1b) 窺 yao < *djog ‘jar, vase’  (2b) 鍚 shuo < *sjak ‘to melt’
(1c) 消 xiao < *sjog ‘to melt’  (2c) 鍚 rong < *di:u:ŋ ‘to steam’
(1d) 炒 chao < *tsog ‘to fry, roast’  (2d) 鍚 diao < *ti:og ‘fade, whither’
(1e) 煮 zao < *sog ‘to dry’  (2e) 煮 xi < *sjak ‘dried meat’

It warrants noting that even Karlgren was not certain that every cognate in each of his word families actually belonged. In regard to his proposals, Karlgren writes: “So each small ‘word family’ has to be considered merely as a kind of frame, containing materials from which a choice will have to be made in the future. I am very far from affirming that all the words in each group are cognate; I only mean to say that they may be suspected of being cognate. In a few cases the affinity is absolutely obvious and certain and in many more it is strongly probable. In the rest it is only possible and at least worth discussion” (1933: 59). Subsequently, any revision conducted in regard to the above cognate set should not be
understood as a criticism of Karlgren's judgment; instead, it constitutes a continuation of his work on word families.

**Part Two:**

The dramatic transformation occurring in the Spring and Autumn (722-484 B.C.) and Warring States (403-222 B.C.) periods had a profound impact on how Chinese characters were written. Broad social, political and cultural changes which took place in China during this time resulted in quick and widespread economic development. Increased productivity in agriculture and handicrafts caused writing to spread beyond the ruling class to other sectors of society where it was used more frequently than ever before (Qiu: 51-2). David Pankenier echoes the opinion of other scholars when he writes, “In the wake of growing agricultural production commerce and handicrafts began to develop [sic], the use of writing became daily more widespread and newly created characters, abbreviations and variant forms circulated in great numbers” (30; Qiu: 52). The unprecedented transformation of script referred to here was manifest mainly in orthographic simplification. As such, we may link the aforementioned conditions to the gradual formation of the simplified *liu guo zi* 六國字 ‘Six States script’; however, before examining this important type of Warring States script, one crucial aspect of Chinese orthography in general warrants discussion. I refer to the interrelationship of complex and simplified writing forms which is a recurring phenomenon in Qiu Xigui’s survey of early Chinese orthography, the *Wenzixue gaiyao* 文字學概要 (An Outline of the Study of Writing).

Qiu Xigui discusses the complex forms of writing found throughout early Chinese history in terms of *zhengzi* 正體字 “orthodox script.” This refers to a writing form that would be more appropriate for formal occasions or ceremonial use. By contrast, the simplified form, or what Qiu calls *suti* 俗體字 “vulgar script,” refers to a kind of script which can be conveniently written and is suitable for daily usage. (Although the terms “orthodox” and “vulgar” are common in the accounts of Chinese script by Qiu Xigui and other writers, the ethical and political implications of these terms make them unsuitable for academic work; therefore, I do not use them in my own writing.) The demand for a quicker and easier way to write always necessitated a simplified writing form, which is really nothing
more than an abbreviated version of the complex script contemporaneous with it. In the early development of Chinese orthography, these two forms of script sometimes coexisted temporarily in a relatively static state; however, it is the nature of orthographic evolution that the complex script of the day eventually underwent a process of simplification (Qiu: 43-4, 58). Discussing the relationship between these forms of script, Qiu Xigui writes, “Actually, in the course of orthographic development, the function of vulgar script was extremely important. Sometimes a new kind of orthodox script developed out of a vulgar form from an earlier stage. A more frequent situation [in the evolution of early Chinese script] is when writing techniques belonging to the vulgar form later become absorbed by orthodox script, or when it [vulgar form] clearly expedited the evolution of orthodox script.”

For example, in the Shang dynasty complex script is found in BRI, while the more practical and simpler oracle-bone script constitutes its simplified counterpart. As was typically the case throughout the first millennium B.C. and before, the simplified script of the Shang dynasty was born out of necessity. Since Shang rulers carried out oracle-bone divinations on a frequent basis, a large number of characters had to be incised on turtle plastrons and scapulae. Engravers found themselves in a position where they had to develop a quick and efficient way to write on these hard surfaces; consequently, they began using a more simplified script characterized by relatively thin strokes, as well as round shaped graphs instead of something more square. Moreover, whereas complex BRI characters tended to be hollowed or gauged out (tian shi 填實) during the Shang, oracle-bone characters were instead engraved in profile (gou kuo 銘廓) (Qiu: 42). The combined effect of this simplification of script was a diminishment of pictorial quality.

Naturally, complex script existed in the Warring States period. In fact, a complex script resembling the writing of the preceding Spring and Autumn period was common throughout China from the fifth to third centuries B.C. The complex script of this time is characterized by a high degree of uniformity and linearization (xian tiao hua 錶條化), as well as the tendency to straighten lines which were previously curved or bent to facilitate
pictography (ping zhi hua 平直化) (Qiu: 46-8). However, the popularity of simplified script grew to an unprecedented degree during this period. The variation visible in the writing of China’s six eastern states — Qi 齊, Chu 楚, Yan 燕 and the three states of Jin 晉, which has been called Six States script, differed considerably from the traditional complex form. Because the geographical base of the Six States script was divided between a number of politically and culturally distinct areas, the orthographic diversity implicit in it is extremely broad (Qiu: 57-8). Along with a higher degree of simplification and a marked reduction in pictorial quality, this diversity constitutes a distinguishing feature of Six States script (Norman: 62; Pankenier: 31).

Below, I offer eight examples of Six States script from the Warring States period (Gao Ming: 107, 60, 89, 495; Zeng: 226, 237; Zhang: 79, 83). Since I have already commented on the characters ma 马, gao 高 and qi 其 in relation to their OBI pictographic form, (14), (16) and (17) require no further comment. I will, however, explain the orthographic components which comprise the characters in examples (10), (11), (12), (13) and (15). A clearer idea of the structural content of these characters will make the calligraphic and orthographic comparisons easier to follow.

(10) dao 道 ‘way, road, method’: This teknograph is composed of two main components: (a) shou 首 ‘head’ and (b) chuo 過 ‘to go over, pass over’ (GSR: nos. 1048, 1102). Component (a) is likely the phonophoric for this character, since it is nearly homophonous to dao in Old Chinese (Chen Fuhua: 142, 145) — e.g., compare dao<*d[h]o:q and shou<*cjo:q. The SWJZ states that (a) is a pictograph of a head with hair on top (SWJZZ: 9:15a), while Karlgren writes, “The graph is a drawing of the head of a horned animal” (GSR: no. 1102). According to Karlgren, the latter component can further be divided into two separate elements: the chi
if 'street' element at top and the zhi ‘foot’ element below (GSR: no. 1258). Other forms of this character are found in examples (18), (28), (33), (38), (50) and (58) forthcoming. (In the following explanations, I will use square brackets to indicate the corresponding examples of each character.)

(11) de 德 ‘virtuous, virtue’: This character is conventionally comprised of three main graphic components: (a) zhi 直 ‘straight, right’, which is composed of a verticalized eye graph and a straight line; (b) xin 心 ‘heart’; and (c) chi 齰 (GSR: no. 919). However, as example (11) is an abbreviated form of this character, element (c) is absent. [(19), (29), (34), (39), (59)]

(12) wei ‘to do, to be, to make’: This character is comprised of (a) zhua 爪 ‘claw’ and (b) wei 威 which Xu Shen believes to be a pictograph of ‘a female monkey’ (SWJZZ: 3:14b). In regard to (a), Karlgren writes, “In compound characters the element mostly means ‘hand’” (GSR: no. 11). The SWJZ states that (a) depicts the cover of a finger or a ‘nail’ (M¥0 /TO (SWJZZ: 3:14b). However, there is good reason to disagree with Xu Shen’s understanding of (b). According to Yu Xingwu 于省吾 and other paleographers, this graph depicts an elephant being led along by a human hand and Xu Shen’s mistake is the result of referring to corrupted Small Seal graphs (JGWZGL: no. 1654). [(20), (30), (35), (40), (52), (60)]

(13) ji 及 ‘come to, reach’: GSR, no. 681 states, “The graph shows a ‘hand’ grasping a ‘man’.” In this teknograph, the lower element 動 is the pictograph of a ‘hand’. [(21), (31), (35), (40), (52), (60)]

(15) wu 無 ‘not have, not, no’: GSR, no. 103 states, “The graph is [...] a drawing of a man with dancing plumes in the hands.” Although we can only speculate on what the dancing figure is actually holding, on the whole Karlgren’s understanding of this character is sound. In support of this view, Sun Haibo 孫海波 writes, “[This graph] depicts the shape of a person dancing with an ox-tail in each hand” 象人兩手曳牛尾而舞之形 (JGWZGL: no. 226). [(23), (32), (42), (55), (63)]

As mentioned, in the OBI pictographs discussed at the outset of this chapter, we have
already seen earlier forms of (14), (16) and (17). Referring back to OBI pictographs (3), (4) and (7), the comparatively diminished pictographic quality of the Six States script is obvious. Whereas (7) clearly offers a visible depiction of a horse, the same cannot be said of (14) — i.e., compare (14) with example (7). Example (14) would not look like a horse to anyone reading this graph without prior knowledge of what it represents. And although (16) still bears a remote resemblance to a 'high building,' it is not nearly as pictographic as its counterpart, OBI graph (4). In (16), the graph’s curved and shortened lines make it appear less like a building. Further, (17) does not resemble a ‘winnowing-basket’ as much as the OBI pictograph (3). The Six States graph for  觚  abbreviates the appearance of a basket containing lines that signify interwoven strips of bamboo. (The graphic element comprising the bottom half of example 17 will be discussed in connection with example 49 forthcoming.)

Examples (10) to (17) all contain characteristics which typify Six States script. In addition to displaying minimal pictorial qualities, they also show a markedly high degree of simplification. But since orthographic forms used during the Warring States period are bound to be less pictographic than OBI writing, it may be more meaningful to compare Six States script with scripts contemporaneous to it. Comparison of this sort is forthcoming. However, before proceeding any further, a comment should be given here concerning the approach taken in the analysis of examples (1) to (17). I have taken care to describe all the various components found in each of the graphs featured in order to arrive at a clear and accurate understanding of their orthographic features. An awareness of these features allows the graphologist to study and compare Chinese graphs on a level that is more precise and nuanced than that of script. As the present chapter continues, I will utilize orthographic feature to discuss graphs written in different scripts. Moreover, this methodological approach will continue to play an important part in chapter two, where I endeavor to date the FYSH script.

Among the states established during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States period, the state of Qin was in many ways unique. Moreover, its distinctiveness can largely be attributed to location. Since the state of Qin was situated where the Zhou dynasty was originally located, the script used there was particularly traditional in form. That is, in contrast to the states located in eastern China, Qin writing preserved the pictographic quality of the earlier Zhou script. In addition, because the state of Qin was relatively remote and isolated — located as it was to the distant west of the other states, the script used there
evolved more slowly than in eastern China. That a simplified orthography did not appear in
the Qin until the middle of the Warring States period is one indication of this (Qiu: 52; He:
164-5). However, not only is Qin script of special interest to the study of Warring States
orthography in general, it is also of particular interest to the present study of the FYSJ. After
all, this manuscript version of the Shi jing is written entirely in script originating from the
state of Qin. To fully understand Qin script we must view it as encompassing two visually
distinct forms: i.e., Small Seal and Clerical script. Small Seal script is viewed by some as the
parent of Clerical; therefore, I will proceed with a discussion of it first.

In the Han dynasty, a distinction was made between so-called Large Seal or da zhuan
大篆 script, the official script of Warring States Qin, and Small Seal, which is traditionally
believed to have been created during the Qin dynasty. Drawing such a distinction can be
misleading if it causes us to overlook the fact that these Seal scripts share enough in common
to be considered part of the same orthographic lineage (Qiu: 65-6). To better understand how
these scripts relate to one another, we should view Large Seal as the complex form of Seal
script and Small Seal as its simplified descendant (Qiu: 63). However, this observation does
not tell the whole story of Small Seal script and there are several more points regarding this
script that warrant mention.

Although Small Seal was clearly not “invented” by court ministers during the Qin
dynasty, it was the end product of a conscious modification of pre-existing complex Seal
script that occurred during this time (Qiu: 65). The modification resulting in Small Seal script
likely involved some innovation; however, its formation was mainly the result of “a thorough
unification and arranging of the Qin script along the same lines as its natural developmental
tendencies” (Pankenier: 33). Moreover, the central aim of this modification was to produce a
standard Seal script with which to replace the various simplified scripts deemed incompatible
with the emperor’s efforts to consolidate power and unify China (Pankenier: 30-33). From a
larger perspective this ‘unification of script’ (shu tong wen zi 書同文字) was merely one facet
of the “spirit of standardization” implicit in the world-view at the time (Boltz, 1997: 257).
Other manifestations of this world-view include the Qin emperor’s standardization of
weights and measurement, as well as currency (Norman: 63).

Below are some examples of the complex Seal script antedating the Small Seal script
of the Qin dynasty (Shi ke zhuanwen bian 石刻篆文編; hereafter SKZWB: 1:22; 2:27; 3:17;
The orthographic characteristics embodied in these characters already resemble the script used in parts of the FYSJ. Examples (18) to (23) are the equivalent of Six States graphs (10) to (17); therefore, they do not require componential analysis. The other four graphs (examples 24-27) have not previously been featured in this study; therefore, a brief account of their orthographic structure is forthcoming. Once again, it should be noted that the method I use to describe orthographic makeup will be followed throughout the second chapter.

(24) *yu* 魚 ‘fish’: As Xu Shen notes, (24) is a pictograph of a fish in which “the fish tail resembles the tail of a swallow” (SWJZZ: 11:17b). [(44)]

(25) *cao* 草 ‘grass, plant, herbs’: This particular character is found in GSR, no. 1049. It is composed of three main components: (a) unlike the later conventional form of this graph, in (25) there are two sets of *cao* 草 ‘grass, plants’ (GSR: no. 1052); (b) *ri* 日 ‘sun’; (c) *shi* 十 ‘ten’ (GSR: no. 686). Components (a) to (c) are all pictographic in nature. [(45)]

(26) *yuan* 圓 ‘circle, circumference, round’: According to GSR, no. 227, this teknograph contains two graphic constituents: (a) *wei* 圓 ‘circle’ in the upper section; (b) *ding* 鼎 ‘cauldron’ in the lower part. Karlgren mentions that: “In the modern graph the ting [*ding* cauldron] has been corrupted into pei cowry [bei 貝] (GSR: no. 227).” As will be evident shortly, this example of graphic corruption is already apparent in the SWJZ. [(46)]

(27) *min* 青 ‘toad’: Xu Shen wrote the following in regard to (27): “[This graph] is pictographic: a toad’s head is the same as a snake’s head” (SWJZZ: 33)
13:10b). Subsequently, we may view (27) as containing the following components: (a) min :`~` which is a pictograph of a ‘toad’ (GSR: no. 1252); and (b) xue 穴 which is a drawing representing the word ‘cave, pit, hole’ (GSR: no. 409). By the time of the SWJZ, component (b) was already absent from this character. [(47)]

Examples (19) and (23) are from the Spring and Autumn bronze container called the Qin Gong gui 秦公簋 (‘A Bronze Vessel of the Duke of Qin’; hereafter QGG) (Jinwen bian 金文编: nos. 87, 323; hereafter JWB) which has been dated approximately to the reign of Qin Jinggong 秦景公 (576-537 B.C.) or Qin Gonggong 秦共公 (608-604 B.C.) (Qiu: 60). The remaining graphs are from the Shi gu wen 石鼓文 (‘Stone Drums’; hereafter SD) traditionally ascribed to King Xuan 宣 of the Zhou dynasty (r. 827-782 B.C.). However, they were more likely produced by one of the dukes of Qin (Mattos: 1988, 2). Whereas Qiu Xigui dates the SD to somewhere between the late Spring and Autumn period and early Warring States period (approx. 480-475 B.C.), another source dates them more exactly to 475 B.C. (Qiu: 59; He: 159-60).

Among examples (18) to (27), only a single character can be used to compare Seal script with the OBI pictographs seen earlier. Although (22) may still be considered pictographic in comparison with later types of script, it does not possess nearly the same degree of pictorial quality as (7). Whereas the OBI pictograph clearly depicts the head and mane of a horse, as well as its legs and a tail, (22) has converted these elements of the original drawing into an oval, five strokes on a downward angle and three horizontal lines. Clearly, unlike Shang OBI pictograph (7), the SD seal graph (22) is more symbolic in shape than pictorial, something which reflects a common tendency in the evolution of Chinese orthography. In the upcoming orthographic analysis of the FYSJ, this tendency will be observed on a regular basis. The transformation from a pictographic form to one which is more symbolic plays a key role in dating the various Small Seal and Clerical scripts which comprise the FYSJ. A comparison of OBI graphs (3) and (4) with Small Seal forms is still forthcoming. Unfortunately, since (3) and (4) do not appear in the QGG and SD, we cannot compare them with Seal characters from the Western Zhou period.

I have already mentioned how vastly different Six States script is from other forms.
contemporary to it. To substantiate this claim, I will compare Six States script and early Seal script. Due to the stark contrast between these two forms of script, a limited comparison of only three sets is sufficient for the task:

Six States (10) :: SD (18) [the character dao 道]: The Six States form of shou 首 ‘head’ has an abbreviated number of strokes and has lost its original pictorial form — i.e., both the ‘head’ and the ‘hair’ or ‘horn’ element in  is indistinct compared to  in SD (18). The chuo 頭 component in (10) is also an abbreviated form of its (18) equivalent. While (10) contains this component in the form of , SD graph (18) contains , which is an older and more pictographic form of the graph representing the intersection of a thoroughfare (JGWZGL: no. 2289).

Six States (11) :: QGG (19) [the character de 德]: The Six States form of this character is also more simplified and less pictographic than its QGG counterpart. Firstly, with its reduced number of strokes, the xin 心 ‘heart’ grapheme in (11) manifests a diminished pictographic quality. While the ‘heart’ in (11) is written , in (19) it is rendered more pictographically in the form of (GSR: no. 663). Further, the chi 街 ‘street’ component found on the left side of QGG graph (19) has been completely struck from (11).

Six States (15) :: QGG (23) [the character wu 五]: The simplification (15) undergoes is even more drastic than that manifest in either of the above sets. In (23) the form of a dancing figure  with ox-tails in both of its hands is clearly discernible, something which shows this graph was highly pictographic even in the Spring and Autumn period. Conversely, as the result of extreme simplification in regard to the ox-tail element and abbreviation of the dancing figure, (15) no longer resembles somebody dancing.

In each of the above sets, Six States script is much less pictographic than the Seal script found in the QGG and SD inscriptions. Diminishment of this quality is caused by widespread graphic simplification and abbreviation, which includes reduction in the number of strokes and the elimination of certain graphemes or graphic components. As will become
clearer as this study progresses, both of these phenomena figure prominently in the process of orthographic evolution in ancient China. As such, the reader should prepare to witness similar transformation when this paper turns to an examination of Qin and Han Ancient Clerical script. At the same time, by juxtaposing Six States script with early Seal script, a clearer impressions of their respective orthographic identities is attained. While Six States script is not one of the focal points of this study, Seal script certainly is; therefore, the detailed orthographic profile of Small Seal script given in the upcoming survey may be viewed as an extension of this initial impression.

Examples (28) to (32) below post-date the SD inscriptions by roughly 150 years (SKWZB: 2:28-9; 3:17: 3:19; 6:9). They are from the Zu Chu wen 諨楚文 ('Text of Renouncing Chu'; hereafter ZCW) stone inscriptions which have been variously dated to either 312-310 B.C. or 328 B.C. (SKZWB: 1; Qiu: 59). Examples (28) to (32) correspond to the BRI and SD Seal graphs (18), (19), (20), (21) and (23). Unfortunately, the ZCW does not contain graphs that correspond to SD examples (22), and (24) through to (27).

A comparison of this ZCW set and the one above shows a change in the proportion and shape of Seal script. For example, the horizontal m“目’eye’ matrograph in (29) is more horizontal and flat in shape; overall, it is less circular than in QGG (19) — e.g., compare (29) to (19). This represents a change that would eventually be incorporated into the Small Seal form of this character (see examples 34, 39). More drastic structural change resulting from graphic abbreviation is evident in a comparison of ZCW (28) and SD (18): the graphic element positioned at the far right of (18) is completely absent in (28). Moreover, the ‘foot’ grapheme found in the SD form of dao 道 has been moved. Whereas this element is located at the bottom of the graph in SD (18); in ZCW (28) it is situated on the left-hand side, something which also becomes conventional in the Small Seal form of this character (see examples 33, 38). None of these alterations have a major impact on the pictographic quality of the ZCW Seal script. In this sense, therefore, the three sources discussed so far — QGG,
SD, ZCW — show a great deal of orthographic similarity.

The ZCW graphs differ from the earlier QGG and SD graphs in at least two other ways. One aspect of difference is crucial to this historical examination of Seal script, while the other is probably inconsequential. The verticalized rectangular shape resulting from the repositioning of the ‘foot’ grapheme in ZCW (28) is of special significance in the development of Small Seal orthography. The same vertical rectangularity is also manifest in ZCW examples (29) to (32). As will soon be evident, one of the most salient characteristics of Small Seal script is its vertical rectangular shape (Wang Fang-yü: vii). However, the ZCW script also exhibits a trait which clearly does not represent movement towards Small Seal script and is probably attributable solely to calligraphic style. In contrast to both the preceding SD Seal graphs, and the standard Small Seal graphs to be featured next, the strokes comprising the ZCW script have sharpened ends (Wang Fang-yü, vii). But just because calligraphic style lies outside the orthographic development of script, and is not generally of value for determining date, does not mean it has no place in the analysis of the FYSJ. A great deal can be learned about the physical makeup of a composite manuscript like the FYSJ from a study of its calligraphy.

Examples (33) to (37) below all represent Small Seal graphs from ceramic inscriptions dating to the Qin dynasty (Yuan Zhongyi: 142-5). Overall, these graphs possess lines which are not as curved as those in examples (18) to (32). Instead, they exhibit the slightly angular lines more characteristic of Small Seal script. Examples (33) to (37) are contemporary to the Qin dynasty stone tablet inscriptions (hereafter STI) seen in (38) to (42) (SKWZB: 2:26; 2:28; 3:10-9; 6:9). Qiu Xigui states that STI are probably the best materials presently available for the study of Small Seal script (Qiu: 59). Despite being from different regions of China, the STI graphs are all dated to 221 B.C. which is the year that emperor Qin Shihuang 秦始皇 (259-210 B.C.) established Small Seal as the official script of the Qin dynasty (SKWZB: 1: Wang Fang-yü: vii). Finally, (43) to (49) are from the SWJZ and representative of Small Seal script dating to around 100 A.D. (Gao Ming: 192, 214, 300, 218, 396, 89, 405).

Containing over nine thousand characters, the SWJZ is another invaluable resource for the research of Small Seal script — albeit the form of Small Seal written during the Eastern Han. This graphological dictionary contains many Small Seal characters that simply do not exist anywhere in earlier materials (Qiu: 63). For example, although Spring and Autumn BRI
and the early Warring States SD contain the Seal script characters (24) to (27), neither the ZCW, the ceramic inscriptions, or the STI from the Qin dynasty offer corresponding graphs. Moreover, for Small Seal equivalents of the Six States characters (16) and (17), once again we must rely on the SWJZ.

In each of the following three sets, I refer to the SWJZ to compare graphs written in Small Seal script with OBI pictographs:

OBI pictograph (7) :: Small Seal (37), (43) [the character 马 ma]: Basically speaking, the Small Seal forms of 马 ‘horse’ resemble SD graph (22) already discussed. Perhaps the most significant difference between SD (22) and its corresponding Small Seal forms is the latter’s more rectangular shape. I have included (37) in this study because it is an interesting example of a graph exhibiting both Small Seal and Clerical features. Although the lower part of this graph — the horse’s legs and tail — still roughly match Small Seal graph (43), its squarer upper portion — representing the head and mane — is distinctly Clerical in appearance (see examples 54, 62).

OBI pictograph (3) :: Small Seal (49) [the character 米 qi]: Both graphs contain the component representing a ‘winnowing-basket’. In the case of OBI (3), qi is written 米, while in SWJZ (49) this character is written almost identically in the form of 米. The main differences in the two characters are: 1) the Small Seal form possesses a horizontal line at the
top of the U-shaped basket; 2) there is a component beneath the picture of a basket in (49) which Karlgren refers to as “two legs and a stroke crossing their upper part” (GSR: no. 487). There is a consensus among etymologists that this is a pictograph of a kind of stand, presumably for the basket to sit on (Wilder: 539; SWJZZ: 5:22a).

OBI pictograph (4) :: Small Seal (48) [the character gao 高]: Whatever minor differences exist between these two forms of gao 高, they are obviously variant orthographic forms of the same character — e.g., compare SWJZ (48) with 高 in OBI (4).

The above examples prove that Small Seal script was still relatively pictographic for its time. As such, this evidence reflects what was mentioned earlier regarding the conservative nature of Seal script in general. Jerry Norman writes, “The Qin script is directly descended from the bronze inscriptive script of the late Western Zhou dynasty. In the course of its development the seal script had taken on a more regular and balanced appearance without, however, changing to such a degree that its ultimate pictographic origins became totally obscured” (63). Such a view is further substantiated if we consider the form qi 起 and gao 高 take in Six States script; both (16) and (17) are much less pictographic than Small Seal graphs (48) and (49).

The difference between Small Seal and its ancestral Large Seal script is certainly not as great as the contrast between Small Seal and Six States script. The various forms of Seal script have several common characteristics, such as strokes with both “rounded corners” and ends (Wang Fang-yü: v-vii). However, some distinct differences in the orthography of Small Seal and Large Seal have been observed. For example, David Pankenier states that (A) “[in Small Seal script there] was a change in the brushstrokes making them tend to be straighter and more uniform, with the result that the pictographic quality was diminished”; (B) [in Small Seal script there] was the abbreviation or simplification of the radical [i.e., semantic determiner] or phonetic [i.e., phonophoric]” (32). Qiu Xigui’s opinion regarding complex Seal and Small Seal script is essentially in accord with these two points (65). At the same time, Wang Fang-yü 方方字 makes the following observation concerning Small Seal characters: (C) “Each character is vertically rectangular in shape” (vii). Early signs of this last orthographic feature are already apparent in ZCW examples (28) to (32), something which marks the
gradual orthographic development from Warring States Seal script to standard Small Seal.

Pankenier writes that Small Seal graphs (44) yu 禽 and (47) min 宀 are good examples of point (A) (32). There is no disputing that these graphs are less pictographic than SD (24) and SD (27). For example, comparing SWJZ (44) with SD (24) 魚, not only are the side fins of the fish in (44) no longer distinct, but the square graphic constituent at the center of this character distorts the shape of the fish altogether. It is unlikely that a reader lacking prior knowledge of this graph and without suitable context could conclude that (44) represents a fish by looking at it. The xue 獭 component in graph (47) resembles a cave or hole about as much as the corresponding element in SD (27); that is, at least to a modern day reader. On the other hand, the object inside the confines of xue 獭 in SWJZ (47) does not resemble a creature to the same degree as the toad in SD (27); the SWJZ matrograph 洞 lacks the arms and feet which are so distinct in SD 獴, and its depiction of a tail is not as clear either.

The examples Pankenier offers for point (B) are Small Seal characters (45) cao 鳥 and (46) yuan 员. Example (45) lacks the lower semantic element 禽 present in the corresponding SD graph (25). Moreover, compared to the SD graph (26), the lower graphic component in (46) is also abbreviated. As previously mentioned, the change seen in this component transpired when the graph for ‘cowry’ 禽 was used to replace the original ‘cauldron’ 禺 graph. Other examples supporting point (B) are Small Seal (33) and (38), which lack the far right grapheme 8 contained in SD (18).

More than any other trait, the upright rectangular quality of Small Seal characters separates them from their ancestral forms. In the QGG and SD inscriptions, the Seal characters are typically wider, filling a space which is more of a broad square than a vertical rectangle. Examples (18), (19), (21), (23) and (25) are perhaps the clearest illustrations of this orthographic tendency. For example, the fingers of the 獴 ‘hand’ element dominating (21) are excessive in length, making this graph shorter and broader than its Qin dynasty counterpart 獴 seen in (41). Furthermore, the ma 马 graph found in (37) and SWJZ (43) are clearly higher than SD graph (22). And the arms of the dancing figure in QGG (23) stretch to the sides much farther than in Small Seal graph (42). However, it would be a mistake to assume that
this particular trait of Small Seal script was nonexistent before the Qin dynasty. Examples dao 道 (28), de 德 (29), wu 無 (32) and especially ji 及 (31) are already narrower in a vertical sense than their antecedent Seal forms. But on the whole, the tendency towards rectangular form becomes even more pronounced and consistent among standard Small Seal characters — e.g., examples (38), (39), (44), (45), (46), (48), (49) all exhibit this trait.

Whereas Clerical script may be considered the simplified script of the Qin dynasty; Small Seal constituted the traditional and more complex state script. However, one can also view these two scripts as belonging to one graphic lineage; Small Seal being the simplified offspring of Large Seal script and Clerical script the still more simplified grandchild (Pankenier: 35; He: 166; Qiu: 63, 68). Several Han sources state that Clerical script was “invented” by members of Qin Shi huang’s court in a manner similar to Small Seal (Pankenier: 33-4). But based on recently excavated bamboo and ceramic inscriptions, we now know Clerical script already started taking form in the late Warring States period (Zhang: 32). This does not rule out the possibility that certain Qin officials were involved in shaping and standardizing Clerical script (Pankenier: 34). Both traditional sources and contemporary scholars suggest Clerical script was at least partially formed in a deliberate manner to meet the needs of scribes, government clerks and other people requiring a script easier to write than Small Seal. It is important to keep in mind that the demand for a more practical form of writing was not unique to the Qin; rather, this phenomenon was common throughout China during the Warring States period. The same motivation underlies the development of the Six States scripts (Zheng: 32).

Because the Clerical script of Warring States Qin is not fully mature, it still bears some resemblance to the Seal script from which it originated (Qiu: 69). A more mature form of Clerical script, which resembles Seal script less, gradually took form during the reign of emperor Wu of Han 漢武帝 (r. 140-87 B.C.) (He: 167; Qiu: 77). Eventually, however, the Clerical written during the Qin and the Western Han dynasties became called Ancient Clerical gu li 古隶 script; whereas the Clerical that evolved in the late Eastern Han (25-220 A.D.) became known as Eight Parts ba fen 八分 script (Qiu: 79). Even in the very beginning, the significance of Clerical script was monumental. One scholar believes its formation effectively led to the abandonment of the “pictographic factor” in Chinese script, and set in motion a
trend towards orthographic “symbolification” (fu hao hua 符號化) (Pankenier: 34; Zheng: 25); that is, a writing system based on abstract symbols. This claim is open to debate. For instance, it is difficult to prove that pictography in Chinese script was ever really discarded. Further, when discussing orthography in general one must always be cautious making absolute statements. However, there is no doubt that diminished pictography is a vital orthographic feature of Clerical script, and an important means with which to date graphs written in early manuscripts such as the FYSJ.

Examples (50) to (57) below represent Ancient Clerical script from the Shuihudi bamboo inscriptions (hereafter SHD) (Qin jian wenzi bian 秦簡文字編; hereafter QJWZB: 108, 759, 188, 719, 436, 394, 507; LZB: 23). The tomb from which these bamboo documents were excavated belonged to a person active during the reigns of Qin Zhaorang 秦昭襄 and Qin Shihuang, a period roughly spanning 240 to 217 B.C. (Zheng: 33). Therefore, the appearance of Clerical script in the SHD proves that this form of writing did not originate in the Qin dynasty as traditionally believed. Without a doubt, the SHD inscriptions are the best source presently available for the study of Clerical script in its formative stage (Qiu: 69).

At first glance, Ancient Clerical and Small Seal script appear quite different; however, they share several common traits which expose a strong orthographic affinity. In the analysis below, I will discuss examples (50) to (57) in terms of the following orthographic features: (A) the verticalized rectangular shape characteristic of Small Seal which is also evident in Ancient Clerical script; (B) the similarity of Ancient Clerical and Small Seal script in terms of orthographic structure — e.g., the position of graphic components within characters; (C) the use of strokes in the writing of Ancient Clerical and Small Seal characters, as opposed to dots that distinguish later forms of Clerical script. Unlike the comparisons of orthography given
earlier in this section, which were primarily intended to provide a clear understanding of the various early Chinese writing forms, the following juxtaposition of Small Seal and Ancient Clerical scripts has a more direct bearing on the upcoming orthographic analysis of the FYSJ. As chapter two illustrates, much of the FYSJ is written in Small Seal and Ancient Clerical script; therefore, the orthographic features used in the analysis given below will prove quite essential when I work on dating the FYSJ, and mapping out its physical nature.

The above Ancient Clerical graph dao 道 (50) is vertically rectangular, something which typifies Small Seal script. Other examples from the SHD also exhibit this feature, such as: wu 無 (55), gao 高 (56) and qi 其 (57). Of these three examples, (55) probably best embodies orthographic feature (A), since it stands upright; both (56) and (57) lean slightly to the right. In regard to orthographic feature (B), the semantic determiner - chuo ‘walking’ found in (50) corresponds to Small Seal characters (33) and (38): in both scripts this graphic element is positioned completely to the left of the graph. Clerical script characters (55) to (57), as well as wei 為 (52) are also orthographically similar to their Small Seal counterparts (40), (42), (48) and (49). Actually, the structural similarity between SHD (56) and (57) and SWJZ graphs (48) and (49) is self-evident. In (55), the position of the dancing figure and plumes is comparable to what is seen in STI (42); in both cases the plumes are positioned to either side of the dancer. Unfortunately, the SHD does not contain an Ancient Clerical equivalent of the character de 德; however, it does have examples of the ‘heart’ matrogram.

The shape of the matrogram 鱈 used in SHD (51) bears a fairly strong resemblance to the grapheme found in Small Seal graph (39).

Turning our attention to point (C), Ancient Clerical graphs (52) and ma 馬 (54) are featured. The part of graph (52) depicting the legs of an elephant is written using strokes of a length that match Small Seal graph (40). By contrast, the legs of the horse in SHD (54) are written partly in the form of strokes and partly using abbreviated dots; therefore, there is some indication in this character of the orthographic change embodied by more mature Clerical script. Certainly, this component of SHD (54) lacks the same stroke length found in SWJZ (43). At the same time, however, neither is it comprised of the kind of abbreviated dots featured in example (60) from the Clerical script of the early Han period.

As much as some orthographic affinity is inevitable among scripts belonging to the
same orthographic lineage, the different motivation underlying their creation and use can also be expected to manifest some degree of orthographic dissimilarity. In the case of Small Seal and Ancient Clerical script, this dissimilarity can be defined by certain orthographic features that also play a part in the upcoming graphological study of the FYSJ. For example, although SHD (50) to (57) mostly retain a vertical rectangular shape which betrays their origin in earlier Small Seal script, the horizontal rectangularity characteristic of Clerical script is also evident in them. SHD (52), ji and (53) and (54) are all distinctly wider than Small Seal graphs (35), (37), (40), (41) and (43). But the most prominent difference between the Small Seal and Ancient Clerical scripts is the relatively high degree of simplification embodied by the latter. By simplification I refer to orthographic features such as an indistinct and cursory manner of writing, reduction in the number of strokes, and characters which lack the same balance or sense of proportion usually found in Small Seal script. Taking all of these orthographic traits into consideration, it should be clear that the diminishment in pictorial quality is the end result of orthographic simplification.

For example, the \( \text{\begin{symbol}1\end{symbol}} \) component in SHD graph (50) is written in a cursory and indistinct fashion compared to the much more clearly articulated \( \text{\begin{symbol}8\end{symbol}} \) in STI (38). And compared to Small Seal STI (40), the hand element in SHD (52) has lost its pictographic quality entirely — i.e., the grapheme \( \text{\begin{symbol}\begin{symbol}1\end{symbol}\begin{symbol}1\end{symbol}\end{symbol}} \) in STI (40) has been replaced by a few horizontal lines. On the whole, SHD (54) resembles a horse much less than Small Seal (43): the horse head in (54) has lost its oval shape and the three long horizontal lines no longer resemble a mane; the legs, tail and body depicted in (43) are reduced to a few short downward strokes. Further, the dancing figure in SHD (55) is less defined than in STI (42). Due to graphic simplification, the dancing figure’s head and feet have been eliminated — i.e., compare \( \text{\begin{symbol}\begin{symbol}1\end{symbol}\end{symbol}} \) (55) with \( \text{\begin{symbol}\begin{symbol}1\end{symbol}\end{symbol}} \) (42), and the objects in its hands are more poorly formed. Finally, although SHD (56) and (57) structurally resemble SWJZ (48) and (49), both SHD characters lack the balance and regularity of form which characterize the Small Seal graphs.

For an examination of Clerical script from the period post-dating the SHD, we turn our attention towards the MWD bamboo inscriptions (Lizi bian 隸字編: 650, 471, 937, 23, 1473, 99, 163, 1480; hereafter LZB). Strictly speaking, the manuscript found at MWD is still considered to be written in Ancient Clerical, although it was produced some thirty to forty
years after the SHD. Some believe that the MWD inscriptions were written sometime during
the reigns of Han emperors Wen 文 (r. 179-156 B.C.) and Jing 景 (r. 156-140 B.C.) (Zheng:
21). William Boltz, on the other hand, dates the MWD to about 195-87 B.C. (1994: 160-1).

\begin{align*}
\text{(58)} & \quad \text{(59)} & \quad \text{(60)} & \quad \text{(61)} \\
\text{(62)} & \quad \text{(63)} & \quad \text{(64)} & \quad \text{(65)}
\end{align*}

In terms of overall shape, the MWD graphs still reflect some influence from Small Seal script.
Most noticeable is the vertical rectangular shape of MWD graphs, such as (58), (59), (64) and
especially (65). By contrast, graphs (62) and (63) are both more square in shape. As well,
(61) also fills a space that is square in form, as opposed to vertically rectangular.
Consequently, it would seem that the Ancient Clerical script used in the Warring States SHD
bamboo inscriptions and the MWD documents shows about the same degree of verticality.
This may suggest that until Clerical script evolved into its more mature \textit{ba fen} form at about
the time of Han emperor Wudi, all Ancient Clerical script showed signs of verticalization to
an equal extent. Naturally, such a general claim can only be made with confidence if more
graphs from SHD and MWD are compared, something outside the scope of the present
study. However, MWD Clerical script definitely shows a higher degree of simplification than
the form of this script seen in the SHD. On the whole, the MWD script is written in a more
cursory style, displays a greater reduction in the number of strokes, and exhibits a tendency
towards converting lines to dots. We can make the following comparisons:

\textbf{SHD (50)} :: \textbf{MWD (58)}: Although the orthographic structure of the two graphs is similar,
(58) is written in a more cursory fashion — e.g., compare the \texttt{X} component in (58) with \texttt{X} in
(50). Cursoriness also appears in the graphic representation of a ‘head’ found in MWD (58)
— i.e., in (58) the two horizontal lines have become shortened and less horizontal.

\textbf{SHD (51)} :: \textbf{MWD (59)}: Compared to the relatively pictographic ‘heart’ matrogram in (51),
the same element in (59) has been drastically abbreviated, losing its pictorial quality completely — e.g., the \( \text{.component} \) in SHD (51) is written as \( \text{component} \) in MWD (59).

**SHD (52) :: MWD (60):** Graph (60) has fewer strokes than its SHD counterpart and the 'feet' are written using small dots instead of strokes as seen in (52). Consequently, (60) has become simplified to the point of losing much of its pictorial quality.

**SHD (55) :: MWD (63):** Graph (63) has undergone a higher degree of simplification than (55), making it much less pictographic. In fact, the simplified structure of (63) closely resembles Six States graph (15). In both cases, the graph is divided into an upper part formed by two long horizontal lines and four short vertical lines, and a lower portion comprised of matching twin graphemes — e.g., compare MWD graph (63) with Six States graph (15).

**SHD (57) :: MWD (65):** Although these graphs are largely the same, an increased simplification is manifest in (65), with its use of dots in the writing of the \( \text{wu} \) component.

**Conclusion:**

This chapter was designed to introduce non-specialists with a background in Chinese to the analysis of graphic, lexical and orthographic variation. It is intended to give the reader a broad understanding of how Old Chinese phonology, semantic value and graphic representation interrelate in pre-Han Chinese. Further, chapter one provides the methodological background required to distinguish different types of characters and the various orthographic features that comprise Small Seal and Ancient Clerical script. Hopefully, this detailed introduction will enable the reader to follow the arguments proposed in chapters two and three more easily. Ideally, it should make the reader familiar enough with textual criticism and the fundamentals of the study of script to challenge some of the assertions put forth in this thesis.
Chapter Two: A Selective Graphological Study of the Fuyang Shi jing

Introduction:

Chapter two continues where the first chapter ended. Having provided a functional linear outline of the orthography of Small Seal and Ancient Clerical, in this chapter I put this understanding of these scripts to the test, using them to evaluate the graphs and orthographic forms comprising the FYSJ. Whenever necessary I draw upon the general principles of orthographic evolution presented in the first chapter. At the same time, in the course of conducting graphological comparison and analysis in the second chapter, our understanding of phenomena such as the relationship between graphs and their orthographic forms will doubtlessly be enhanced. This chapter focuses on the following objectives: (A) I attempt to distinguish the physical nature of the FYSJ and show what the implications of my findings are. We already know that the FYSJ is comprised of different source manuscripts (Wen: 97-8); however, the full extent to which the FYSJ is divisible into pieces has yet to be determined. (B) I date select graphs, and the context they are part of, to determine the full chronological range of the various manuscripts in the FYSJ. While a rough date based on cursory analysis has already been assigned to the FYSJ (Wen: 97-8), a more detailed evaluation of this matter is definitely needed. Before the graphological material provided by the FYSJ can be used for further research, it is imperative that we know exactly when it was written.

In addition to this introduction, chapter two is divided into three graphological studies, each dealing with one a particular ‘feature’ character and its various orthographic forms. These studies are themselves divided into four parts. The first part involves componential analysis in which the various graphemes or structural components found in the feature character are examined. I believe that performing this kind of analysis at the outset facilitates whatever orthographic analysis comes next. Labeling the graphemes that I work with enables me to render more lucid descriptions and provide cogent explanations. Moreover, with a clear picture of how each character is constructed, the reader should be able to follow the identification and comparison of its orthographic forms more easily. For example, the componential profile given the graph dao 道 in chapter one allows discussion of its orthographic forms to be more easily understood. Below are six different forms of dao 道
Comparison of these graphs is greatly facilitated if what is referred to by the terms 'head', 'street' grapheme and 'foot' grapheme is known. The phonetic and semantic information related to the words represented by FYSJ graphs will generally not be included in the componential study. Since the analysis in chapter two is graphological in orientation, information on the possible or known meanings of lexical items lies outside our consideration here. However, on occasion exceptions will be made: if the meaning of a word affiliated with a particular graph helps substantiate conclusions derived from componential evaluation, it may be included for reference.

Following the componential analysis, in each graphological study found in chapter two I briefly survey the orthographic evolution of the feature character. Sometimes the graphs in this survey aid the preceding delineation of graphic components. But this is not what is most important. By providing historical background on the orthography of the feature characters, I hope to better explain the manner in which they embody Small Seal and Ancient Clerical orthographic traits. If the graphs in the FYSJ are to be successfully dated, it is necessary to establish reference points in the form of specific traits marking early and late Ancient Clerical orthography. For this purpose, I primarily utilize examples from the SHD and MWD texts, although other materials will also be referred to occasionally. As mentioned in chapter one, the script seen in the SHD bamboo inscriptions is thought to have been written around 240-217 B.C. (Zheng: 33). Conversely, the Ancient Clerical script found in the MWD texts represents a form which was current from 195 to 187 B.C. (Boltz: 1994: 160-1). Our knowledge of script is still too limited to date particular Ancient Clerical graphs by the year or even by the decade; however, the SHD and MWD provide benchmarks with which to determine the earliness or lateness of FYSJ graphs.

Part three of each graphological study starts to address the first primary objective of chapter two; that is, to demonstrate the degree to which the FYSJ is actually a highly fragmented patchwork of numerous different manuscripts. Unfortunately, the two pioneers
of FYSJ research, Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang, completely ignore this aspect of the FYSJ in their evaluation of it (Hu, 1988: 23-35). It is doubly unfortunate, therefore, that they still proceed to speculate which school of Shi jing scholarship the FYSJ represents (Hu: 28-31). Surely this question can only be approached after a better understanding of the physical nature of the FYSJ is realized? Wen Xinfu has also conducted preliminary work on this important facet of FYSJ research; however, Wen’s analysis is far too approximate and limited in scope. The data derived from his calligraphic analysis is not accurate because it is based on the consideration of entire groups of odes lumped together. And his orthographic analysis is severely compromised by the paucity of examples examined (97-8). More on this later. In order to properly discern the miscellany of manuscripts in the FYSJ, I believe the examination should focus on specific graphs and individual bamboo slips. Moreover, the accuracy and reliability of the findings depends on taking into account a large number of graphs.

One can view part three as responding to the first objective on a comparative basis; whereas, as will be explained shortly, part four performs the same task concentrating on individual cases. In each of the three graphological studies in this chapter, the feature character selected recurs numerous times within the FYSJ. The various forms of the feature character are compared in part three as a means of distinguishing the manuscripts in the FYSJ. In this regard calligraphic style is perhaps secondary in importance to orthographic criteria. Yet calligraphy should still be considered an integral part of the graphological methodology used in this chapter. The initial examination of orthographic forms in part three will also involve a dating process, albeit on a somewhat cursory level. I will date the various orthographic forms of each feature character independently; that is, without verifying the dates I give them against the immediate context. The intrinsic value of this exercise lies in formulating a general time-frame in which to place the contents of the FYSJ as a whole. It will give us a relatively clear idea of the chronological range to be found among the manuscripts that comprise the FYSJ. However, the cursory dating process discussed here also highlights and affirms the significant disparity between the orthographic forms uncovered for each feature character.

It should noted that Wen Xingfu has already dated the FYSJ based on evidence drawn from the different scripts found in it. But once again Wen’s research is rough and approximate
at best; in fact, it essentially amounts to a single statement: "The style of writing in the fragmented bamboo slips of the Fuyang Shi jing likely belongs to early Clerical script, but some can be called Eight Parts script and it [this manuscript] probably still contains traces of Seal script" (Wen: 97). Once again my criticism of this approach to graphology concerns the unit of analysis employed by Wen Xingfu. Rather than characterize the FYSJ in terms of different scripts (shu), a category simply too broad to be very meaningful, in my opinion this particular manuscript should be examined on the level of orthographic form. Failure to do so ensures that the physical nature of the FYSJ will only be superficially understood, something which may be acceptable from the vantage point of Wen’s general research, but not in a fairly specialized study such as this thesis.

To portray the physical nature of the FYSJ in more precise terms, the varying orthographic forms implicit in early Clerical script must be taken into account. For example, although both the SHD and MWD use Ancient Clerical script, comparison between the two clearly shows that they differ orthographically. I will refrain from citing examples of this here; however, in the course of the present graphological study this point will be proven irrefutably. Further, neither of these excavated materials contains just one form of Ancient Clerical script; to some extent the different texts contained in them are all distinguished by a different orthographic form. A cursory glance through the Lizi bian (A Compilation of Graphs in Clerical Script; hereafter LZB) and Qin jian wenzhi bian (A Compilation of Graphs from Qin Bamboo Inscriptions; hereafter QJWZB) suffices to confirm this claim. Not acknowledging the nuances of orthographic form hinders accurate evaluation of the physical nature of the FYSJ. In passing, it warrants mention that Wen Xingfu’s statement regarding the make-up of the FYSJ contains an important error. It is highly doubtful that the FYSJ — buried in the fifteenth year of the reign of Emperor Xiaowen (165 B.C.) — contains characters written in the so-called Eight Parts variety of Clerical script (Hu: 23; Wen: 60). As mentioned in chapter one, according to Qiu Xigui this type of Clerical script did not really take form until the Eastern Han dynasty (Qiu: 79).

At this juncture, I will briefly compare the SHD and FYSJ. I do this for a number of reasons. Firstly, the basic physical nature of the FYSJ will become more apparent as a result of being juxtaposed against the SHD. This will give the reader a clear impression of the FYSJ
composite manuscript before further substantiation of its exact form is provided in the
upcoming graphological studies. Further, this comparison exposes the reader to the type of
methodology utilized in chapter two, as well as the main resource materials referred to there.

As mentioned, the SHD contains disparate orthographic forms of Ancient Clerical
script. Some of the forms represent a less mature form of Ancient Clerical script; while others
are written in a fashion indicative of a mature form closer to the type found in the MWD.
This dissimilarity can be attributed to the fact there are twenty-five different texts within the
SHD written at different times in the state of Qin (Qiu: 61). For example:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(6) (7)

The orthographic disparity between most of the graphs above is self-evident. Examples (1) to
(3) (QJWZB: 448) all show the character chu 出 ‘go out, come out’ (GSR: no. 496). Karlgren
believes this character “shows a ‘foot’ going out from an area indicated by a curved stroke”
(GSR: no. 496). In this case, the area referred to may be a pit or hole of some kind. However,
others think the OBI form of chu 出 depicts a foot inside some form of footwear (KMJS: no.
775; for another interpretation see SWJZZ: 6:3b) — e.g., see OBI graph (4) (JGWB: no.
775). Of these examples, (1) is from the SHD text Xiao lü 效律; (2) is from SHD text Feng
zheng shi 封診式; and (3) is from the writing found in the text entitled Xiao 效. These graphs
are not distinguishable on the basis of calligraphy alone, that is, their disparity does not
simply reflect a personal or regional writing style. A distinction based on orthographic feature
is undeniable. Differences such as the horizontal rectangularity in (2), the increased linearity
in (3) and the relative height and roundness in (1) are all examples of orthographic criteria
discussed earlier in chapter one.

Examples (5) to (7) are all different orthographic forms of the graph zhi 之 ‘go to’
written in Ancient Clerical script (GSR: no. 962). According to Li Xiaoding 李孝定, the
original OBI form of *zhi* 門 likely depicts a foot positioned above or on top of the ground (象人足在地上之形) (KMJS: no. 771; for a second view see SWJZZ: 6:2b). These examples are from the following SHD texts: (5) is from *Wei li zhi dao* 為吏之道; (6) is from *Xiao li*; and (7) is from *Nei shi za* 內史雜. The orthographic features distinguishing them include: (A) the linearized strokes implicit in (6), which I think evolved as part of a process of simplification from the more rounded lines seen in (5); (B) the conversion of the fork-like orthographic configuration distinguishing (5) and (6) to the abbreviated form lacking a straight vertical stem seen in (7).  

It is probably safe to conclude that the orthographic form in each SHD text is relatively consistent. While some texts are on the whole written in a comparatively early form of Ancient Clerical script, others are written in a form reflecting a later date. I do not intend to embark on a lengthy examination of the SHD Ancient Clerical forms here. Such an undertaking would require a study all its own. However, the three sets of examples given below certainly seem to support this claim.

As is evident, the *chu* 出 graphs in SHD (8) to (10) (QJWZB: 448) are all very uniform in shape. Moreover, they all closely resemble graph (1) seen above, exhibiting the same shallow
U-shaped strokes and height. These four graphs are all from the SHD text entitled *Xiao* and together they substantiate the claim of orthographic consistency among the different SHD texts. The same can be said for the *zhi* 之 graphs (11) to (14) (QJWZB: 438). There is considerable consistency among these four graphs, all which are from the SHD text entitled *Cang lü* 倉律. Only (13) seems to stand out somewhat from the other examples of *zhi* 之, as it is slightly narrower in form. In the second row, SHD (15) through to (20) (QJWZB: 1007) are all examples of the graph *jia* 甲 ‘shell’ (GSR: no. 626). Although OBI specialists interpret this character differently (KMJS: no. 1674), the SWJZ shows that in the past *jia* 甲 was thought to depict a human skull (人頭置為甲) (SWJZZ: 14:19b). There is a high degree of orthographic consistency in the two sets of graphs seen here: the square ‘head’ in the first three graphs from the text called *Xiao lü* is not as rectangular as in the second set, which is from the *Fa lü da wen*.

In the third row, examples (21) and (22) (QJWZB: 376), which are from the text *Cang lü*, are again very consistent with one another orthographically. The character shown here is *shi* 食 ‘eat, eclipse, food’ and according to Karlgren it is “a drawing of a food vessel with lid “ (GSR: no. 921; also see Li Xiaoding in KMJS: no. 662). Most significantly, both (21) and (22) are distinguished by their vertical rectangularity. The same orthographic consistency is apparent in the set comprising (23) and (24) from *Qin lü za chao* 秦律雜抄, as well. Graphs (8) to (24) certainly suggest that orthographic form in the SHD is to a large extent particular to each text. However, while this type of orthographic consistency appears to be applicable as a general rule for the SHD, it should be noted that this consistency can be influenced by calligraphic style and to some extent the structure of individual graphs.

Like the SHD, the manuscript of the FYSJ also encompasses different orthographic forms of Ancient Clerical script; however, by comparison the degree of orthographic disparity in the FYSJ is much greater. Overall, while the FYSJ contains orthographic forms of Ancient Clerical script that are as early as those in the SHD, at the same time, there are also FYSJ forms which represent the Ancient Clerical script written in the early Han dynasty. The greatest difficulty a graphologist will encounter examining the composite manuscript of the FYSJ is its lack of any clear demarcation with which to discern the various source manuscripts. With the SHD we know the orthographic forms can be approached and
analyzed text by text; however, when dealing with the FYSJ the graphologist must approach
the subject matter by examining graphs and bamboo slips individually. In the second chapter,
FYSJ graphs are first evaluated in part three of each section, while the broader graphological
context provided by bamboo slips does not receive treatment until part four.

The two sets of graphs below indicate how different the calligraphic and orthographic
forms for any specific character can be in the FYSJ. The first set depicts five graphic forms of
the character zhi 之 (S006, S023, S079, S085, S093; the numbers assigned FYSJ slips in this
study accord with Hu: 2-18 and Wen: 61-91), which has already been discussed in connection
with its SHD forms. The second set shows five different forms of the character wo 我 ‘first-
person pronoun’ (GSR: no. 2) (S001, S030, S059, S081, S142).

The first set above presents several distinct orthographic forms of the character zhi 之. For
example, FYSJ graphs (28) and (29) clearly resemble one another orthographically, although
the quality of the strokes — i.e., length and boldness — indicate calligraphic disparity. As
such, we may conclude that while FYSJ (28) and (29) were likely written during roughly the
same time period, they still represent different manuscripts. I will not evaluate these graphs
in any detail here. Suffice it to say that (28) and (29) can be examined in connection with
SHD (7); they exhibit the same orthographic features as seen earlier in the description of (7).
Examples (25) to (27) are orthographically further removed from (5), the earliest SHD form
of this graph, than the other FYSJ graphs. This can be attributed to the fact that they
represent a later orthographic form.

By most accounts the character wo 我 is a pictograph of some sort of weapon with a
saw-like blade (KMJS: no. 1456). In the second row, we see tremendous orthographic
disparity among the examples of wo 我 provided. For example, FYSJ (32) is much sparser
than any of the other forms of 般 我 found in this manuscript. In fact, this graph is remarkably similar to the OBI form of 般 我 seen in example (35) (Gao: 350) and the BRI graph form the Spring and Autumn period in (36) (Gao: 350). The 般 我 in (35) and (36) probably represents the oldest orthographic form of this character (Gao: 350), and the fact that it is still found in the FYSJ should be of considerable interest to anyone studying the history of orthography in early Chinese. Moreover, FYSJ (30) is distinguished orthographically by its short lines, an additional horizontal stroke and a vertically rectangular shape. FYSJ (33) is distinguished by its width and an additional short stroke in the upper right hand corner which is absent in the other examples.

The brief examination of FYSJ (25) to (34) demonstrates the same kind of analysis I conduct in part three of each graphological study in chapter two. But in the main body of the second chapter — as opposed to this overview — I will make a greater effort to date each of the orthographic forms analyzed. To accomplish this I will compare the FYSJ characters in their various orthographic forms with corresponding SHD and MWD graphs. An example of this dating process will now be provided using the graphs given below:

Two FYSJ forms of 般 素 ‘white silk’ (GSR: no. 68) — i.e., (37) (S061) and (38) (S116) — are at the center of this dating procedure, an abbreviated form of the process I apply to FYSJ graphs later on. Comparatively speaking, FYSJ (38) more strongly resembles SWJZ Small Seal graph (39) (Gao: 237) than it does FYSJ (37). The two loops in the si 素 ‘silk’ (GSR: no. 876) element of (38), located in the lower part of 般 素, are horizontal and oval shaped, so that they roughly match the Small Seal form. Further, the bent horizontal lines in the upper portion of FYSJ (38) — representing the “flowering buds” on the stem of a flower (JM JWCD: 270) — also bear an orthographic affinity to the Small Seal form of the character 般 素. All this orthographic evidence suggests that FYSJ (38) is a relatively early form of 般 素, something which is substantiated by the fact that in the Warring States period the strokes representing flower buds in this graph had already undergone linearization. The QJWZB does
not contain an example of *su* 素; however, under the entry for *biao* 表 ‘exterior garments, the outside (of dress)’ (GSR: no. 1153) it does have an example of the this element (QJWZB: 635) — i.e., SHD example (42) clearly shows horizontal strokes that are no longer bent as in the Small Seal. By contrast, FYSJ (37) more strongly resembles Ancient Clerical forms of the graph *su* 素 written in the early Han dynasty; the loops in the *si* 紳 grapheme lack horizontal orientation and the depiction of the budding flower is distinctly linear in shape. These traits make (37) comparable to the MWD graph (40) current during the early years of the Western Han dynasty and (41) dated to a period some forty years later.

Naturally, much could also be written concerning the orthographic variation of the MWD, another major resource for the graphological analysis of the FYSJ. However, I will not comment on the MWD in as much detail as the SHD and FYSJ. It has already been noted that the different texts in the MWD manuscript are all written in Ancient Clerical script, but that there is some variation in orthographic form among them (Shaughnessy: 49). The same conclusion is attainable just by looking at the examples of MWD graphs found in the LZB. Below I cite several examples:

![Graphical examples](image)

The character represented in MWD examples (43) and (44) (LZB: 920) is *fang* 方 ‘square, region, everywhere’ (GSR: no. 740). Although there is some disagreement regarding what is depicted by this graph, Xu Zhongshu’s interpretation is both frequently cited and corroborated by other paleographers (for other interpretations of *fang* 方 see GSR, no. 740, SWJZZ: 8:7b and Wang Yun 王雲 in JGWZGL: no. 3119; for views which confirm this interpretation see KMJS: no. 1057). Xu Zhongshan believes that *fang* 方 was originally a pictograph of a *lei* 農 ‘plough’ (GSR: no. 578), depicting a stem and handle bar and the two shears of its plowshare (方之象禾，上短横象柄首横木，下长横即足所踏履处，旁两短畫或即饰文) (JGWZGL: no. 3119, JMJWCD: 67). Certainly, the shape of a plough seems discernible in the form of OBI graph (45) (JGWB: no. 1057).
In MWD examples (46) and (47) the character shown is *hu* ¦‘final particle of exclamation and interrogation’ (GSR: no. 55). The SWJZ states that this character depicts sound raising upwards (象聲上越揚之形也) (SWJZZ: 5:32a) and, as is the case with *fang* 方, the OBI form of this character seems to support this view — refer to example (48) (JGWB: no. 599). In both sets of MWD examples the difference in orthography is self-evident. What the above examples do not clearly show, however, is the tendency of characters in MWD script to be more vertically rectangular than is the norm in SHD script.

Having commented on the physical nature of the FYSJ and demonstrated the methodology I will use to date particular graphs, all that remains is to explain the tasks conducted in part four of each graphological study. These tasks are relatively straightforward, for the most part involving the same type of dating procedure discussed above, but with the emphasis shifting from individual graphs to a larger context that includes a number of bamboo slips. At the outset of part four, I select one FYSJ graph from those examined in part three. I then conduct a broader and more thorough investigation of this graph and the area of the FYSJ it can be said to represent. In order to ascertain the correct date of any graph in the FYSJ, it must be compared to other graphs located on the same bamboo slip. Only when orthographic or calligraphic consistency among all the graphs on a slip is established can we be certain that the date given those graphs is accurate. The next phase of part four involves establishing a group of slips which belong to the same source manuscript. This endeavor entails the same kind of comparative procedure undertaken when dating the graphs on individual slips, only the context and number of graphs examined increases in size and number. For this part, I will compare the slip dated in the initial phase of part four to the slips preceding and following it in the FYSJ, looking for consistency in orthographic form and calligraphic style. Using these criteria I analyze as many slips as necessary to establish a complete group of one source manuscript.
Section 1): A Graphological Study of *ma* 马 ‘horse’ (GSR: no. 40) and FYSJ slips S121 to S124

I begin this study of the character *ma* 马 ‘horse’ with a brief analysis of the components which comprise it. A basic understanding of this character’s makeup will facilitate orthographic analysis of it, something which is crucial to the process of dating. In the preceding chapter, the pictographic nature of *ma* 马 was already discussed; however, at this point I will review several of the points that were previously made. As evident in example (1) (JGWB: no. 1152) below, the OBI form of *ma* 马 exhibits a very high degree of pictographic quality: the horse’s head, mane, legs, body and tail are all clearly visible in the layout of the graph. Xu Shen’s observations regarding the Small Seal form of *ma* 马 (7) (Gao: 192) substantiate this assertion. The SWJZ reads: “[This pictograph] depicts the shape of a horse’s head, tail of hair and four legs” (SWJZZ: 10:1a).

Although Xu Shen never saw the OBI form of *ma* 马, he did have access to forms of this character which antedated Small Seal (SWJZZ: 10:1a). For example, his discussion of *ma* 马 in the SWJZ contains the *gu wen* 古文 ‘ancient script’ graph seen in example (8) (SWJZZ: 10:1a). The anatomical parts of the horse are more clearly discernible in (8) than in (7) — i.e., the depiction of the head and mane do not overlap and the grapheme representing the ‘tail’ stands out from the body, making it less ambiguous.

Below, written in various different scripts, are a number of examples of the character *ma* 马 and other characters that contain the horse element:
The orthodox Seal and Small Seal forms of ma 馬, seen in graphs SD (4) (SKZWB: 10:1; JSZD: 1464), SD (5) (SKZWB: 10:2; JSZD: 1467), SWJZ (7) and (9) (Gao: 194) exhibit enough similarity to constitute a particular orthographic strain. For example, vertical rectangularity is a salient feature in the orthography of all these graphs. As mentioned in chapter one, vertical orientation became progressively more prevalent in the orthography of Seal script from the fifth-century to the second-century B.C. This particular characteristic of Seal script is highlighted with a comparison between graph (5) from the Spring and Autumn period and SWJZ graph (9) (c. 100 A.D.). Example (5), the orthodox Seal SD form of the character jia 銨 ‘to yoke, yoked carriage’ (GSR: no. 15), lacks vertical orientation in its form; the jia 加 element, comprised of li 力 representing an ‘arm’ and kou 口 ‘mouth’ (GSR: nos. 15, 928), is positioned at the side of the ma 馬 element, making the teknograph as a whole more box-like in shape. However, the descendant SWJZ Small Seal form of jia 銨, which reflects the standard Small Seal form of the Qin dynasty, indicates that by the second-century B.C. the Small Seal form of this character had already undergone significant verticalization. The jia 加 element in SWJZ Small Seal (9) has shifted from the side of the character to the top, creating a more vertically rectangular shape.

It warrants note that an appreciable discrepancy in the vertical rectangularity of pre-Qin Seal and Small Seal graphs is quite common. Among the examples of pre-Qin Seal and Small Seal graphs examined in chapter one, there are numerous cases where such a discrepancy exists. In chapter one, graphs (18), (19), (21), (23), (25) show the broader-shape of pre-Qin Seal script particularly well. Examples (4), (5), (7) and (9) above also exhibit several other features which are characteristic of Seal script. These features include a high degree of orthographic uniformity, a sense of balance and proportion, and clearly articulated strokes which are curved and rounded at the ends.

As previously discussed in chapter one, compared to the corresponding OBI graph, the Small Seal form of ma 馬 is clearly less pictographic — e.g., compare OBI example (1) and SWJZ (7). That being said, the likeness of a horse is still visible in the Small Seal form, albeit in a more symbolic sense. To be specific, in the upper portion the horse’s head and mane have transformed into a vertical oval shape with three horizontal lines passing through it and extending out to the right. In the lower portion there are two downward-sloping strokes
which represent legs, and a fork-shaped configuration representing the horse’s tail.

The pictographic quality of ma 馬 seen in pre-Qin Seal and Small Seal script also appears quite frequently among scripts outside this Qin orthographic strain. Example (2) (JWB: no. 1286) is from an inscription on a bronze vessel dated to the middle of the Zhou dynasty (Gao: 192); whereas, (10) (Gao: 192) is from the Warring States period. Aside from minor calligraphic differences — lines that are slightly straighter, shorter or longer — there is no major orthographic feature distinguishing (2) and (10) from their Small Seal counterparts. To fully appreciate the pictographic quality seen in these graphs one need only view the orthographic forms ma 馬 takes in the simplified script written during the second half of the Zhou dynasty, what has been referred to as Six States script. BRI graph (3) (JWB: no. 1286) from the Spring and Autumn period and (6) (Gao: 192) from the Warring States period are good examples of this script. Through extreme orthographic abbreviation and linearization both of these simplified forms ma 馬 lack any trace of pictographic quality.

Ancient Clerical script is the simplified offspring of the same orthographic lineage that produced Small Seal script; therefore, it is not surprising that these scripts share several features in common (Qiu: 69). For example, graphs written in Ancient Clerical script often retain the vertical rectangularity of Small Seal script, although to varying degrees. Examples of this from the preceding chapter include: SHD (50), (55), (56) and (57) and MWD (58), (59), (64) and (65). (As will be demonstrated repeatedly in the course of this chapter, the earliest form of Ancient Clerical script from the Warring States period is generally less vertical than the form of the same script written during the early Han.) Further, the two scripts show considerable structural similarity; that is, graphemes and other graphic elements are generally positioned in the same place within the structure of any given graph — i.e., compare SWJZ Small Seal (9) with SHD Ancient Clerical (15) (QJWZB: 722). This point also was made in chapter one — e.g., refer to SHD graphs (50), (52), (55), (56), (57).

For the most part, Ancient Clerical graphs tend to resemble their Small Seal predecessors more closely than corresponding graphs written in Six States script. However, at the same time, Ancient Clerical script was without doubt subject to the same forces of simplification and other types of orthographic change as Six States script. The tendency for strokes to be converted into dots in Ancient Clerical script is a very salient manifestation of orthographic evolution, one that will be illustrated on numerous occasions in this chapter.
Moreover, characters written in Ancient Clerical script are typically more angular in shape and exhibit a greater degree of cursoriness — i.e., a 'slapdash' or 'slipshod' writing style — than their Small Seal counterparts. This cursoriness often translates into a lack of orthographic balance and proportion in terms of how components are positioned within a larger graphic structure. As I utilize the Small Seal and Ancient Clerical scripts for the purpose of dating the FYSJ, these basic differences will no doubt serve a crucial function.

The Ancient Clerical form of 马 shares a number of similarities with its Small Seal predecessor. Several typical Small Seal characteristics are discernible in SHD graph (12) (QJWZB: 719), such as the oval shape of the horse’s head and the medium-length horizontal lines which run through it. Further, just like the Small Seal orthographic forms of the character 马, the lines representing the legs and tail of a horse also run down the side of SHD (12). To a slightly lesser degree, SHD (13) (QJWZB: 719) also exhibits signs of Small Seal orthography: the horse head depicted is not oval, but longish horizontal lines cross through it and extend to the right. The longish lines portraying the horse’s tail and legs in example SHD (11) (QJWZB: 719) also show the influence of Small Seal orthography. Moreover, this graph’s vertical rectangularity does the same. In this case, the verticality is facilitated by the manner in which the strokes representing the horse’s mane do not extend to the far right like (12) and (13). Based on this orthographic analysis, it seems evident that of the three SHD 马 forms (11) represents the oldest variation.

SHD graphs (11), (12) and (13) contrast Small Seal in a number of significant ways, as well. For example, the pictorial quality in all three graphs is diminished — i.e., the tail of the horse is indistinct, as no longer is it written in the fork-shaped configuration seen in the Small Seal form. SHD (12) and (13) also manifest a diminished vertical rectangularity. In both cases this diminishment is chiefly brought about by the three long horizontal strokes crossing through the head of the horse. The same orthographic feature is also plainly evident in the SHD forms of the character 嘉 seen in examples (14) and especially (15). These elongated strokes not only create a horizontalness in the structure of these four SHD graphs. Their length also creates a sense of orthographic imbalance.

More SHD 马 graphs take the form seen in (13) than any other (QJWZB: 719, 722, 723). This SHD graph contains typical Ancient Clerical traits, like an angular upper
structure — i.e., the part of the graph representing the head and mane of a horse, a shape that is horizontally rectangular, and detached or abbreviated leg strokes. Graph (13) shows signs of the Ancient Clerical tendency to convert strokes into dots, something which is much more common in later forms of this script. Finally, like all SHD graphs for 马 (13) is written in the seemingly careless or slapdash fashion which is the hallmark of Warring States Ancient Clerical script. However, as will be seen later in this study, the slapdash writing style characterizing in this script is more evident still in other characters.

I will now shift attention to examples of 马 from the MWD manuscripts. Overall, MWD graphs (16), (17) (LZB: 1473) and MWD (18) (LZB: 1478) show characteristics of a more mature Ancient Clerical orthography than the SHD graphs examined above. Of course, such orthographic maturity is to be expected from a manuscript which was written several decades after the pre-Qin dynasty SHD. For example, MWD (16) and (18) — in which 马 is the semantic determiner in the teknogram 三马 ‘three-horse team’ (GSR: no. 647) — both exhibit the abbreviated dotted strokes typifying more mature forms of Ancient Clerical script — i.e., compare these MWD graphs with SHD (12) and (15). Moreover, unlike the SHD, none of the MWD 马 graphs feature an oval-shaped horse head, use longish lines to depict the mane or have strokes representing a horse’s legs which run down the side of the graph. In addition, MWD graphs (16), (17) and (18) typically possess a sharpened angularity, as well.

Overall, it is easy to characterize MWD script as forming the transition between pre-Qin dynasty Ancient Clerical and the more mature Clerical script of the Han dynasty. The MWD form of 马 is just one example of this. Graphs (19) and (20) (LZB: 1473) — from the Juyan 居延 (hereafter JY) (c. 125-104 B.C.) and Fenghuang shan 凤凰山 (hereafter FH) (c. 163-150 B.C.) inscriptions, respectively — demonstrate how the 马 graph evolved in Clerical script after the early Han dynasty (Zheng: 23). Note the continued use of dots instead of lines and an increasingly sharp angularity in these graphs.

The following graphs are from the FYSJ:
The FYSJ contains several different forms of *ma* 马. In some of the above examples, *ma* 马 stands alone as a monosomatic character, or matrograph — e.g., FYSJ (21) (S001) and (25) (122). In other examples the *ma* 马 graph is part of a teknogram that includes additional components. For example, in FY SJ graph (22) (S018) *ma* 马 is part of the character *zou* 驃 ‘one who raises horse, a horse attendant’ (GHYZD: 339); in FY SJ (27) (S124) *ma* 马 is in the character *yi* 驃 ‘post horse, relay horse’ (GSR: no. 790); and in FY SJ (24) (S114) *ma* 马 is found in *sao* 驃 ‘chaotic, unsettled’ (GHYZD: 212). In FY SJ (26) (124) *ma* 马 is also positioned to the left of another graphic element; however, that element is missing from the inscription due to damage in the bamboo fragment. Of course, in FY SJ (23) (S073) *ma* 马 is also part of a larger graphic structure; it combines with the phonophoric *jia* 加 to form the character *jia* 驂.

Comparison of graphs (21) to (27) clearly proves that the FY SJ is a patchwork of many different manuscripts. In these graphs there is a wide assortment of orthographic forms representing both early and late Ancient Clerical writing. A comparison of the *ma* 马 component in FY SJ (22) and (24) clearly illustrates this: while the former is more vertical in form and has longer leg strokes, the latter is written with thicker lines, has shorter leg strokes and is more box-like in shape. Because of its closer orthographic affinity to Small Seal script, it may be supposed that FY SJ (22) is the older of the two — i.e., compare FY SJ (22) to SHD (11).

I believe that the *ma* 马 in FY SJ (23) bears a strong resemblance to MWD Ancient Clerical script. Key to this evaluation is the graph’s square shape. More specifically, while the corresponding SHD graph (15) has long horizontal lines that give it more of a horizontal orientation, the shorter horizontal lines in FY SJ (23) do not have the same effect. Another feature that is key in the dating of this graph is the length of its leg strokes, which strongly resemble those seen in FY SJ (24). In fact, only minor calligraphic difference and the fact that (24) exhibits a reduced number of strokes separates the two graphs.

Another *ma* 马 graph which shows some signs of relatively late Ancient Clerical orthography is FY SJ (27) — i.e., notes its short and straight leg strokes. At the same time, however, its vertical orientation seems to suggest an earlier date. I believe that the evidence
provided by FYSJ (26) is decisive in this matter. FYSJ (26) is from the same slip as (27), but clearly shows an older orthography — i.e., its legs strokes are long and the tail stroke bends further downward. As such, I propose that FYSJ (26) and (27) represent an orthography from a time somewhere between FYSJ (22) and the two graphs (23) and (24). Something similar can be proposed for FYSJ (21), as well. In view of its vertical rectangularity and has longish legs strokes, (21) is to some degree comparable to (22) and (26).

Of all the FYSJ graphs for 马, only FYSJ (25) from slip S122 has abbreviated dotted strokes which represent a comparatively late form of Ancient Clerical. As mentioned, this feature began to gain prominence in the MWD inscriptions — e.g., refer to (16) and (18). Consequently, I believe this graph to have been written sometime in the early Han.

It is one thing to state that a graph represents a relatively late form of orthography, quite another to actually ascribe it to a later date. If a graph manifesting late or mature orthography is situated in the context of graphs written in comparatively early orthography, it becomes unlikely that the former was actually written at a relatively late point in time. Instead, this type of situation probably reflects orthographic overlay, whereby a lingering or preserved older orthographic form is found side by side with young, developing form. Graphs representing different orthographic forms may co-exist and even be found on the same bamboo slip. One example of orthographic overlay can be found in FYSJ graphs (26) and (27). Although both graphs are found on FYSJ slip 124, the orthography of (27) is more mature making it look like a later form than (26).

In order to state with a greater degree of certainty that FYSJ (25) was written during the early Han we must perform certain measures of verification. We must compare this graph to other graphs located in the same immediate context or, as in the case of the FYSJ, on the same bamboo slip. If the other characters written on FYSJ slip S122 also appear written in a mature orthographic form, we may on the basis of orthographic consistency confirm a later date for this particular FYSJ 马 graph.

The graphs found on FYSJ slip S122 correspond to stanza three of Mao Shi no. 127. This slip reads: 柴馬駕闥轅 (Hu: 15; Wen: 85), and is translated by Bernhard Karlgren as, “...the four horses are well-trained; the light carriages...” (1944: 211). Unfortunately, the last three graphs on this slip are incomplete due to fragmentation in the bamboo material. This
restricts our analysis of FYSJ slip S122 to the graphs $si$ 棍 ‘ladle’ (GSR: no. 518; it is also a $jiajie$ loan character for ‘four’) and $ji$ 既 ‘to complete, finish, exhaust, all, entirely’ (GSR: no. 515) which precede and follow $ma$ 马. Furthermore, the QJWZB and LZB both lack the character $si$ 棍 in Ancient Clerical form. Consequently, we turn our attention towards an analysis of the FYSJ graph $ji$ 既 to determine if it shows signs of mature Ancient Clerical orthography.

The graph $ji$ 既 from FYSJ slip S122 is given below in (28). Corresponding graphs from the SHD and MWD texts are also provided:

Before comparing and evaluating the examples of $ji$ 既 given above, a few words concerning the components which comprise this compound graph are in order. Karlgren believes that this graph “shows a kneeling person and a food vessel” (GSR: no. 515). Some paleographers, however, have been more explicit than this in their interpretations. For example, one writes, “[The character $ji$ 既] depicts a person facing food that has been cooked, but his mouth is not turned towards the food. This indicates that the person is full and is about to [get up off his knees and] leave” (JGWZGL: no. 338; this view is endorsed in the summary of no. 338 found on p. 381). Using the OBI form of $ji$ 既 seen in (29) (JGWB: no. 657) for reference, its two main components are clearly in keeping with the above explanation. The component on the left represents a food vessel with a lid and maybe a stand of some sort (GSR: no. 941); whereas, the component on the right depicts a human form on his knees and with his mouth pointed away from the vessel.

The SD Seal form of this graph seen in (30) (SKZWB: 5:16; JSZD: 585), as well as
Small Seal STI (31) (SKZWB:5:16), both strongly resemble the OBI graph in terms of pictorial quality. This demonstrates how little the orthography of certain characters changed over the roughly five hundred years from the late Shang to the Spring and Autumn period. By contrast, the Warring States SHD form of \textit{ji} 資 seen in (32) and (33) (QJWZB: 375) are somewhat more simplified and noticeably less vertically rectangular. While the 'food vessel' is much shorter in height, it contains the same number of strokes seen in the earlier Small Seal form; however, the stroke representing the 'body' in the two SHD graphs has been linearized and reduced in length. Generally speaking, the lines in the SHD 'food vessel' pictograph are rounded, something which may indicate an affinity to Small Seal script. Moreover, on the whole this teknogram lacks a sense of balance, as the 'food vessel' is small compared to the human form. Although there is a high degree of uniformity in the two SHD \textit{ji} 資 graphs, the structural domination of the human form is especially evident in SHD (33). The strong resemblance marking SHD (32) and SHD (33) can be attributed to the fact that they are from the same SHD text, entitled \textit{Wei li zhi dao 為吏之道} (QJWZB: 1137-42).

The box-like shape of MWD graphs (34) and (35) (LZB: 815) resemble the SHD examples. However, in MWD (34) and (35) the 'food vessel' element exhibits a greater sense of balance. Whereas the upper portion of the food vessel in the SHD graphs is larger than the bottom part, in the MWD examples the two parts are even in size. The MWD graphs as a whole are more evenly proportioned than their SHD counterparts; the food vessel component and the human figure are comparatively equal in terms of height and width. There are some other noticeable differences in the orthographic makeup of MWD (34) and (35). For example, the MWD forms are comprised of sharply angular strokes, and the human figure in both MWD examples has been radically transformed: the upper portion of the 'body' looks more like a loop than an open mouth and the rest of the component shows increased signs of symbolification. In the MWD examples, the drawing of a person kneeling that was once depicted with a high degree of pictoriality has become more abstract.

Before comparing FYSJ (28) with the other Ancient Clerical forms, it warrants mention that this FYSJ character is clearly a graphic variant of \textit{ji} 資; that is, while maintaining the same pronunciation and semantic value, its orthographic structure is meaningfully different. In addition to the elements representing a 'food vessel' and 'a kneeling person', FYSJ (28) contains the grapheme \textit{zhi 足} 'foot' (GSR: no. 1258). The same graphic
component was seen earlier in chapter one when dealing with the character *dao*. In the case of *ji*, however, this variant form must have been exceedingly rare, since none of the graphological sources used for this study contained another example of it. Of course, the variant FYSJ form of *ji* is structurally close enough to the historically continuant form seen in the SHD and MWD examples to date it through a process of comparison. To facilitate this process, the additional element in (28) will not be given further consideration.

Although FYSJ (28) is slightly damaged and incomplete, from what is visible this graph exhibits the same sense of structural balance characterizing the MWD form. The food vessel to the left is about equal in size to the figure of a kneeling person and the *zhi* grapheme to the right. The same sense of orthographic balance is evident in the element of the food vessel. Both the stand holding the vessel and the vessel itself are in proportion to one another. This piece of evidence strongly suggests that FYSJ (28) represents a late Ancient Clerical form, and encourages us to assign this graph the same date as FYSJ (25). However, this evaluation is undermined somewhat by the orthography of the human figure which resembles the more pictographic SHD examples.

In my attempt to resolve this impasse, I propose the following orthographic principle: the overall orthographic structure of a character conveys more about its form than any single element in its makeup. Since the balance characterizing the overall structure of FYSJ (28) suggests a relatively mature form, I date this graph to a period in time close to the early Han dynasty. Moreover, since the orthographic form of FYSJ (28) appears to be consistent with that of FYSJ (25), we may conclude that FYSJ slip S122 was likely written at a relatively late date.

The next step is to compare FYSJ slip S122 with its immediate environment, the bamboo slips that precede and follow it. The object of this exercise is to discover how many slips actually belong to the same manuscript as FYSJ slip S122. FYSJ S121 represents a different ode than S122; namely, stanza one of Mao *Shi* no. 119. Based on this information and our knowledge of the physical nature of the FYSJ, the likelihood that S121 is part of the same manuscript as S122 is relatively low. As a whole the FYSJ is so extremely fragmented that we cannot expect two odes as far apart in the Mao *Shi* as Mao no. 119 (FYSJ S121) and Mao no. 127 (FYSJ S122) to be from the same original source. In fact, the calligraphic style characterizing FYSJ slip S122 supports this conclusion. Although none of the graphs written
on this slip are complete, the parts visible are written in a much rounder form than those in
slip S122. If the graphs on FYSJ slip S121 were whole it would be prudent to conduct a
scrutinous orthographic analysis of them to obtain still more detailed orthographic data. But
in light of their incompleteness, I will forego further analysis and propose that FYSJ slips
S121 and S122 are from different manuscripts. Calligraphic evidence alone seems strong
evenough to reach this conclusion.

The calligraphy in FYSJ slip S124 is also a decisive factor in concluding that it is not
from the same manuscript as S122. Moreover, the orthography of these slips is also quite
different, as FYSJ graphs (25) to (27) discussed earlier plainly indicate. However, in regard to
slip S123 the same verdict cannot be so easily passed. FYSJ S123 is unlike S121 in several
significant ways. Firstly, the Mao ode represented by S123 — stanza one of Mao Shi no.
128 — immediately follows stanza three of Mao Shi no. 127 represented by S122. This
nearness increases the possibility that these two slips belong to the same manuscript. On the
other hand, although it is difficult to be certain, the calligraphic style characterizing FYSJ slip
S123 appears slightly different from that found in S122 — i.e., in S123 the strokes are thicker
and there is less space between characters. However, since FYSJ slips S122 and S123 only
contain a few graphs a piece, any conclusion based on the marginal calligraphic evidence
available would be tenuous at best. FYSJ slip S123 contains three clear and intact graphs, and
I believe that a comparison based on orthographic form is therefore warranted. The following
graphs will be used for this purpose:

(36)  (37)  (38)  (39)  (40)
(41)  (42)  (43)  (44)  (45)  (46)
(47)  (48)  (49)  (50)  (51)
Example (36) (S123) is the FYSJ form of the character *wen* ‘drawn lines, design’ (GSR: no. 475). FYSJ (36) is damaged and parts of it are missing; however, it is still sufficiently intact to use for comparison and analysis. According to Karlgren, this graph “shows a man with tattooing on the breast.” This view accords with the SWJZ (鍙燴象交文) (SWJZZ: 9:21a) and the interpretations of numerous paleographers. One such expert writes, “[The OBI graphs of] *wen* all show a human body with tattooed drawings ... [OBI forms of *wen* are probably pictographs of patterns on a body” (JGWZGL: no. 3236; for similar interpretations see KMJS: no. 1085). If this is so, SWJZ Small Seal graph (37) (QJWZB: 676) may be described as the figure of a man with a head, legs planted apart and arms stretched out to either side revealing a chest and torso which tapers down to a narrow waist.

In both calligraphic and orthographic terms, FYSJ (36) resembles MWD (40) (LZB: 918): they are both written in bold, thick strokes; the stubby stroke representing the figure’s head is missing; and the arms slant down on similar angles. By contrast, MWD (39) (LZB: 918) and SHD (38) (QJWZB: 676) both appear to be written in an earlier orthographic form. Overall, the shape of the human figure in these two graphs more closely resembles the Small Seal form seen in SWJZ (37). While the strength of this evidence is weakened somewhat by the paucity of *wen* graphs available in the QJWZB and LZB, it nevertheless points to the conclusion that FYSJ graph (36) represents a relatively late orthographic form. Consequently, I propose that FYSJ (36) indicates an affinity between FYSJ slips S123 and S122 in terms of date.

Example (41), also from slip S123, is a FYSJ form of the character *yin* 鬆 ‘mat, bed’ (GSR: no. 370). It is comprised of the elements *cao* 喜 (GSR: no. 1052) and *yin* 因, which in Classical Chinese means ‘rest upon, rely on’ (GSR: no. 370). In turn, *yin* 因 is comprised of the following orthographic components: (A) the pictographic grapheme *wei* 亖 which normally represents an enclosure, but in this case may simply represent the square shape of a...
The QJWZB and the LZB both lack the graph \( yin \); therefore, in lieu of using \( yin \) for comparison, I instead rely on graphemes \( wei \) and \( da \) for this purpose. I shall begin by comparing \( yin \) in FYSJ (41) (S123) with SHD graphs (43) and (44) (QJWZB: 459). Since there does not appear to be any significant difference in height or width between \( yin \) in (41) and its SHD counterparts — the FYSJ graph is slightly narrower and more vertical — it would probably be more productive focusing attention on other aspects of orthography. Mirroring STI Small Seal form (42) (SKZWB: 6:17) (ca. 219 B.C.), the extended parts of the \( da \) grapheme in the SHD graphs stretch out to the sides and bottom corners of the surrounding enclosure. This is especially true in the case of SHD (43), which is found in the SHD text entitled \( Yu shu \). The orthographic form of \( yin \) seen in the FYSJ clearly does not resemble the SHD, instead looking much more like the early Han form manifest in MWD (45) and (46) (LZB: 428).

Like the MWD graphs, the inner grapheme in the \( yin \) teknogram found in FYSJ (41) has been simplified, no longer resembling the appearance of a human figure. As part of this simplification, the bottom two strokes of this element do not contact the bottom corners of the box surrounding it. FYSJ (41) is especially close to MWD (45) in appearance; in both cases the uppermost point of the \( da \) element does not contact the top of the outer box. In light of its close orthographic affinity with MWD (45) and (46), the characteristics of the \( yin \) grapheme in FYSJ (41) support the assertion that slip S123 was written sometime close to the early Han dynasty.

Of course, in our comparative analysis of FYSJ (41), dating \( yin \) is only half of the exercise. To strengthen the conclusions arrived at so far, the other part of the graph \( yin \) must also be examined; namely, the \( cao \) component. The pre-Qin and Small Seal forms of \( cao \) can be seen in SD (47) (SKZWB: 1:22; also see JSZD: 1087) and SWJZ (48) (Gao: 300), which show the character \( cao \) 草 ‘grass, plants, herbs’ (GSR: no. 1049). The SWJZ...
form of cao 草, with its single pair of cao 程 graphemes at the top, clearly demonstrates the influence that orthographic abbreviation had on complex Seal script. However, in the present study, the similarity between these two graphs is more important than their differences.

In both (47) and (48), cao 程 still preserves a high degree of pictographic quality, something which would diminish in the early SHD Ancient Clerical script. In many cases, the cao 程 element in the SHD continued to be fairly pictographic, reflecting the influence that Small Seal script had on the Ancient Clerical orthography of the time. For example, in SHD (49) (QJWZB: 37) — yuan 苒 ‘trees with rich foliage’ (GSR: no. 260) — the cao 程 component is still quite clearly articulated and in the QJWZB there are numerous other examples of this (see QJWZB: 39, 38, 41). SHD (49) represents an early orthographic form of cao 稨; however, in the SHD there are more mature orthographic forms, as well. For example, in the SHD a large number of the semantic determiner cao 稨 are written in a more slapdash fashion — e.g., SHD (50) ye 葉 ‘leaf’ (GSR: no. 633).

This later form of cao 稨 is continued in the MWD. But in an equal number of cases, the cao 稨 signifier in MWD graphs resembles that seen in FYSJ (41). That is, they are somewhat symmetrical in appearance and embody a sense of balance — see examples (51) (LZB: 326) ku 苦 ‘bitter, suffer’ (GSR: no. 49), (52) (LZB: 327) ruo 若 ‘agree, approve, compliant’ (GSR: no. 777) and (53) (LZB: 336) mo 點 ‘evening, late’ (GSR: no. 802). Even a cursory glance at FYSJ (41) is enough to determine that the cao 稨 signifier in this graph is also an example of a more mature orthographic form.

Until this point, all the orthographic evidence on FYSJ slip S123 suggests a late date. The FYSJ form of wen 文 and yin 隠 all suggest an orthographic affinity with early Han Ancient Clerical script. As such, in my view slip S123 should be considered part of the same original manuscript as slip S122. The orthographic proof supporting this assertion far exceeds the question of calligraphic style mentioned earlier. The third and final graph that I will examine from slip S123 does not refute this assertion, although it cannot be used as positive evidence either. The FYSJ form of xiang 象 ‘elephant, ivory, [cut] figure’ (GSR: no. 728) seen in (54) (S123) is different from the SHD version found in (56) (QJWZB: 718) in several significant ways. Graph (54) is written in a much less slapdash manner than (56) and the...
three downward slanted lines at the bottom of the FYSJ graph are comparatively much longer. Unfortunately, in the QJWZB and LZB there is a paucity of xiang 象 graphs and we do not have a MWD form with which to draw comparisons. Due to the orthographic evidence supplied by other graphs on FYSJ slip S123, further analysis of xiang 象 need not be pursued.

In sum, in this graphological study I have attempted to show that FYSJ slips S122 and S123 likely belong to the same source manuscript. Based on a study of the orthographic features characterizing the various graphs on these two slips, I believe that they were written sometime around the early Western Han dynasty. Citing both calligraphic and orthographic evidence, I decided that FYSJ slip S124 is not part of the same source manuscript as S122 and S123. Despite the high degree of damage to FYSJ S121, there is sufficient calligraphic evidence on this slip to conclude that it also does not belong to the same original manuscript.
Section 2): A Graphological Study of yang 易 ‘South side’ (GSR: no. 720) and FYSJ slips S102 to S106

According to Xu Shen, yang 易 is a teknogram comprised of three distinct graphemes (SWJZZ: 9:34b): (A) the grapheme 甲 ‘sun, day’ (GSR: no. 404) at the very top of the character; (B) a straight horizontal line in the middle; and (C) 乙 at the bottom. While Xu Shen’s structural analysis of yang 易 is without fault, graphemes (A) and (B) are probably easier to discuss if taken together in the form of the character 丹 旦. The Small Seal of this character can be seen in example (1) (Gao: 490) below. According to the GSR, in pre-Han Chinese this tomosomatic character means ‘dawn, morning, bright’. Consequently, it seems fitting that Karlgren should comment, “The graph is said to depict the sun rising” (GSR: no. 149). Karlgren’s interpretation may be based on the SWJZ, which states that 丹 旦 means ‘bright’ or ‘light’ and is a pictograph depicting the sun rising above the horizontal plane of the earth (明也從日見一上一地也) (SWJZZ: 7:14a; for a similar interpretation also see JMJWCD: 84).

It certainly warrants mention, however, that in scripts other than Small Seal 丹 旦 was not always written pictographically. In fact, in OBI and BRI scripts antedating Small Seal, this graph clearly lacks the same degree of pictographic quality. Example (2) (JGWB: no. 823) provides an OBI form of 丹 旦; whereas, example (3) (JWB: no. 888) offers a BRI form from a cauldron dated to the early Zhou dynasty. In the former, the horizontal line which represents the earth in the Small Seal graph takes the form of a misshapen rectangle horizontally written. Although the consensus among paleographers is that in OBI materials 丹 旦 is used to express the meaning ‘dawn’ or ‘sunrise’ (?f 旦 tB ^B#), it is difficult to associate this meaning with the structure of the pictograph itself (KMJS: no. 823; JGWZGL: no. 1140). In BRI graph (3) the relatedness of this character’s semantic value and its pictographic representation is somewhat clearer. The darkened stem joining the earth at the bottom and the 甲 grapheme above can be interpreted as a sign that “the sun has just risen and not yet separated from the ground” (象日初出未離于土地) (JMJWCD: 84). There are Warring States forms of this character which do not match the Seal form either, such as (4)
Among paleographers there are several different interpretations concerning the pictographic quality implicit in *wu* 勿. The Small Seal form of this character appeared to Xu Shen in the Han dynasty as SWJZ (5) (SWJZZ: 9:34b). He commented on it as follows: “[This graph] represents the banner erected by *zhou li*. [The graph] depicts its pole and there are three streamers. They are made of assorted silks” (SWJZZ: 9:34b). (In the same entry of the SWJZZ, Duan Yücai mentions that the term *zhou li* refers to ‘high officials and scholars’ 大夫士 *da fu shi*.) But Xu Shen’s explanation of this graph is questionable, and the opinion of paleographers working with OBI forms of *wu* 勿 — e.g., example (6) (JGWB: no. 1134) — differ from the SWJZ.

Paleographers propose the following interpretations for this character: (A) It is a pictograph of a *hu* 筆, a type of hand held tablet used by high officials when in audience with the emperor. According to Guo Moruo 郭沫若: “The ancients would record matters on the *hu* 筆 in order not to forget. This graph accurately depicts its shape” 古人于笔上书事，以备忘，字正象其形 (KMJS: no. 1134); (B) It is a pictograph of a bird tail (KMJS: no. 1134); (C) It “depicts the wings of a bird in flight” 象飛鳥之翅 (JGWZGL: no. 2625); (D) Zhao Cheng 趙诚 suggests that (6) is an abbreviated form of two *gong* 弓 graphs side by side, and that in OBI this character represents a device used to adjust a bow (從二弓，表示保護頭正弓的工具) (KMJS: no. 1545). The diverse semantic values represented by these various interpretations suggest they are tenuous in nature. To stay on safer ground, I will adhere to the straightforward and conservative opinion of Sun Haibo 孫海波, who claims, “This graph’s shape is unrecognizable” 字形不可認 (JGWZGL: no. 2625). I will discuss *wu* 勿 in terms of a curved and faintly S-shaped ‘spine’ with three slanted strokes running down and to the right.

Below are graphs from various different sources that I use in my analysis of *yang* 易:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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As is usually the case, the complex Seal and Small Seal form of yang — example SD (8) (SKZWB: 6:3; JSZD: 651) from the character yang 楓 ‘poplar’ (GSR: no. 720); SD (9) (SKZWB: 14:10; JSZD: 1395) from the character yang 阳 ‘light, brightness’ (GSR: no. 720); STI Small Seal (12) (SKZWB: 6:3; JSZD: 651); and SWJZ (13) (Gao: 493) — possess a high degree of uniformity. On the whole, the ri 日 grapheme is comprised of a slightly rectangular box containing a short horizontal line. In SD (9) the horizontal line is abbreviated to such an extent that it takes the form of a dot. In three out of four examples, this grapheme is separate from the line representing the earth below. Only in the Small Seal graph (13), which is a form taken from the SWJZ (ca. 100 A.D.), does the curved spine of the wu 勿 element pass through the horizontal line and contact ri 日.

In a slightly variant orthographic strain, which spanned from the early Zhou dynasty to the Warring States period, the ri 日 grapheme in the character yang 楓 is round in shape. Examples of this can be found in (10), (11) and (15) (Gao: 473), all of which show the character tang 湯 ‘hot liquid, reckless’ (GSR: no. 720). Graphs (10) and (11) have been dated to BRI from the late Zhou dynasty; whereas, (15) is from the Warring States (Gao: 473). By contrast, the ri 日 grapheme in example (16) (Gao: 473), also from the Warring States, is written with much sharper angles. Further, in this character the ri 日 grapheme’s inside horizontal line meets the vertical lines on both sides. As is evident in the GWZLB, the increased ping zhi hua 平直化, or ‘straightening of lines’ (see p. 27), seen in (16) typifies the
way *tang* 湯 is written in Six States script of the Warring States period (Gao: 473).

It is significant that none of the *yang* 竊 graphs seen in examples (8) to (16) show the *ri* 里 grapheme connecting with the longish horizontal line underneath. This demonstrates that even as late as the Warring States period, the pictographic quality of *dan* 丹 was widely maintained. It seems that only in Ancient Clerical script did *dan* 丹 suffer from a diminishment in pictography. Further elaboration on this point is forthcoming.

The Seal form of *wu* 勿 is also extremely uniform. In SD (8), SD (9), STI (12) and SWJZ (13) *wu* 勿 is characterized by a very salient sense of balance and proportion. In Seal script the three lines slanting down to the left typically do not join the curved spine running from the top to the bottom of *wu* 勿. Moreover, in (8), (9), (12) and (13) the shallowness of the bend in this graph’s spine contributes to its overall vertical rectangularity, another prominent feature of Seal script. Although not visible in the graphs presently under discussion, vertical rectangularity is an especially dominant trait in Small Seal orthography.

Some of these traits can be seen in other scripts from the mid and late Zhou dynasty. For example, BRI (10), (11) and (7) (Gao: 454) have so-called ‘spines’ with relatively slight bends that do not join the three slanted lines to the left. At the same time, Six States forms of *wu* 勿 dating to the Warring States period are even more vertically rectangular than their Seal counterparts — e.g., see examples (15) and (16). Further, in Warring State’s graphs (15) and (16) the three slanted lines join the spine. This is a characteristic common to the *yang* 竊 graph as written in bamboo and stone inscriptions of this period, including the SHD to be examined next.

Overall, in the SHD Ancient Clerical script, the *ri* 里 grapheme is irregularly shaped. It can be slightly angular in shape like (17) (QJWZB: 467) which shows the character *si* 賜; more oval-shaped as in (18) (QJWZB: 467) and (23) (QJWZB: 616) which shows the character *shang* 傷 ‘to wound, hurt, damage’ (GSR: no. 720); or essentially misshapen like (19) (QJWZB: 467), (24) (QJWZB: 616) and (25) (QJWZB: 989). In each case, the SHD grapheme for *ri* 里 differs drastically from the horizontally rectangular Small Seal form. Therefore, it is interesting that corresponding MWD graphs written in the Western Han bear a comparatively closer resemblance to Small Seal orthographic form; that is, they exhibit a
distinct sense of uniformity, are somewhat less cursory and are square in shape. This is especially true of the ri 甲 grapheme in MWD (20) (LZB: 250), (26) and (27) (LZB: 147).

But a characteristic common to both SHD and MWD forms of yang 對 is the manner in which the ri 甲 grapheme joins the line underneath it depicting the edge of the horizon. Sometimes the upper element only partially joins the lower horizontal line; in other cases, the horizontal line actually replaces the bottom line of the ri 甲 grapheme. Among the examples of Ancient Clerical graphs contained in the QJWZB and LZB, the only exception to this very salient orthographic trait is (30) (LZB: 250). Not only is this feature present in the SHD and MWD graphs mentioned so far, it is also very prominent in MWD (21) (LZB: 250), in addition to MWD (22) (LZB: 567). I have already mentioned that the merging of ri 甲 and the horizontal line beneath it distinguishes Ancient Clerical from other scripts contemporaneous to it. As will be seen shortly, the degree of connectedness between these two components in the Ancient Clerical forms of yang 對 plays an important role in dating the FYSJ.

The SHD and MWD forms of wu 勿 to some degree resemble what is seen in Warring States bamboo sources — e.g., examples (15) and (16). Typically speaking, the three slanted lines in the Ancient Clerical form of this graph also join what I have referred to as the ‘spine’.27 From the examples of MWD graphs given above, (22) is the only exception to this orthographic pattern. Aside from this trait, however, the SHD and MWD forms of wu 勿 are quite dissimilar. There is a much higher degree of cursoriness in the SHD examples, something which is reflected in an irregularity of form and loss of orthographic balance or proportion. For example, in (19) wu 勿 appears to be positioned on a slant; in (29) the three slanted lines are comparatively long and the spine more deeply curved; in (18) these same lines are not parallel and have a ‘stringy’ look; (24) also has a deep bend in the spine and longish strokes.

27 For my examination of the yang 對 graph in the SHD, I refer to the characters si 謂, shang 僵 and yang 槳 found in QJWZB: 467, 616 and 989, respectively. I also looked for examples of yang 槳 in numerous other characters that contain this graph. But the likes of the following characters cannot be found in the SHD — i.e., chang 湧, yang 槳, dang 碼, dang 槳, yang 槳, tang 湧, chang 場, dang 場. As for the MWD, I utilize the characters tang 湧, shang 僩 and yang 槳 found in LZB: 250, 147 and 537 for purposes of examining the yang 槳 graph. I checked the following characters in the LZB for further examples of yang 槳, although to no avail: chang 湧, yang 槳, dang 碼, dang 槳, si 謂, yang 槳, chang 場, dang 場.
Conversely, the MWD form is not really cursory at all, as MWD graphs (20), (21), (26), (28) and (30) are all quite uniform. In all of these examples, the three slanted lines are generally straight, of a similar length and parallel. Further, the \( ri \) and \( wu \) elements are more closely in proportion to each other.

Having examined \( yang \) in the context of SHD and MWD orthography, I will now move on to an analysis of the FYSJ. As in the case of the SHD and MWD graphs, the examples of \( yang \) from the FYSJ are all components in a larger graphic environment. For example, in FYSJ (31) \( yang \) is part of the character \( yang \). Two of the FYSJ graphs I use, (35) (S103) and (36) (S106), are incomplete; however, what remains of them nevertheless serves a purpose in my discussion.

As mentioned, the examples of \( yang \) given here all constitute components of various different teknograms: FYSJ (31) (S011) is part of \( yang \) which also contain the graph \( fu \) ‘big mound, earthen hill’ (GSR: no. 1108); FYSJ (32) (S082) is from the same teknogram; FYSJ (33) (S102) is from \( tang \) ‘hot liquid’ which also contains the semantic determiner \( shui \) ‘water’ (GSR: no. 576); FYSJ (34) (S105) is from the teknogram \( dang \) ‘carefree, extravagant’ (GSR: no. 720) which also contains the grapheme \( xin \) ‘heart’ (GSR: no. 663). For the most part, I only analyze the elements found along side \( yang \) in these teknograms to substantiate assertions that I make concerning orthography. As such, these accompanying elements should be viewed as secondary forms of orthographic evidence.

I start my discussion of FYSJ orthography with graph (31). The same form of orthographic abbreviation manifest in MWD (21), (22), (26), (27) and (28) is also found FYSJ (31); that is, the bottom line of the \( ri \) grapheme has merged completely with the horizontal stroke representing the plane of the earth. Although this trait is also manifest in SHD orthography — e.g., SHD (24) and (25), in the Warring States Ancient Clerical form of \( yang \), the \( ri \) grapheme typically only makes partial contact with the grapheme below.
But a characteristic of FYSJ (31) that contradicts evidence suggesting a later orthography is its vertical narrowness. Although not all SHD forms of \textit{yang} are vertically oriented and narrow — see (25) and (29), this feature is still strongly characteristic of pre-Qin dynasty \textit{yang} orthography. By contrast, of the MWD \textit{yang} forms surveyed, only (27) is actually vertically narrow in form.

Overall, I still think the evidence suggesting an earlier form of orthography is outweighed by proof indicating otherwise: (A) Despite the vertical rectangularity of FYSJ (31) as a whole, the shape of its \textit{ri} grapheme still resembles the MWD form, especially that seen in (21); (B) FYSJ (31) is not written in a slapdash style, and is both balanced and evenly proportioned — e.g., the three downward slanting lines are uniform in length and parallel; (C) The proportion of the \textit{fu} element and \textit{yang} in FYSJ (31) more closely resembles that seen in early Han orthography — e.g., compare FYSJ (31) with MWD (20), (21) and (30).

Based on the evidence at hand, I conclude that FYSJ (31) post-dates the Warring States SHD.

Compared to FYSJ (31), dating (33) is a more straightforward process. Overall, the broadness of FYSJ (33) more closely resembles the MWD form of \textit{yang}. In connection with this trait, the spine in the \textit{wu} element has a deeper bend and the three slanted lines are longish, but straight. MWD (20), (21) and (30) are almost identical in this regard. Further, the shape of the \textit{ri} grapheme in FYSJ (33) is angular and slightly rectangular in a horizontal sense, which matches MWD graphs (20), (21), (30) among others. Although the \textit{dan} component in (33) is divided, which perhaps violates the general MWD orthographic convention, this anomaly is not without representation in early Han orthography. In MWD (30) we have at least one example of \textit{yang} in which the \textit{dan} element is divided.

In addition to its broadness, FYSJ (33) exhibits a sense of balance and equal proportion that is one of the hallmarks of MWD orthography. In fact, the size of the \textit{shui} grapheme next to \textit{yang} in FYSJ (33) is strikingly similar to MWD (22). And FYSJ (33) is not written in the slipshod fashion which typifies SHD Ancient Clerical script. Therefore, I conclude that this graph should be dated closer to the time of the MWD, perhaps even after FYSJ (31).

At first glance, FYSJ (32) also seems somewhat perplexing. The roundish \textit{ri}
grapheme that only partially connects with the lower horizontal line is in some ways similar to the SHD orthographic form of *dan* 廟. Yet, the symmetrical teardrop-shape of *ri* 廟 in (32) really has no likeness to any of the SHD examples. Further, there are important traits in (32) which resemble FYSJ graphs (31) and (33). For example, on the whole FYSJ (32) is balanced and evenly proportioned like (33) and the numerous other MWD graphs. The proportion of *ri* 廟 and *wu* 勿 in relation to one another, as well as the basic orthographic structure of *wu* 勿 itself are chiefly responsible for the sense of balance exhibited in FYSJ (32).

The uniqueness of *ri* 廟 in FYSJ (32) is also amply reflected in the adjacent *fu* 鬷, which bears no resemblance to the Ancient Clerical form seen in MWD (20), (21), (30) or SHD (25). Neither it is similar to the Small Seal form of *fu* 鬷 in example (9). Since FYSJ (32) contains so many features that do not appear related to Ancient Clerical orthography, I will refrain from attempting to ascribe a specific date to it. I believe that this character reflects some influence from script outside the Clerical tradition; namely, Six States script. Interestingly, nowhere in the GWZLB is there an example of *fu* 鬷 which even remotely resembles that seen in FYSJ (32) (Gao: 451-8).

Compared to FYSJ graphs (31) and (33), it seems likely that FYSJ (34) is written in an early orthographic form. For example, the oval shape of the *ri* 廟 grapheme and the way it only partially contacts the horizontal line below strongly resembles the typical SHD form of *dan* 廟. But there are other characteristics in FYSJ (34) that indicate an early date, as well:

(A) The *yang* 易 element in (34) is vertically narrow just like SHD (17) to (19); (B) The *yang* 易 in (34) lacks the orthographic balance which is so evident in MWD graphs — the *ri* 廟 grapheme is wider than the *wu* 勿 element which tapers down to a point; (C) the downward slanted strokes in *wu* 勿 are unusually short, which does not coincide with the MWD form at all.

If one looks beyond the *yang* 易 component and Examines the entire character *dang* 惶 represented in FYSJ (34) these three features become even more salient. At the same time, taking the entire character into consideration, we see that it is written in a manner very reminiscent of SHD (18) and (19). In FYSJ (34) and these SHD graphs, *yang* 易 floats either above or below the grapheme that it is orthographically affiliated with. Despite calligraphy
characterized by finer and more articulate strokes, FYSJ (34) basically matches what is seen in the SHD. I therefore date it to the Warring States period.

At this juncture, I will subject one of the FYSJ forms of yang 易 to a more rigorous dating process involving contextual analysis. Since I focus on a relatively late form of ma 马 in the first graphological study, here in section two I subject an early form of yang 易 to orthographic scrutiny; namely, FYSJ (34) found on slip S105. I begin this endeavor by testing the various graphs found in FYSJ slip S105 for orthographic consistency — i.e., are the other graphs in FYSJ slip S105 written in an orthographic form which also suggests an early date? The other graphs on this slip which are available for examination — i.e., not damaged or incomplete — include: 齐子 齐羊. I believe there is sufficient evidence in slip S105 to assert not only that dang 惣 represents a relatively early orthographic form, but also that the other graphs on this bamboo slip do, as well.

The following graphs from various sources are the evidence that I use to support this assertion:

![Graphs](image)

The FYSJ S105 graph to be analyzed next is qi 齐 ‘uniform, equal, be equal with’ (GSR: no. 593) featured in example (37) (S105). According to Karlgren, the original OBI form of qi 齐 is a pictograph of “the hair-pins of the married woman [qi] 夫” (GSR: no. 593). Both Karlgren’s view and the interpretation given this graph in the SWJZ （禾麥吐穗上平也象形）(SWJZZ: 7:33a) are somewhat suspect. Support for the former is not found in the interpretations of
present-day paleographers. Moreover, the editor of the JGWZGL writes: “[The character] qi 齊 has nothing to do with the shape of an ear of grain or wheat sprouting” (no. 2124). But because Xu Zhongshu 徐中舒 endorses it, and for lack of anything more convincing, this botanical interpretation is adequate for the needs of the present graphological study (KMJS: no. 855).

As the examples above should verify, orthographic evidence suggests that FYSJ (37) bears a closer affinity to the SHD form seen in (38) (QJWZB: 517), than the MWD form found in (39) (LZB: 1503). The orthographic features possessed by MWD (39) which contrast the FYSJ form include the following: (A) As is generally the case with MWD script, MWD (39) is more vertically rectangular; (B) MWD (39) exhibits a greater inclination towards orthographic balance; (C) The three ‘diamond-shaped’ graphemes are smaller and not as high.

Attempting to further substantiate the date of FYSJ slip S105 using the graph zi 子 ‘son, daughter, child’ (GSR: no. 964) is a challenge. In both the SHD and MWD, zi 子 is written in a number of diverse orthographic forms. The resulting inconsistency makes it difficult to use examples from these sources to establish an orthographic profile for Ancient Clerical forms of this character. Some of the orthographic forms of zi 子 found in the SHD are seen in examples (44), (45) and (46) (QJWZB: 1026). There are several other forms in the SHD not featured in the above examples. Among the MWD forms of zi 子 are (47), (48), (49), (50) (LZB: 709). FYSJ (42) (S105) does not really match any of the examples of zi 子 found in either the QJWZB or LZB.

Duan Yucai writes that the SWJZ Small Seal form of zi 子, as seen in (43) (Gao: 49), depicts “the shape of a person’s head, arms and feet” (SWJZZ: 14: 25b). This interpretation is for the most part correct; however, the majority of paleographers now think that zi 子 was originally a pictograph depicting the form of a child (KMJS: no. 1694; JGWZGL: no. 590; JMJWCD: 36).

The ‘body’ of the zi 子 graph in FYSJ (42) most resembles SHD (44). Although FYSJ (42) is not entirely unlike MWD (47), I believe the flare at the bottom of this stroke in (47) distinguishes the two orthographic forms from one another. In regard to the ‘head’ portion of
Once again FYSJ (42) seems to resemble SHD graphs the most — e.g., SHD (44) and (45). However, here too the FYSJ form bears a marginal resemblance to MWD graphs — e.g., (47) and (50). It would seem that the size of the ‘head’ is the one feature distinguishing FYSJ (42) from the MWD graphs. In the early Han script, this part of  zi 子 is consistently much smaller than in the FYSJ form.

The strongest proof for my assertion that FYSJ (42) zi 子 represents an early orthographic form lies in the shape the character’s ‘arms’. In the Warring States forms of zi 子, the child’s arms are still slightly bent upward, which reflects an influence from the Small Seal form seen in (43). By the early Han, this stroke had already undergone linearization — e.g., see MWD (47), (49) and (50). In sum, FYSJ (42) and (34) appear to have been written at the same time.

Since the character gao 幫 ‘announce’ (GSR: no. 1040) does not exist in the SHD and MWD I am unable to date it properly. Such an exercise is, of course, dependent upon the comparison of graphs from different Ancient Clerical sources. Fortunately, in comparing the various forms of the graph yang 羊 ‘sheep, ram’ (GSR: no. 732), we obtain valuable evidence for dating FYSJ slip S105. There can be no doubt whatsoever that the FYSJ form of yang 羊 seen in (51) bears a much stronger resemblance to SHD (52) (QJWZB: 285) than it does to either MWD (53) or (54) (LZB: 1200). A cursory glance at these examples above should suffice as proof of this claim.

In JGWZGL, no. 1561, one paleographer writes, “The ancestral OBI form of yang 羊 depicts the shape of horn and four legs” 象文羊之初字頭角四足之形. This interpretation is echoed in the SWJZ: “[The graph yang 羊] depicts the shape of head horns, feet and a tail” 象頭角足尾之形 (SWJZ: 4: 33a; also see JMJS: 143). This description fits the OBI pictograph seen in (56) (JGWB: no. 510) and SWJZ (55) (Gao: 190) quite well. Using the SWJZ Small Seal as a point of reference, it is plain that while SHD (52) and FYSJ (51) still retain some degree of pictography, the two MWD graphs are more simplified. For example, in MWD (53) and (54) the horns of the ram have either disappeared altogether or become linearized. All told, I believe there is enough evidence to propose that FYSJ slip S105 was written sometime during the Qin dynasty, or even before.
FYSJ S105 is one of six slips — S102 to S107 — that corresponds to Mao Shi no. 105 (Hu: 13; Wen: 81-2). Since all of these slips represent the same ode, the possibility that they belong to the same manuscript is very high. If true, this would certainly facilitate the process of identifying different manuscripts in the FYSJ. However, this proves not to be the case here. In the following section, I will attempt to demonstrate that the slips containing verse from Mao Shi no. 105 are not actually from an identical source. For this purpose, I will once more utilize graphic comparison.

The orthography of yang 易 in FYSJ S102 (33) is vastly different from its counterpart FYSJ S105 (34). In the examination conducted earlier, I concluded that (33) represents a relatively mature orthographic form, which contrasts my findings for FYSJ (34). At this juncture, I will examine the dao 道 graphs found in FYSJ slips S102 and S104. (For a componential profile of dao 道 see chapter one.) From the way FYSJ slips S104 and S105 fit together as bamboo fragments (Wen: 82), there is little doubt they are from the same original manuscript. The graphs used for this contextual analysis are as follows:

The FYSJ form of dao 道 seen in example (62) from slip S102 is incomplete; consequently, the chuo 右 element at the left hand side of this graph is largely indistinguishable. However, from what is visible the chuo 右 element in (62) does not extend below the shou 首 element, so that it resembles the early Han form of dao 道 seen in MWD (60) and (61) (LZB: 650). Since the dao 道 graphs in the MWD all adhere to this orthographic structure, I believe the evidence involving chuo 右 is sufficiently persuasive to conclude that FYSJ (62) is an early
Han orthographic form. As such, FYSJ (62) substantiates the proof already provided by (33) regarding FYSJ slip S102.

In the SHD, dao 道 is written in a number of different orthographic forms — e.g., examples (57), (58) and (59) (QJWZB: 108). Example (57) is from the SHD text entitled Feng zhen shi (QJWZB: 1128-37) and is unlike any other dao 道 graph in the SHD. This is because the ‘foot’ grapheme in (57) does not run into the ‘street’ grapheme and is positioned beneath shou 首. However, aside from this anomaly, the SHD forms of dao 道 are typical for Warring States Ancient Clerical script, which are mostly box-like in shape and written in a slapdash or careless manner — e.g., in some cases certain graphemes are misshapen. Interestingly, the shou 首’ element in FYSJ (62) resembles its SHD counterparts more than it does MWD (60) and (61). However, this does not dislodge me from my assertion that (62) was written sometime near the early Han.

The date that I give the dao 道 graph in S104 — that is, graph (63) above — matches that assigned to the entire S105 slip. The shou 首 element in (63) is particularly wide, something not characteristic of the SHD and MWD forms of dao 道. In my view, this feature can probably be attributed to calligraphic style. An intriguing piece of orthographic evidence is found in the uppermost horizontal line in the ‘head’ grapheme in FYSJ (63); that is, the ‘head’ grapheme as distinct from the grapheme which represents either ‘hair’ or ‘horns’ (SWJZZ: 9:16-7a; GSR: no. 1102). This stroke is shaped like which contrasts the linearized rendering already current at the time of the SHD in the late Warring States period. Taking into consideration (65) from the complex Seal ZCW inscription, (66) from Qin dynasty Small Seal ceramic inscriptions (these examples are seen in chapter one as 28 and 33) and (67), the SWJZ Small Seal form (Gao: 107), it is easy to see how this stroke developed out of the Small Seal form of dao 道.

It is possible this affinity to Small Seal orthography indicates that FYSJ (63) is written in a form earlier than any seen in the SHD. The orthographic form taken by the chuo 購 element in FYSJ (63) serves to support this assertion. In terms of this element’s position in relation to the rest of the graph, in addition to the position of the ‘street’ and ‘foot’ graphemes in relation to one another, this FYSJ form of dao 道 closely resembles the Small Seal form seen in both (66) and (67). By contrast, the SHD form of chuo 購 is already much
more abbreviated and cursory.

The physical evidence connecting FYSJ S104 to S105, coupled with orthographic evidence linking both two slips to the Warring States period, indicates that they are derived from the same original manuscript. Unfortunately, the *lu* 魯 ‘dull, blunt, simple’ (GSR: no. 70) graph in FYSJ S104 — e.g., graph (71) — is only partially complete, otherwise even more evidence with which to date slip S104 would be available.

Moving on to an examination of FYSJ S105 and S106, the first aspect of these slips which attracts interest is their dissimilar calligraphy. The graphs on the former slip are written larger and somewhat closer together. A form of *dao* 道 is also found in FYSJ slip S106 — see example (64) above. By comparing it with the *dao* 道 in S105, data regarding the relatedness of these two slips should be attainable. Even at first glance, FYSJ (64) appears to represent an early orthographic form of the graph *dao* 道. For example, the ‘head’ and ‘hair/horn’ graphemes in (64) are strikingly similar to the Small Seal forms seen in (66) and (67): the bottom of the *shou* 頭 element is rounded, the uppermost horizontal line in the same grapheme has not been linearized, and the ‘hair/horn’ grapheme is trident-shaped. In this regard, (64) resembles Small Seal even more distinctly than (63).

I believe this is our strongest orthographic evidence for establishing the date of these graphs in relation to one another. At the same time, the *chuo* 初 component in FYSJ (64) seems slightly more abbreviated in form, which might indicate a later date than (63). But it is difficult to know for sure exactly how important this orthographic abbreviation is as a form of evidence. In any case, the dates of FYSJ (63) and (64) in relation to each other is not critical to the present analysis and I am satisfied knowing that these FYSJ graphs both represent early orthographic forms. That the orthographic evidence surveyed suggests (63) and (64) were not written at the same point in time and, therefore, are not from the same source manuscript is the most important consideration here.

Further substantiation of this claim is evident in a comparison of different *yang* 易 graphs. More specifically, FYSJ S105 graph (34), and (36) found in FYSJ slip S106. Even though FYSJ (36) is only partially visible from what we can see this graph is clearly different from FYSJ (34). In (36) the *ri* 里 grapheme is not oval-shaped, the bend in the ‘spine’ is deeper and the three slanted lines do not join with *wu* 勿. Further proof that slip S106 does
not belong in the same original manuscript as the two slips preceding it can be attained in a comparison of FYSJ graphs (70) and (71), the former being from slip S106, the latter from S104.

As seen in example (72) (JGWB: no. 483) from Shang OBI, the character \( lu \) was originally comprised of a ‘fish’ \( yu \) and what has been interpreted as a ‘mouth’ \( kou \) or a basin (GSR: no. 70; JMJJWCD: 432). According to the editor of the JGWZGL, in OBI the \( kou \) grapheme was added to this character simply to distinguish it from the character \( yu \) (see no. 1815). Elsewhere, however, this element is viewed as containing its own semantic value, making \( lu \) a sysemantic character (JMJJSCD: 432).

Sometime during the Spring and Autumn period, the \( kou \) grapheme was replaced by \( bai \) which can be seen in OBI graph (75) (JGWB: no. 984). This matrograph is variously interpreted as a ‘phallic symbol’ (GSR: no. 782), an abbreviated form of the graph for ‘nose’ (SWJZZ: 4: 15-6a), or simply a corrupted form of the original grapheme (JMJJSCD: 432). Kang Yin interprets (75) as a pictograph of a white grain of rice or corn. He feels that this graph came to represent the word ‘white’ after a process of semantic extension (269-70; for the meaning of ‘white’ also see KMJS: no. 984). For an example of a BRI graph from this period, and a descendant SWJZ Small Seal form see (73) (JWB: no. 475) and (74) (Gao: 215).

Returning to the FYSJ examples, the \( bai \) element is written much broader in (71) than it is in (70). They are written in a different orthography altogether, and clearly do not belong to the same manuscript.

Up to this point, I have narrowed down one FYSJ manuscript to definitely include slips S104 and S105. I have also demonstrated to the best of my ability that neither FYSJ slip S106 or slip S102 belong to this particular manuscript. As such, all that remains is to discover whether or not FYSJ slip S103 belongs to the manuscript represented by S104 and S105. For this purpose, the graphs \( lu \) and \( yang \) from slip S103 — FYSJ (69) and (35) — are available to us.

Despite their incompleteness, both of these graphs indicate that FYSJ S103 does not belong to the same manuscript as FYSJ slips S104 and S105. For example, from what is
visible of *yang* 烏 in (35), it is clear that this graph is orthographically different from FYSJ (34), belonging to slip S105. Further, the *lu* 魯 graph in S103 is substantially narrower than its counterpart in S104 — e.g., compare FYSJ (69) with FYSJ (71).

Since neither of the graphs from FYSJ S103 are complete in form, I will not attempt to date them. But before moving on to the third and last graphological study in this chapter, there is one last observation worth mentioning here. The fact that in five bamboo slips from the FYSJ — i.e., S102 to S106 — there are three different forms of *dao* 道 (see examples 62 to 63) and four different forms of *lu* 魯 (see examples 68 to 71) underscores the highly fragmented physical nature of this composite manuscript.
Section 3): A Graphological Study of si 思 ‘think’ (GSR: no. 973) and FYSJ slips S048 to S051

Xu Shen observes that si 思 is comprised of two graphemes: the upper grapheme 首; the lower grapheme 心 (SWJZZ: 10:24b). Experts on etymology both from ancient China and the modern day unanimously agree that the former grapheme is a pictograph of a ‘head’ or ‘skull.’ In regard to this pictograph, Xu Shen writes, “[It depicts] the cap of the skull where the [parts of the] head meet” 頭會腦蓋也 (SWJZZ: 10:23b). In support of this view, Yao Xiaosui 姚孝遂 writes that the OBI form of 首 represents a human ‘head’ and is associated with sacrifice (JGWZGL: no. 1100). Not a single paleographer listed in KMJS, no. 1115 refutes this interpretation — e.g., Xu Zhongshu writes, “[This graph stands for] the heads attained from enemy states which were used as sacrificial offerings” 所斬獲敵國之首也，用為祭品.

Experts on the subject of Chinese graphology are equally certain that the graph for ‘heart’ was originally a drawing. Karlgren believed this to be the case (GSR: no. 663) and in the SWJZ Xu Shen states, “[The graph 體 represents a] human heart. It is an organ belonging to the earth element. It [resides] in the body. [This character] is a pictograph” 體人心土脈也在身之中象形 (SWJZZ: 10:24b). (In SWJZZ: 4:22b, Duan Yücai explains how various human organs came to represent different elements according to Han cosmology — e.g., fei 肺 ‘lungs’ are associated with jin 金 ‘metal’, shen 腎 ‘kidneys’ are affiliated with shui 水 ‘water’ and gan 肝 ‘liver’ is connected with mu 木 ‘wood’.)

Obviously, this pictograph was not immune from the forces of orthographic change that influenced Chinese writing from the Shang to the Han dynasty. Through the ages xin 心 continually underwent a process of simplification. Still, when regarding the words of Yu Xingwu 于省吾, “In OBI the ‘heart’ graph was written 甲骨文心字作 ；it accurately depicts the shape of the outer profile of the human heart” 甲骨文心字作 正象人心臟的輪廓形 (JGWZGL: no. 1934), we should not assume that the Small Seal form is completely dissimilar. There is a high degree of pictography in the Small Seal xin 心 graphs, as well.

Below are several examples the character of si 思 and the graphemes that are part of it:
In the examples above, (9) (JGWB: no. 1115) is taken from Shang OBI and (10) (JWB: no. 1232) from BRI written around the middle of the Zhou dynasty (Gao: 140). The teardrop-shape characterizing BRI graph (10) resembles that seen in (1) (SKZWB: 10:16) and (3) (Gao: 150), the former a Small Seal STI graph from the Qin dynasty, and the latter a Six States graph from the Warring States period. Clearly, the form of this grapheme remained consistent until its appearance in the Ancient Clerical script of the pre-Qin dynasty.

SHD graphs (5) and (6) (QJWZB: 759) show how xin 心, particularly as a grapheme within a larger compound graph, underwent a transformation. While (6) still maintains a roundness, it has become elongated horizontally, which stands in contrast to graphs such as STI (1) and SWJZ Small Seal (2) (Gao: 150). In (5) the element xin 心 is both horizontally rectangular and much squarer in form. MWD graphs (7) and (8) (LZB: 1043) exhibit a continuation of the orthography evident in SHD (5). Both of these MWD graphs are also squarish in shape and exhibit a tendency towards heightened horizontal rectangularity.

Compared to what would appear later in Ancient Clerical script, the Small Seal form of xin 心 preserves a considerable degree of pictographic quality. After all, despite some orthographic alternation, the complex Seal and Small Seal forms of xin 心, seen in STI (1), SWJZ (2) and ZCW (15) (SKZWB:10:19) — min 心 ‘to sympathize with, to grieve’ (GHYZD: 174) — still resemble their OBI counterpart — e.g., example (11) (Gao: 153) showing the character yu 心 ‘pleased’ (GSR: no. 82). The characteristics distinguishing the Seal form of xin 心 mainly revolve around orthographic elaboration. For example, graphs (1), (2) and (15) all contain a stroke which flows down from the bottom of the graph like a tail,
and two relatively symmetrical ‘bulges’ or rounded chambers on either side. By contrast, the ‘heart’ pictured in OBI graph (11) is simply demarcated with two short lines.

The xin 心 seen in example (12) (Gao: 149), which shows the character nian 念 ‘think of’ (GSR: no. 670), is the most typical form of this grapheme in early Zhou BRI, and it already shows signs of evolving into the orthographic form manifest in Seal script. This transformation is complete in the BRI of the Warring States, as seen in the Six States graph (13) (Gao: 151), the character xi 息 ‘breathe, sigh, rest’ (GSR: no. 925). Example (14) (Gao: 153), a form of the character bei 悲 ‘grieve, sad’ (GSR: no. 579), presents an example from Six States script written during the Warring States period. As is often the case in Six States script, this graph is simplified and has a reduced number of strokes.

A high degree of what Pankenier calls symbolification characterizes the way xin 心 is written as a grapheme in Ancient Clerical script (34). To prove this point, in SHD graphs (18) through to (21) (QJWZB: 760-1, 770-1), I supply several xin 心 graphemes which have been extracted from various different teknograms. For the most part, the cursoriness implicit in these graphs greatly diminishes their pictographic quality and, therefore, their likeness to Small Seal orthography. Example (20), from the teknogram yuan 愠 ‘resent, resentment’ (GSR: no. 260), still maintains the three U-shaped chambers seen in graphs such as ZCW (15) (ca. third-century B.C.) and Small Seal STI (1). But this remnant of Seal orthography is much less distinct in the other SHD examples given. In example (19), from the teknogram yi 意 ‘to think’ (GSR: no. 957), there is practically no trace of pictographic quality at all. The tendency towards pictographic diminishment continues in examples (22) and (23) (LZB: 971) from MWD and YQS materials, respectively.

But there is a second orthographic trait which distinguishes the grapheme xin 心 in early Ancient Clerical script. In the majority of examples from Ancient Clerical script given above, the tail-like stroke in xin 心 is longer than in the Small Seal form. SHD graphs (20) and (21) are particularly good examples of this trend in Warring States orthography. Representing Ancient Clerical orthography from the early Han, MWD (22) also has an elongated tail stroke. Further, YQS (23) (ca. 140 B.C.), a xin 心 grapheme extracted from kong 恐 ‘fear’ (GSR: no. 1172), is also a very fitting example of this characteristic. I believe this
orthographic feature is part of the trend toward horizontal rectangularity found in Ancient Clerical script.

Before proceeding any further, it should be noted that my analysis of xin 心 has been based on the assumption that BRI graphs (12) and (13), and Seal graphs (1), (2) and (15) represent a distortion in the pictographic quality of the earlier OBI form. However, another interpretation of the orthographic change which the grapheme xin 心 undergoes is also plausible. It is possible that this transformation involves a shift in emphasis rather than orthographic corruption. Instead of stressing the outline of a human heart as is the case in OBI (11), later forms of xin 心 may stress a depiction of arteries passing in and out of the heart. Such a view does not necessarily detract from the argument that is made concerning the orthographic evolution of xin 心. Even if the BRI and Seal forms of xin 心 depict arteries, the same linearization and abbreviation can be said to occur. Moreover, a trend towards the diminishment of pictography in xin 心 is still evident.

At this juncture, I will examine the two components 四 and 心 as they appear together in the character si 思. As can be seen in examples (1) and (2), the vertical rectangularity in the Small Seal form of si 思 is very distinct. As such, its shape falls in line with the general trend in Small Seal script. For an example of si 思 written in SHD script we have SHD graph (4) (QJWZB: 758). Actually, despite the blotchy and unclear state of this graph, it is quite valuable to the present study. Not only does SHD (4) provide an example of the overall shape of si 思 written in SHD orthography, it also adds to what we already know concerning the xin 心 grapheme in early Ancient Clerical script.

Compared to its Small Seal counterparts, SHD (4) exhibits the reduced vertical rectangularity which typifies Warring States Ancient Clerical script. In this way it resembles the si 思 element found in SHD (5), the character lü 愚 ‘think of, foresee’ (GSR: no. 69). By contrast, the si 思 in SHD (6) stands higher, so that it more strongly resembles the comparatively late forms of Ancient Clerical orthography represented by MWD (7) and (8). Interestingly, since SHD graphs (5), (6) and (4) are all from the text 為吏之道 Wei li zhi dao (QJWZB: 25:1-18), it is unlikely that they were written at different times. Naturally, it is conceivable that these SHD graphs were written by different scribes. Indeed, while (5) and
(4) are located early in the text of the *Wei li zhi dao* (25:1, 25:7), (6) is from a location closer to the middle of the text (25:16). This orthographic variation in the same Warring States text can be attributed to orthographic overlap as discussed earlier. However, for a more explicit resolution to this case of orthographic contradiction, a more detailed orthographic analysis focusing on the SHD is needed.

Having introduced the graphic components of the character *si* 思 and briefly surveyed its orthographic evolution, I am now free to turn my attention towards analysis of the FYSJ form. Unlike *ma* 马 and *yang* 易 examined in the previous sections of this chapter, I will consider only two examples of *si* 思 from the FYSJ. And of these two, most of my attention will be concentrated on FYSJ (26) from slip S050, since its counterpart from FYSJ slip S049 is partially damaged. The two examples of *si* 思 in the FYSJ are as follows:

![Graphical examples of si 思](image)

Several important features distinguish FYSJ (26) as an Ancient Clerical graph, such as the structural makeup of the 阝 and the degree of pictographic diminishment in the *xin* 心 signific. Whereas the Small Seal form of 阝 is marked with X, in the Ancient Clerical form the same element is always marked with +.

However, as scholar Wen Xingfu comments, FYSJ (26) clearly resembles the Small Seal form of *si* 思 more than it does the Ancient Clerical form (97). For example, compared to SHD (4), (5) and (6), FYSJ (26) is more vertically rectangular and contains a 阝 element which is both less square and less horizontally oriented. The 阝 element in SHD (6) is also rounded; however, unlike the Small Seal form it is somewhat misshapen and horizontal. Moreover, the *xin* 心 signific in FYSJ (26) is still comparatively pictographic and its tail-like stroke does not extend beyond the main body of the graph as is the case in SHD (5), (18), (20) and (21).

FYSJ (26) differs from the MWD form for similar reasons. While the MWD forms of *si* 思 exhibit signs of an evolving Ancient Clerical orthography, FYSJ (26) preserves Small
Seal orthography. The distinction between MWD and FYSJ orthography can be rendered in terms of specific contrastive features. For example, the element in FYSJ (26) is roundish compared to the square horizontalness characterizing MWD graphs (7) and (8) — e.g., compare FYSJ  with MWD . FYSJ (26) has clearly articulated strokes and is relatively pictographic compared to the highly linearized rendition of  seen in MWD (7) and (8). Further, unlike FYSJ (26) the MWD form contains a tail stroke that extends to the right of the graph proper — e.g., compare FYSJ  with MWD . As such, in terms of overall orthographic structure, the FYSJ form of  more strongly resembles Small Seal graphs like STI (1) and SWJZ (2).

The orthographic features implicit in the SHD, MWD and FYSJ graphs enables us to date them in relation to one another. Because of the linearization evident in MWD (7) and (8), there is no doubt that FYSJ (26) represents a comparatively older form. At the same time, its vertical rectangularity and structural similarity to Small Seal STI (1) and SWJZ (2) suggests that FYSJ (26) was written prior to any of the SHD graphs.

On the basis of what proof is offered here, I hypothesize that the earliest form of Ancient Clerical orthography possessed a strong vertical rectangularity that matched Small Seal script. The FYSJ dang  graph discussed in section two of this chapter (see example 34) may be cited as another example of this early Ancient Clerical orthography. The tentative proposal I make here is very intriguing and it may have a significant impact on our understanding of how Ancient Clerical script evolved. But further orthographic analysis is clearly necessary to substantiate this finding.

Having dated FYSJ graph (26), I will now examine the other graphs found in FYSJ slip S050. Does the general orthography found on FYSJ slip S050 match that of FYSJ (26)? Since many of the characters on the preceding slip S049 are the same as those on S050, whenever suitable I will analyze them in pairs. By adopting this approach I will simultaneously be able to date slips S050 and S049, as well as discern whether or not they originally belonged to the same original manuscript. The fact that both slips contain verse from Mao Shi no. 44 suggests they originally belonged to the same manuscript before it was broken into fragments and partially integrated into the FYSJ. Although this methodological principle did not stand up to scrutiny in the graphological analysis conducted in section two, I still believe it to be generally valid.
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FYSJ S049 contains the following verse from *Shijing* no. 44, stanza one: 二子乘舟思子。Some of the characters in the FYSJ version differ from those found in the corresponding section of the *Mao Shi* — i.e., 二子乘舟思子。“Two young gentlemen embark in the boat, floating on, it goes far away; longingly I think of you ...” (Karlgren, 1944: 185). Of course, Karlgren’s translation of this passage must be reconsidered before it can be deemed applicable — whether in part or in whole — to the FYSJ version; however, this is not the objective of the graphological study conducted here.

In FYSJ slip S050, the transmitted variant *jing* 映 ‘bright’ (GSR: no. 755) is replaced with *guang* 光 ‘bright’ (GHYZD: 90), but the rest of it is identical to slip S049. (In OC both of these characters is pronounced with a [k-] initial and, according to Chen p. 279, belong to the *yang* 阳 rime-group. Based on their similar OC pronunciation and semantic value Hu Pingsheng, p. 57, asserts that *jing* 映 and *guang* 光 are *tongjia zi* 通假字 or ‘allographs’.)

Below are the graphs which undergo analysis in my comparison of FYSJ slips S050 and S049, as well as the ensuing S051:

Our first look at FYSJ slips S050 and S049 involves graphs (28) (S050) and (29) (S049), both of which are forms of the character *cheng* 乘 ‘to mount, ascend, ride, drive’ (GSR: no. 895). According to Karlgren, the OBI form of this character, seen in graph (27) (JGWB: no. 719) above, depicts “a man [da 大] mounted on a tree [mu 木]” (GSR: no. 895). Lin Yiguang 林義光 asserts a similar view, adding only that in Zhou BRI two symmetrical graphemes shaped like ⾞ were grafted to the main body to represent the feet of the person in the tree (JGWZGL: no. 239). Graphological evidence given in Gao Ming’s GWZLB confirms the appearance of the ‘foot’ graphemes as early as the middle of the Zhou dynasty — e.g., see
example (31) (Gao: 274; also see JSZD: 26). These two graphemes can be clearly discerned in the SWJZ Small Seal form of this character, seen in the above example (30) (Gao: 274). Unfortunately, among the stone inscriptions compiled in the SKZWB and the JSZD there are no SD, ZCW or STI Small Seal forms of cheng 乘 to further substantiate this observation.

In my opinion, there is no doubt that FYSJ (28) and (29) are from the same original manuscript. While they exhibit some minor calligraphic variation, in terms of orthographic form these two graphs are immistakingly the same. As such, the cheng 乘 graphs in FYSJ slips S050 and S049 function as strong evidence for the assertion that these slips represent the same source manuscript. But what does the orthography comprising (28) and (29) tell us about when they were written? Might their orthography refute the date given the si 恩 graph in FYSJ example (26)? To answer these queries, graphs from the SHD and MWD must be taken into consideration.

As is the case with the SWJZ Small Seal form of cheng 乘, in SHD graphs (32) and (33) (QJWZB: 410) the arms of the human figure in the tree no longer form part of the orthographic structure. In the GWZLB there is evidence showing this orthographic development as early as the mid-Zhou — see BRI graph (31) (JWB: no. 738). However, while the two symmetrical graphemes representing feet are written separately in SWJZ (30), in SHD (32) and (33) they have joined together and been orthographically altered. Consequently, the da 大 and mu 木 matrographs in these SHD graphs appear as three horizontally linearized strokes one above the other.

But there is another major orthographic development manifest in the SHD form of cheng 乘. In SWJZ (30) the mu 木 matrograph appears as a vertical line passing through two U-shaped elements, one pointed upwards and the other downwards. By the late Warring States, the top U-shaped element had already become a straight horizontal stroke as a result of linearization. And the lower U-shaped element had transformed into two shortened slanted strokes. The different mu 木 form and more linearized da 大 element seen in SHD graphs (32) and (33) are crucial features for dating cheng 乘 in Ancient Clerical script. Another important characteristic in the SHD form of cheng 乘 is its box-like shape.

The MWD form of cheng 乘 can be seen in example (34) (LZB: 1075). Compared to
SHD (32) and (33) what is most distinctive about (34) is its heightened linearity. While the simplified da 大 element in this MWD graph is still not entirely straight, the horizontal lines symbolically representing ‘feet’ and ‘tree branches’ have no slope or angle in them whatsoever. As is evident in YQS graph (35) (LZB: 1075), the tendency towards increased linearity appears to have been a continuous process in the Han dynasty.

Naturally, as discussed previously, the vertical rectangularity characterizing MWD (34) is typical for the orthography of Ancient Clerical MWD script. In exhibiting this verticality the direction taken by Ancient Clerical orthography in the early Han dynasty seems to contradict developments manifest earlier in SHD script. That is, rather than follow the SHD form and maintain less of a vertical orientation, MWD orthography reverts back to a more verticalized form resembling Small Seal script. This phenomenon has been discussed earlier.

One final observation to make concerning MWD (34) involves the two downward slanting strokes at the bottom of the graph. According to the SWJZ, these strokes represent the roots of a tree (SWJZZ: 6:1a). In MWD (34) they vary in length, with the right stroke extending well beyond the main body of the cheng 乘 graph.

In terms of orthography, FYSJ graphs (28) and (29) are both quite narrow and tall. As such, there appears to be a resemblance between cheng 乘 in FYSJ (28) and (29) and its counterpart in MWD (34). However, while the verticality of the FYSJ graphs rules out the possibility they belong to the same generation of Ancient Clerical script as the SHD, it does not necessarily mean that they approach the MWD in date.

I submit that there is a possibility that FYSJ (28) and (29) are written in an orthography antedating the SHD. My rationale for this proposal is chiefly contingent on three main factors: (A) The symbolified ‘man’ and ‘feet’ components in (28) and (29) are less linear than in the SHD form, and thereby more strongly resemble the heightened pictorial quality implicit in Small Seal; (B) Neither the strokes representing the roots of a tree or the decreased linearity in (28) and (29) resemble what is seen in the MWD form; (C) The vertical rectangularity characterizing FYSJ (28) and (29) also suggests an affinity to Small Seal orthography. In this way, FYSJ (28) and (29) resemble the FYSJ form of si 思.

Another interesting aspect of the FYSJ form of cheng 乘 is the long vertical line
running down through the center. None of the other Ancient Clerical forms of *cheng* "share this orthographic feature, and it is tempting to use it for dating FYSJ (28) and (29). But since the Small Seal form of this character also lacks what may be described as a long vertical ‘trunk’, it is difficult to know exactly how to use this uniquely FYSJ characteristic for such a purpose.

I believe the evidence provided by FYSJ (25), (26), (28), (29) strongly suggest that FYSJ slips S050 and S049 were written at a time predating the SHD. If the assertions concerning the aforementioned graphs are deemed valid, then these slips were likely written sometime around the middle of the third-century B.C. At the same time, these two sets of FYSJ graphs also show that slips S050 and S049 are part of the same manuscript.

Further proof of this last point is evident in the way other graphs from these two slips match both calligraphically and orthographically. For example, the two *zi* 兒 ‘son, daughter, child’ (GSR: no. 964) graphs in these slips — FYSJ (36) from S049 and (37) from S050 — are nearly identical to one another. The same can be said for FYSJ (38) (S049) and (39) (S050), which are both graphs of the character *bao* 包 ‘shrubbery, bushy’ (GSR: no. 1113).

The vertical rectangularity evident in FYSJ graphs (36) through to (39) clearly resembles that seen in FYSJ (28) and (29). The significance of this similarity is two-fold: not only does it show that all these graphs were likely written by the same scribe sometime during the late Warring States period, it also indicates that FYSJ slip S051 does not belong to the same manuscript as slips S049 and S050. Compared to the manner in which the graphs on FYSJ slips S049 and S050 are written, the orthography characterizing FYSJ slip S051 seen in (40) and (41) is quite contrastive. Both FYSJ (40), an example of the character *guo* 國 ‘state, country’ (GSR: no. 929), and the graph *you* 右 ‘assist’ (SWJZZ: 2:21a) seen in FYSJ (41), are very broad and box-like in shape. On the basis of this very salient orthographic dissimilarity, I believe the manuscript represented by S049 and S050 does not extend to S051.

But what of FYSJ slip S048 and those which precede it? How many other fragments belong to the manuscript represented by FYSJ S049 and S050? I attempt to address this question in the following section. In order to do so effectively, it is necessary to consider the
None of the characters on FYSJ slip S048 are found among the twenty-one characters written on FYSJ slips S049 and S050. This presents a challenge for the graphologist. As should be obvious from the analysis of slips S049 and S050, direct comparison between two graphs representing the same character usually yields the clearest results.

The calligraphy on FYSJ slip S048 looks very similar to that seen in the two subsequent slips: graph size, the space between graphs, and the width of the strokes all appear the same. Consequently, a cursory analysis of slip S048 in relation to S049 and S050 would likely lead to the conclusion that all three FYSJ slips were written by the same hand. However, this interpretation is challenged by orthographic evidence to the contrary. Hoping to discover if FYSJ slip S048 is actually affiliated with S049 and S050, I will begin my analysis with the FYSJ S048 character guan 箏 ‘flute’ (GSR: no. 257).

The guan 箏 graph from FYSJ slip S048 is seen in S049 and S050. This character is comprised of three different components: on the bottom, yuan 元 is a drawing of a human figure with its head marked by two horizontal lines (GSR: no. 257; JGWZGL: no. 23); above
this is the grapheme representing a “roof” (GSR: no. 146; SWJZZ: 7:6b); at the very top, zhu 竹 is a pictograph of ‘bamboo’ (GSR: no. 1019; JGWZGL: no. 3097).

The FYSJ form of guan 米 consists of several salient characteristics: (A) it shows distinct vertical rectangularity; (B) one of the legs stemming from the ‘head’ grapheme is long and hooked at the end; (C) the ends of the ‘roof’ element do not go lower than the ‘head’ grapheme; and (D) the ‘bamboo’ element is articulately written. More specifically, in this pictographic form the two small leaves stemming from vertical stalks of bamboo are clearly defined (see Ye Yusen 葉玉森 in JGWZGL, no. 3097). Unfortunately, none of the graphological sources at my disposal — i.e., GWZLB, SKZWB, JSZD, QIWZB, LZB — contain either Small Seal or Ancient Clerical forms of the character guan 米. I will, therefore, approach guan 米 by analyzing it in two separate parts. First, I will treat wan 完 as one unit — i.e., the ‘roof’ and yuan 元 ‘man’ components. Following this, I will conduct an analysis of zhu 竹.

The SWJZ Small Seal form of wan 完 seen in (43) (QJWZB: 552) differs considerably from the FYSJ form of this character found on slip S048. The ends of the ‘roof’ grapheme in the Small Seal form droop down very low to the bottom of the graph, and the legs in its yuan 元 matrograph contain rounded curves. Since the si 恩 and cheng 秉 graphs in FYSJ slips S049 and S050 tend to resemble Small Seal form, this first piece of orthographic evidence from FYSJ S048 seems to suggest that this slip is not related to the same manuscript.

Actually, the SHD forms of wan 完 seen in examples (44) and (45) (QJWZB: 552) are more closely related to Small Seal form than the FYSJ form. Although SHD (44) and (45) are much less vertically oriented than SWJZ (43) — which is to be expected in the early form of Ancient Clerical orthography, their roof and yuan 元 components are relatively similar to the Small Seal form. The implications that this orthographic affinity has in terms of dating SHD (44) and (45) should be obvious.

By contrast, MWD (46) (LZB: 599) looks remarkably similar to SHD (44) and (45), which I think suggests this graph represents a relatively early orthographic form despite being written in the early Han dynasty. But among the examples given above there is another MWD form of wan 完 which contrasts (46). In MWD (47) (LZB: 599) the roof grapheme
does not droop low at the ends and the grapheme representing a man’s legs are no longer bent. Moreover, MWD (47) also exhibits a more salient vertical orientation. My view that (47) manifests more orthographic maturity than the SHD examples of wan 完 is substantiated by JY graph (48) (LZB: 599). This graph was written later than MWD (47), and it still retains similar orthographic features.

In sum, the orthographic evidence presented in regard to wan 完 convincingly indicates that FYSJ (42) was written sometime closer to the beginning of the Western Han than the end of the Warring States. There is no disputing that FYSJ (42) exhibits a much closer orthographic affinity to MWD (47) and subsequent JY graph (48), than it does to either SHD (44) or (45). The ‘roof’ and ‘head’ elements in the FYSJ and MWD graphs match almost exactly. Further, in both cases the right leg in the yuan 元 component extends down considerably farther than the left leg. Perhaps the comparatively extreme length of this particular stroke in FYSJ (42), as well as its fine lines, can be attributed to calligraphic style or spatial considerations.

The one trait setting MWD (47) apart from FYSJ (42) is the degree to which the right ‘leg’ stroke in yuan 元 extends rightward. In MWD (47) this stroke extends beyond the ‘roof’ element, while in FYSJ (42) it does not. This same orthographic feature is seen in the MWD form of cheng 乗 and it may represent a minor orthographic transformation that occurred sometime after the writing of FYSJ slip S048. If this is the case, we may assign a more precise date to FYSJ (42), placing it in terms of orthographic maturity before the MWD.

Orthographic evidence derived from the zhu 竹 element for the purpose of dating FYSJ (42) is also fairly persuasive. When used as a semantic determiner, the Small Seal form of zhu 竹 is generally written in one of two ways. The first is evident in (49) (Gao: 309), which is the SWJZ Small Seal form of the character 矢 ‘a wind instrument [made of bamboo] with thirty-six tubes’ (管三十六簧也) (SWJZZ: 5:17a). In this form the short strokes stemming from the vertical stalks of bamboo are straight. Based on graphological evidence provided in the GWZLB, this is probably the oldest form of zhu 竹, going as far back as Shang OBI — see example (55) (Gao: 309).

The second form can be found as the semantic determiner in SWJZ Small Seal (50)
Unlike the $zhu$ _RD\_ element in (49), in this case the short strokes stemming from the central vertical line are slightly arched, or rounded. In bronze and stone inscriptions written before the Qin dynasty, this form of $zhu$ _RD\_ in one variation or another, is the most common (JSZD: 953-72).

According to my survey of the QJWZB (329-35), the SHD form of $zhu$ _RD\_ is usually highly abbreviated when used as a classifier. As such, its pictographic quality is sharply diminished. For substantiation of this claim refer to SHD (51) (QJWZB: 332) and (52) (QJWZB: 335), which are examples of the characters $deng$ 蒯 ‘step of a stair’ (GSR: no. 961) and $zhen$ 鉧 ‘needle’ (GSR: no. 671), respectively. These graphs show how the classifier $zhu$ _RD\_ is often written in the SHD as a longish horizontal line intersected by two straight vertical lines.

By contrast, a survey of the LZB shows that in MWD orthography $zhu$ _RD\_ reverts back to a form more similar to Small Seal. The MWD form of $zhu$ _RD\_ is typically written as a vertical line accompanied by two straight strokes slanting downward. For illustrations of this tendency refer to graphs (53) (LZB: 1173) and (54) (LZB: 1176), the first of which is another form of the character $deng$ 蒯, while the latter is $jie$ 鑰 ‘knots or joints of bamboo or other plants’ (GSR: no. 399).

An examination of $zhu$ _RD\_ in FYSJ (42) indicates a strong orthographic affinity to both the Small Seal, as well as the MWD Ancient Clerical form. Since the rest of FYSJ (42) exhibits features more closely related to the MWD orthographic form, I will interpret the evidence provided by $zhu$ _RD\_ in (42) as indicating the same thing. As a result, its seems probable that the $zhu$ _RD\_ classifier in FYSJ (42) represents a later orthographic form. Of course, this view falls in line with the conclusion arrived at concerning $wan$ 畫, giving us even more reason not to associate FYSJ slip S048 with the same manuscript as FYSJ slips S049 and S050.

Assigning a date for an entire FYSJ slip based on the analysis of a single graph lacks persuasiveness. More orthographic evidence must be gathered and compared to enhance the integrity of the dating procedure. To my mind, most of the other graphs on FYSJ slip S048 are to some degree suitable for a concentrated comparative analysis. However, the character
wei ‘avoid, taboo’ (GSR: no. 571), which is one of the graphs represented on slip S048, is an exception.

Not enough primary materials exist for wei to analyze it with the same degree of certainty found elsewhere. For while numerous forms of wei exist in Zhou BRI and stone inscriptions (JSZD: 1201), only one is found in excavated materials from the Qin and Han (LZB: 1355). Moreover, the QJWZB and LZB both lack examples of the graph wei, which might serve as a substitute. Since there is an abundance of orthographic evidence to work with on FYSJ slips S048, I will by-pass discussion of wei here.

The next character from FYSJ S048 to undergo examination is you ‘have, there is’ (GSR: no. 995) — e.g., FYSJ (69). In the Small Seal form of you seen in (70) a you element representing a hand with three fingers (SWJZZ: 3: 17b) is set above another element that stands for ‘meat’ (肉) (see Yang Shuda in JMJWCD: 123). But the combination of these two elements to form the character you did not begin until early Zhou BRI. Prior to this the primary OBI form of this character consisted of the hand only (Gao: 61) — see OBI graph (75) (JGWB: no. 350).

Even at a glance, it is easy to tell that FYSJ (69) more strongly resembles early Han MWD graphs (73) and (74) (LZB: 64), than the Warring States SHD graphs (71) and (72) (QJWZB: 196). The most striking characteristic setting SHD (71) and (72) apart from their counterparts is the shape of you. In the SHD this element is typically more angular and positioned on more of an angle. Additionally, whereas the bottom ends of the ‘meat’ element in SHD (71) and (72) are more even, in the FYSJ and MWD orthographic forms one end extends lower than the other.

But FYSJ (69) is not exactly identical to the MWD forms either. For example, in MWD (73) and (74) you is almost completely horizontal and the short strokes written inside the graph representing the meaning of ‘meat’ are abbreviated. I interpret this evidence as indicating that FYSJ (69) was written later than the SHD, but not quite as late as the early Han. Thus, orthographically speaking, FYSJ (69) supports the date assigned to slip S048 given earlier.

FYSJ slip S048 also contains the character shuo ‘speak’ (GSR: no. 324), which is
seen in example (56). In the right-hand side of this teknogram is the element dui 共 ‘glad, open’ (GSR: no. 324). In regard to dui 共 Karlgren writes, “The graph has ‘man’ [ren 人] and ‘mouth’ [kou 口], meaning of the top strokes obscure” (GSR: no. 324). Xu Xuan 徐錫 argues that the upper part of dui 共 is composed of kou 口 ‘mouth’ and ba 八 and that together the idea of air being dispersed is conveyed (當從口從八，象氣之分散) (JGWZGL: no. 43). This interpretation is also found elsewhere and will be adequate for the present needs of this study (KMJS: no. 1062).

Karlgren writes that the element yan 言 ‘big flute, speak, talk’ is “a drawing of a kind of flute” (GSR: no. 251). Xu Shen agrees that yan 言 conveys the meaning of ‘talk’ or ‘speech’ (凡言之屬皆從言), but he does not commit himself to an explanation of the character’s structure (SWJZZ: 10:7a). Both these interpretations are deficient: Karlgren’s view in this case is simply incorrect, and the interpretation given in the SWJZ is too vague. For the paleographical view, I turn to the summary in JGWZL, no. 722 which reads, “The primary form of yan 言 is derived from she 舌 [the graph for tongue]. The addition of — [horizontal lines] above signifies speech being emitted from the tongue, making it a hypodigmatic character” (言之初形從舌，加一於上，示言出於舌，為指事字). (The term ‘hypodigmatic’ may be defined as follows: “graphically indicative or suggestive in a non-arbitrary way of a word with an intangible and therefore not concretely depictable meaning” — see Boltz, 1994: 180.) This description becomes clearer if the OBI form of this character is referred to — as such, see example (61) (JGWB: no. 277).

In Ancient Clerical script, the she 舌 element became completely linearized. Since the QJWZB does not have an example of the character shuo 説, instead I use the SHD form of tuo 脫 ‘to peel off’ (GSR: no. 324) seen in examples (57) and (58) (QJWZB: 835). SHD (57) and (58) exhibit orthographic forms of dui 共 that differ considerably. The kou 口 grapheme in both SHD graphs is quite square in shape, but the ren 亾 grapheme in (58) is comparatively of much shorter. Further, in SHD (58) the strokes of the ren 亾 grapheme originate at the same point on the underside of the kou 口 grapheme. By contrast, in SHD (57) these downward strokes originate from opposite corners of kou 口.
Since yan 言 was not discussed in the context of SHD orthography, I will leave it out of my discussion of MWD graphs (59) and (60) (LZB: 1340), as well. Overall, the orthography of dui 睹 in MWD does not match that of the two SHD examples. To begin with, the MWD form of dui 睌 is characterized by a kou 口 grapheme which is less angular than those in SHD (57) and (58). In addition, to an extent unprecedented in earlier Ancient Clerical orthography, the two strokes in the MWD form of ren 亟 differ drastically in length. These strokes do not have a bend in them like (57) and they are not short like (58). Moreover, MWD (59) and (60) are more vertically rectangular than SHD (58) and (59).

Without a doubt, the dui 睌 component in FYSJ (56) clearly resembles its MWD counterparts. The orthographic features described in connection with the MWD are practically identical in FYSJ (56). Consequently, I can confidently assign a date to FYSJ (56) which approximately matches that given FYSJ (42) and (69).

Example (62) from FYSJ slip S048 is a form of the character yi 㝹 ‘to be pleased’ (GSR: no. 790). However, (62) is incomplete and lacks the xin 心 grapheme which usually serves as the semantic determiner for this character. Both the QJWZB and LZB lack examples of yi 㝹, but fortunately they contain the character ze 擇 ‘choose’ (GSR: no. 790) which is sufficiently similar to compare with the FYSJ graph. With the material available, I will be able to compare the various forms of the character yi 㝹 ‘to spy’ (GSR: no. 790) found in the FYSJ, SHD and MWD. But before doing so, a few words concerning the makeup of this character are in order.

According to the GWZLB yi 㝹 did not exist before the Warring States period (Gao: 159, 133, 476). However, reference materials specializing in OBI graphs provide some indication that this may not actually be the case (KMJS: no. 4695). In any case, in both Six States and Small Seal scripts, yi 㝹 has a relatively consistent orthographic form (Gao: 133), as is evident in example (63), from the Warring States period, and the SWJZ Small Seal graph (64) (Gao: 133).

Karlgren does not have an explanation for the structural composite of yi 㝹 (GSR: no. 790). But according to the SWJZ this character is composed of three main components (SWJZZ: 10:13b): (A) at the top is a mu 目 ‘eye’ grapheme (GSR: no. 1036); (B) in the
middle is a *da* 大 ‘great, greatly’ grapheme (GSR: no. 317); (C) at the bottom is a form of *gan* 干 ‘shield’ (GSR: no. 139; Gao: 364; JMJJWCD: 12). In the Small Seal form of *yi* 礼, which bears the characteristic vertical rectangularity, all of these graphic components are clearly visible.

The SHD form of *ze* 择 can be seen in (65) and (66) (QJWZB: 829). while the corresponding MWD graphs are found in (67) and (68) (LZB: 392). In comparison to SWJZ (64), the main differences in the Ancient Clerical form of *yi* 礼 is its upright *mu* 目 grapheme. The shape of this grapheme in the various Ancient Clerical scripts becomes progressively squarer with the passing of time. The Small Seal form of *yi* 礼 and its Ancient Clerical counterpart also differ in terms of pictoriality. There is a much greater degree of linearity in SHD (65) and (66), and still more in MWD (67) and (68).

Linearization is a crucial orthographic feature distinguishing the Ancient Clerical forms of *yi* 礼. Another feature which serves the same purpose is the reduction of strokes. Since SHD (65) has the most strokes, I believe it likely represents the oldest Ancient Clerical orthographic form of *yi* 礼. The fact it is obviously the least linearized supports this evaluation. By the same token, because it is clearly the most simplified, MWD (67) is probably the latest and most mature form of *yi* 礼.

Placing FYSJ (62) into this orthographic evolution is somewhat complicated, as it contains features characteristic of both the SHD and MWD forms of *yi* 礼 — e.g., although the *mu* 目 grapheme in it is roundish, taken as a whole it is nevertheless highly linearized, as well as simplified. Consequently, I think it should be dated sometime between (66) and (68), the latest SHD form and the earliest MWD form. As the result of this analysis, the rough date allotted FYSJ (62) is in alignment with the conclusions reached so far regarding FYSJ slip S048.

In sum, in the above graphological study I attempt to show that FYSJ slips S049 and S050 are both representative of the same manuscript. There is an abundance of evidence which supports this view. At the same time, I assert that this manuscript is probably written in an orthographic form antedating the SHD bamboo manuscripts. FYSJ graphs (25), (26), (28) and (29) are all crucial for the formation of this argument. Although not much effort was
spent analyzing FYSJ S051, I believe that the orthographic evidence reviewed in connection
with this slip plainly shows that it was not written by the same hand as S049 and S050. The
graphs on S051 are typically broader and more box-like in shape than those seen on slips
S049 and S050. By contrast, considerable effort was spent proving that FYSJ slip S048 also
does not belong to the same manuscript as FYSJ S049 and S050. Rather than being written in
a very early form of Ancient Clerical script, FYSJ S048 appears to be written in a form of
orthography datable to the Western Han dynasty.
Conclusion:

In the introduction, I outlined my primary objectives for this chapter. They are: (A) to discover the true physical nature of the FYSJ; (B) to learn when this manuscript was written. In regard to (A), I proved that the FYSJ, as a composite text made up of numerous different manuscripts from very different origins, is much more fragmented than previously suggested by scholars working in the field of FYSJ research. In fact, my research has shown that in many cases as few as two bamboo slips represent one individual original manuscript. This conclusion contrasts Wen Xingfu's somewhat unsubstantiated assertion that groups of up to seven or eight bamboo slips can comprise a single source manuscript in the FYSJ (97-8). It is not an aim of this study to deal with Wen's observations point by point; however, the limited scope and lack of rigorous methodology characterizing his brief study in themselves make his conclusions suspect. To the detriment of his argument, when evaluating the calligraphy of the FYSJ, Wen fails to apply a methodological approach which takes into consideration the systematic use of analytical criteria on a correlative basis. Further, in that Wen's overall examination of FYSJ script does not operate on a level of graphs and their features, the view he puts forth concerning FYSJ calligraphy tends to reflect impressions, not actual data. Since Wen's orthographic analysis is even more limited — he only takes two graphs into account, it really lacks any significance as a scholarly exercise. Therefore, I see no reason to further criticize the particular failings of his orthographic examination. The manner in which I conducted the orthographic analysis in my own study should suffice to expose the shortcomings implicit in Wen's cursory approach. Finally, for the purpose of discerning graphic dissimilarity in the FYSJ, I do not see the advantage of dividing analysis between calligraphy and orthography as is the case in Wen's analysis. However, rather than discount Wen's graphological study entirely, I will suggest that considered together our respective studies might offer a more balanced perspective of the nature of the FYSJ. Certainly, further study along the same lines as what I have conducted in chapter two is needed. There are several important concerns which I have not addressed — e.g., Are there any cases of a particular source manuscript appearing in more than one location within the composite manuscript of the FYSJ? Having spent considerable effort formulating an effective approach to orthographic analysis that is specific to the FYSJ, I believe this study may function suitably as a launchpad to further research on this manuscript.
Concerning objective (B), for my purposes I feel that detail outweighs scope in importance. In chapter two I analyzed almost two hundred and fifty graphs from roughly a dozen different slips to date the multitude of different orthographic forms used in the FYSJ. After all, to make my contribution to this area of FYSJ research meaningful, attaining a high degree of accuracy is paramount. I believe my conclusions offer much more insight into the date of the FYSJ than what was previously offered by Wen Xingfu (97). Analyzing the FYSJ in terms of orthographic feature, rather than on a level of script, I placed FYSJ graphs within the early evolution of Chinese script. The understanding I reached concerning the common orthographic traits implicit in Small Seal and Ancient Clerical script, enabled me to assign approximate dates to FYSJ graphs using solid orthographic evidence. Clearly, discerning the degree to which elements of Small Seal and Ancient Clerical orthography are present in FYSJ graphs was a painstakingly meticulous process which involved frequent comparative analysis. Considering calligraphy as another factor in my methodology complicated analysis even further, but it contributed to the results obtained. I showed that FYSJ slips S122 and S123 were written in the early Western Han, that FYSJ S104 and S105 are a product of the Warring States period and represent a form of script preceding that found in the SHD inscriptions ca. 240 – 217 B.C., and that FYSJ S049 and S050 are again earlier in origin than the SHD. Arriving at conclusions such as this marks very clear progress in our understanding of the very complex FYSJ manuscript. In light of the evidence provided in this chapter, I question the assumption that the FYSJ can be attributed to one school of Shi jing scholarship. To my mind the tendency for Chinese scholars to assert this view despite the orthographic diversity characterizing the FYSJ can only be regarded as overly speculative (Hu, 1988: 30-1, Wen: 98). There is a strong possibility that numerous different versions of the Shi jing are represented to some degree in this composite manuscript.
Chapter Three: A Selective Lexical Study of the Fuyang Shi jing

Introduction:

This study opened with a discussion of the basic methodology needed to research the orthography and lexical variation in the FYSJ. In chapter one, I outlined a methodology for graphological analysis that is based on a knowledge of orthographic development from Shang OBI to the Western Han dynasty. From this broad understanding of orthographic change in early Chinese writing, I derived specific criteria for the analysis of Small Seal and Ancient Clerical scripts. Furthermore, placing the FYSJ within this framework, I conducted a study of this manuscript which maintained two important approaches to graphological criticism: orthographic feature, and contextual consistency. The results of this orthographic evaluation were summarized in the conclusion to chapter two, and need not be reiterated here.

The overview of methodology in chapter one also includes a summary of the pre-Han writing system. Furthermore, in this chapter I discuss several approaches to identifying and analyzing graphs and lexicons in the language of this period. For example, I demonstrate that phonetic compatibility is an important criterion for associating different words to a polysemous graph. I also acknowledge phonetic compatibility to be an essential characteristic of word families, as well as the semantic basis upon which phonetic borrowing occurs. But in order to utilize this understanding of pre-Han Chinese in a form of methodology, the phonetic constraints dictating compatibility must be more clearly stated. As discussed in the first chapter, the principles governing phonetic compatibility in pre-Han Chinese are as follows: (A) For finals to be considered phonetically compatible, their main vowel should be identical and their final vowel homorganic — i.e., articulated at the same place in the vocal tract; (B) For initials to be considered phonetically compatible, they too must be homorganic.

For my research on the Shi jing, I rely primarily on Karlgren’s Old Chinese reconstruction and the Shi jing rime-groups to conduct tests for homorganicity. The rime-groups derived from the Shi jing are generally considered the most reliable means with which to judge homorganicity in finals. Of course, my overview of Old Chinese phonology and its applications is aimed at serving a specific purpose. In the third chapter, I utilize the above methodology to study the lexical variation discovered after comparing the FYSJ and the various received versions of the Shi jing. My chief objectives are:
(A) to provide a new reading of certain odes in the *Shi jing*;
(B) to provide an academic survey of the types of lexical variation associated with the FYSJ;
(C) to determine, in all of the cases investigated, which form of lexical variation represents the proximate original.

Chapter three is divided into six separate studies. Lexical Variation Study no. 1 deals with FYSJ slip S018 and a form of lexical variation involving syntax. In this study I discuss the absence of the particle `hu` 𞀁 in the FYSJ and draw a comparison with the Mao and Lu *Shi*. I also outline two other occurrences in the FYSJ where a change in syntax is implied — i.e., FYSJ S017 and S026. The second study features a case of lexical variation involving synonymity; i.e., `hu` 𞀁 in FYSJ S115/Lu *Shi* and `he` 何 in Mao *Shi* no. 115. Although these two studies involve lexical variation, they do not result in a significantly different readings of the *Shi jing* text. This is because the changes in syntax and synonymity discussed in Lexical Variation Studies nos. 1 and 2 have no actual impact on wording. Consequently, Lexical Variation Studies nos. 1 and 2 can be viewed as addressing objective (B).

In Lexical Variation Study no. 3, I shift my attention to objective (A). For example, the character `ju` 居 found in FYSJ S045 offers a new reading of *Shi jing* no. 41, one which challenges that seen in the Mao version. This study is followed by two similar studies that also produce different readings — i.e., in Lexical Variation Study no. 4, `tong` 聞 from FYSJ S048 is offered in place of `tong` 聞 from the Mao/Lu and Qi *Shi*; in Lexical Variation Study no. 5, I consider `xiang` 象 from FYSJ S123 in connection with `chang` 場 found in three transmitted versions of the *Shi jing*. The sixth and final study in chapter three involves scribal error and is an example of the complex problems that face research on lexical variation. Therefore, Lexical Variation no. 6 should also be considered primarily in relation to objective (B).

To my mind, the task of finding the proximate original is a logical extension of the other endeavors engaged in chapter three. Once a significant new reading of the *Shi jing* has been discovered, academic rigor demand that the more legitimate or authentic version be identified. For the study of ancient Chinese manuscripts, the question “Which textual variation represents the original?” forms the motivation behind all textual criticism. In
addressing objective (C), I adopt Yumiko Blanford’s interpretation of the proximate original, as defined in the following quotation: “The proximate original is the one variant that has a greater probability of representing the original word than does any other variant, while recognizing that the determination of the original cannot always be achieved with full confidence” (188). There are several recognized methods for determining the proximate original. For example, one is the lineage method, which entails finding the variant with the highest frequency of representation (Boltz, 1997: 266-7, 1984: 193-6: Blanford: 202). That is, if there are three or more texts — or lines of textual transmission — which represent lexical variant Y, and only one which represents lexical variant Z, according to the lineage method Y would be the proximate original. On the reliability of this method, Blanford writes, “When this rule is applied, it determines the proximate original almost automatically and greatly reduces the number of variation cases for which we need to use other rules to determine the proximate original” (Blanford: 199-201).

A second principle used to discern the proximate original among several lines of textual transmission is called *lectio difficilior potior,* or “the priority of the more difficult reading” (Boltz, 1997: 268; Blanford: 202). Boltz outlines this principle as follows: “When one of two variants is rare, obscure, or in some other way more difficult to understand than is the other one, the former is more likely to represent the original than the latter... The rationale is that it is more likely for an editor or copyist to change, either consciously or inadvertently, a word or phrase that is difficult to understand (the *lectio difficilior*) into one that is easier to understand (the *lectio facilior*), than the other way around” (1997: 268). Finally, a third method that I use for determining the proximate original relies on an examination of context. Sometimes this involves choosing the lexical variant which is better suited to an ode’s narrative and theme. Examples of this can be found in Lexical Variation Studies nos. 3 and 4. Other times a study of context might involve semantic parallelism and involve choosing the lexical variant which more closely matches a corresponding word in another line or stanza — e.g., Lexical Variation Study no. 5.
Lexical Variation Study, no. 1

FYSJ, slip S018:

Mao, no. 25; Lu: *hu

This study of lexical variation differs somewhat from the others dealt with in chapter three. Instead of comparing two different lexicons against one another, Lexical Variation Study no. 1 represents a case where one textual variant contains a character not found in another. The situation described here still concerns lexical variation, since it involves the study of a particular lexicon and the significance that its presence or absence has in regard to the given context. Yumiko Blanford categorizes cases such as this separately, referring to them as "vacant variation" which she defines as follows: "[c]ases in which no word is written in one or more versions while one or more words are written at matching places in another version(s)" (189). Making a distinction between vacant and lexical may sometimes be useful for purposes of description; however, since the procedure followed to evaluate vacant variation does not differ from what is termed lexical variation, I do not distinguish them to the degree Blanford does. (It is worth noting that William Boltz does not recognize vacant variation as something separate from lexical analysis. See Boltz, 1984, 1997.)

FYSJ slip S018 contains a total of five graphs, and reads: 禽子*罕*象 (Hu, 1988: 3; Wen: 64). (There is no punctuation in the FYSJ and I do not add any in my citations of it.) The last four graphs on this bamboo slip are undamaged and clearly written; however, the uppermost graph is incomplete due to the damaged state of the material it is written on. But since the shi 畜 'pig, swine' (GSR: no. 1218) signific is still discernible in this graph, we may safely identify it as zong 畜, which is variously defined by Han glossarists as either a 'one-year-old' or 'three-year-old' pig (see the Mao zhuan and Zheng Xuan’s jian in Wang Xianqian: 517; also see SWJZZ: 9:36b). The corresponding passage in both the Lu Shi and Mao no. 25 reads: 豬五騽，于嗟乎騽虞 "By one discharge five young pigs! Lo, you young grooms and gamesters!" (ICS: 10:11; Karlgren, 1944: 179; Wang Xianqian: 120). Before entering into a discourse focusing on the character hu 乎 *gʰɔ (GSR: no. 55), I will provide a general overview of the above verse-line from the Mao Shi. Because the vacant variation in Lexical Variation Study no. 1 has an impact on syntactic structure, it is necessary to examine 113.
the entire verse-line containing *hu* 乎 first. This approach will make it easier for the reader to understand the discrepancy between the variations examined in this study.

The character *zong* 薈 marks the end of line two in the third stanza of *Shijing* no. 25. Since its position is situated outside the verse-line containing the particle *hu* 乎, it has no bearing on the lexical study underway here. In the following third line, there are two characters which I will endeavor to explain before discussing the particles preceding them. These characters are *zou* 驃 and *yu* 驃. According to the Mao *zhuan*, *zou* 驃 and *yu* 驃 combine to stand for a kind of tiger that is white with black stripes. This tiger displays a quality of benevolence by refusing to eat raw meat (騩虞，義獸也。白虎黑文，不食生物) (Ma: 104; also see Karlgren, 1942: 106). On the other hand, the Han school’s gloss states that *zouyu* 驃虞 was the official title of those responsible for overlooking the animals in the imperial menagerie (騩虞為天子掌鳥獸官) (Ma: 104; Wang Xianqian: 120; Karlgren, 1942: 106). To complicate matters even more, the Lu gloss extracted from the *Xinshu* 新書 (The New Text) — a text written during the Han dynasty — takes *zou* 驃 to refer to the park of Emperor Wen (文王之園), and *yu* 驃 as its games keeper (園之司獸) (Ma: 104; GSR: no. 59, 132). In his “Glosses on the Kuo Feng [Guofeng] Odes,” Karlgren outlines his preference for the interpretation attributed to the Han school: (A) The interpretation put forth in the Mao *zhuan* does not fit the overall context of the ode; (B) The definition offered in the Lu gloss lacks substantiation from other preclassical or classical texts (1942: 106). (According to Pulleyblank, p. 3, the term “preclassical” refers to the period roughly antedating the mid fifth-century B.C., while “classical” postdates this.) I agree with (A) since the ode would not make any sense as a hunting song or anything else if the meaning of *zouyu* 驃虞 was changed to ‘zou-yu beast’ or ‘white tiger’ (refer to the translation in Karlgren, 1942: 179). Qing philologist Mao Ruichen may have been correct when he wrote that *zouyu* 驃虞 originally referred to a kind of animal, but was later borrowed to represent an official function or capacity (106). In support of the Han school’s interpretation, there are several preclassical and classical texts which refer to *zou* 驃 as a “keeper of horses and caretaker of carriages” (古時掌管騏馬並管駕車的人) — e.g., the *Zuo zhuan* 左傳 (The Chronicles of Zuo) and the *Liji*
Further, according to Han glossarists commenting on the preclassical *Shang shu* (The Book of Documents), the character *yu* referred to an official who overlooked the wilderness and wild game (古代掌管山林川澤之官) (ICS: 9:3). The character *yu* is similarly used in texts written during the classical period (HYDCD: 8:846).

Having dealt with the content words (*shici* 資詞) in the verse-line presently under scrutiny, I will now focus on the particles (*xuzi* 處字) *yu* 于 and *jie* 喏. To begin with, there is evidence that *yu* 于 already functioned as a particle in Shang *OBI*. Moreover, *yu* 于 continued to be common as a particle throughout the preclassical period and until the late Warring States period when it was replaced in general usage by the particle *yu* 於 *c* (He: 729; GSR: no. 61).

Line three in the third stanza of FYSJ/Mao Shi no. 25 opens with *yu* 于 *gjwο* (GSR: no. 97), which has several functions in preclassical Chinese — e.g., it indicates the passive use of a verb and represents the words ‘to, at, in, from’ (Dobson: 859-60; in Classical Chinese *yu* replaced *c* to express passive sense — see He: 737). For example, in Mao no. 261 there is a line which reads: 入覿于王 (ICS: 10:138). Dobson translates this sentence in the passive sense: “[He] entered and was received in audience by the king” (860). Further, a line from Mao no. 127 reads: 践于狩 “Follow the duke to the hunt” (ICS: 10:55; Dobson: 859; also see He: 730).

However, none of these meanings apply to *yu* 于 in FYSJ S018 and Mao no. 25. Instead, I believe that the *yu* 于 found here is either an abbreviated graphic variant, or erroneous form of *xu* 吱 *gjwο* (GSR: no. 97), which is nearly homophonous to *yu* 于 in Old Chinese. According to Karlgren’s reconstruction, *yu* 于 and *xu* 吱 are homorganic in terms of initials; that is, both are produced from the soft palatal region at the back of the mouth. (O’Grady, p. 24, defines the velum as the “soft area towards the roof of the mouth”; whereas, the uvular is the “small fleshy flap of tissue ... [which] hangs down from the velum.”) Actually, in his “Loan Characters in Pre-Han China,” Karlgren himself states that the initials [*g-] and [*χ-] are phonetically compatible (1963: 10). As far as finals are concerned, both *yu* 于 and *xu* 吱 are identical in Karlgren’s Old Chinese, and belong to the *yu*
The homorganicity implicit in the Old Chinese pronunciation of these two characters makes them freely interchangeable in preclassical texts such as the *Shi jing*. However, if *yu* 于 is just another form of the particle *xu* 吳, what does it mean? From the early Zhou to the Han dynasty, *xu* 吳 functioned as a self-standing interjection to either express surprise and apprehension, or mark a sigh or summons (Dobson: 628; He: 638; GSR: no. 97). The Lu version of *Shi jing* no. 25 uses *xu* 吳 and, as will be seen shortly, an interjection really suits the context of the verse-line (Wang Xianqian: 120). Elsewhere, *xu* 吳 is used in a similar manner in Han *Shi* no. 11, as well (Wang Xianqian: 61).

In the same verse-line of *Shi jing* no. 25, another particle that frequently “stands alone” in early Chinese texts is situated immediately after *yu* 于/xu 吳. I refer to a character written 啼 in FYSJ S018 and 啼 in the Mao/Lu *Shi* which has several functions in texts written prior to the Han dynasty. These include: (A) It is a metrical particle — e.g., Mao no. 191: 啓啟啓 啼 “Even so, no one takes warning” (ICS: 10:88; Dobson: 402); (B) It is a demonstrative pronoun — e.g., Mao no. 69: 何啓及矣 “What did this lead to?” (ICS: 10:32; Dobson: 403); (C) It is an interjection — e.g., see the line 啼我啓人 “Ah! my loved one!” from Mao no. 3 (ICS: 10:2; Dobson: 403; also see He: 286-7, GSR: no. 5). In the context of the verse-line studied here, the meaning conveyed in (C) is the most suitable. There is no doubt that *jie* 啼 and *jie* 啼 are graphic variations representing the same word with an identical meaning. Firstly, this kind of variation is hinted at by certain graphological evidence. In the unattested 啗 form seen in FYSJ S018, the conventional *kou* 口 ‘mouth’ signific has been replaced with a *yan* 言 ‘speech’ signific. Phonological consideration of this relationship results in the very same conclusion: *kou* 口 and *yan* 言 are not the core phonophorics in their respective graphs; subsequently, their exchange has no bearing on pronunciation — which Karlgren reconstructs as *tsja* in Old Chinese (GSR: no. 5). Additional proof that *jie* 啩 and *jie* 啩 are variants of the same graph and mean the same thing can be found in other excavated manuscripts from the Han dynasty. In the MWD inscriptions written during the early Han, 啩 is also written as in the form of 啩 (Hu, 1988: 26, 44).

The phrase *yu/jie* 于啩/于啩 found in FYSJ S018 and Mao no. 25 functions as an
interjection in archaic and ancient Chinese. Although Han dynasty glossarists do not discuss this phrase in regard to Shi jing no. 25, they do comment on it elsewhere. In Mao no. 11 there is a line which reads: 于嗟麟兮 “Oh, the lin [a mythic creature with the body of a deer, the tail of an ox and a single horn]” (ICS: 10:5-6; Karlgren, 1944: 175; Yuan Ke: 451). The gloss attributed to the Han school comments on the yujie 于嗟 seen here as follows: “It is a word [expressing] a sigh” 歲歎也. (The Han gloss uses the attested graph xu 向 instead of yu 于 — see Wang Xianqian: 61.) Further, the zhuan for Mao no. 11 takes yujie 于嗟 to mean exactly the same thing (Wang Xianqian: 62). Contemporary scholars are in agreement with the glosses for yujie 于嗟 written during the Han dynasty. For example, Dobson demonstrates that in preclassical texts yujie 于嗟 functions as a self-standing interjection which expresses “a groan or a sigh” (860). Similarly, in Gudai Hanyu xuci tong shi 古代汉语虚词通释 (A Complete Interpretation of Ancient Chinese Particles), He Leshi 何樂士 also demonstrates that this phrase means ‘to sigh’ (638-9). Dobson supports this interpretation with an example from Mao Shi no. 31, which reads: 于嗟関兮 “Alas, [we] are parted!” (ICS: 10:14; Dobson: 861).

In Mao/Lu Shi no. 25, the particle hu 乎 is affiliated with the interjection yujie 于嗟. As a particle, or function word, hu 乎 has several different uses in preclassical and classical Chinese (He: 226-30). But its function as a marker of “vocatives, imprecations, expletives, etc.” is of chief importance here (Dobson: 330). (Vocatives are words used for direct address; an imprecation refers to an offensive utterance or invocation of evil; and expletives are: “A swear word, particularly one inserted into the middle of a phrase as a meaningless emotional intensifier” — see Trask: 98, 136, 299.) Dobson cites 于嗟乎 as an example demonstrating the hu 乎 particle’s role as a marker. He indicates that this example is drawn from the Shi jing and translates it simply as “Alas!” Since only Mao Shi no. 25 contains 于嗟乎, it is certain that Dobson’s example was taken from this ode (see ICS: 10:419). As such, taking Dobson’s interpretation into account, we may read 于嗟乎 in Mao no. 25 as conveying a vocative sense; that is, as addressing the “young grooms and gamesters” mentioned in Karlgren’s translation. A similar example of hu 乎 from Mao no. 256 reads: 於乎小子 “Alas! my child” (ICS: 10:133; Dobson: 330). In this case, the particle hu 乎 marks yu 于, another preclassical
form of vocative interjection used either singly or in collocation with other characters (Dobson: 864). For our purposes, it is important to stress that in both of these examples the interjection is not dependent on hu 乎; that is, the interjections 于嗟 and 于嗟 can be found in the Shi jing unaccompanied by the marker hu 乎. And it is precisely the independent nature of 于嗟 that allows for the segment 于嗟 in FYSJ S018. The absence of the marker hu 乎 in this slip does not have a significant impact on the meaning of the verse-line. Clearly, with or without hu 乎, the line should be translated the same way. Both Karlgren’s “Lo!” and Dobson’s “Alas!” are permissible because they imply that somebody is being addressed.

The shortened verse-line in FYSJ S018 provides valuable insight into how the various versions of the Shi jing took form. As Hu Pingsheng comments, FYSJ S018 shows that the use of particles in the Shi jing originally depended a lot on the conventions of the different regions and dialects in the early Zhou dynasty (方 言 及 語 言 習 慣). As well, the singers, scribes and compilers linked to the Shi jing in their various capacities probably all contributed to the use of particles and variable syntactic structure found in the text (這種 場 合 , 使 我 們 想 到 , 詩 經 的 譯 詞 與 記 錄 著 , 吟 詠 著 , 整 理 著 關 係 甚 密) (1988: 27). In the FYSJ there is further evidence that vacant variation occurred among the different versions of the Shi jing in ancient China. For example, both FYSJ S017 and S026 also appear to represent a version(s) of the Shi jing which is characterized by shortened verse-lines. Of course, the close proximity of S017 and S018 suggests they are possibly from the same original manuscript. And the same may also be true of FYSJ slip S026. But an orthographic analysis of these slips, conducted in the manner seen in chapter two, would be necessary to prove such a conclusion. Due to the effort required for such an endeavor, I will not attempt to connect these FYSJ slips here. I feel that combining orthographic and textual aspects is the next step in the research of the FYSJ. Certainly, the work done in this thesis should facilitate further research along these lines.

In FYSJ slip S017, the text reads: “...’Fallow-deer’: forty-four characters” 麋四字 (Hu, 1988: 3; Wen: 64). Both Hu Pingsheng and Wen Xingfu believe the contents of this slip refer to the number of characters used to write an alternate, previously unknown version of
Shi jing no. 23. They base their conclusion on the character jun 鼬 “fallow-deer” (GSR: no. 485). This FYSJ character is a graphic variant of jun 鼬 as seen in the contents of Mao Shi no. 23, as well as this ode’s traditional title (ICS: 10:11). Qing scholar Duan Yucai concluded that the jun 鼬 component in 鼬 — which depicts an enclosure surrounding a stalk of grain — likely took the form of he 禾 as part of the orthographic simplification characteristic of Small Seal script (盖小篆省形為禾) (SWJZZ: 10:22; GSR: no. 485; Hu, 1988: 44). Karlgren agreed that these two graphs are variants; he believed 鼬 to be the attested form and jun 鼬 the variant (GSR: no. 485). A count of all the characters used in Mao no. 23 shows that there are forty-seven, three more than in the Shi jing version referred to in FYSJ SO 17. Since stanzas one and two of Mao no. 23 contain only tetrasyllabic verse-lines, the extra characters are unlikely to be found here. But the conditions differ in this ode’s completely pentasyllabic final stanza, which reads: 舒而脫脫兮，無感我鳴兮，無使我漑也吠 “Slowly! Gently! Do not move my kerchief; do not make the dog bark!” (ICS: 10:11; Karlgren, 1944: 178). Hu Pingsheng believes this stanza contains several particles that could be deleted. He recommends removing the particle xi 夕 from lines one and two, and ye 也 from the third line (1988: 26, 44). By doing so, Mao Shi no. 23 would be written entirely in tetrasyllabic verse, and at no loss whatsoever to its meaning.

FYSJ slip S026 refers to yet another unknown Shi jing text which contains fewer characters than its transmitted counterparts — or at least the Mao Shi. Slip S026 reads 日月久十六字, which may be translated as, “Oh sun, oh moon!”. Ninety-six characters” (Wen: 66, Hu, 1988: 4; for my translation of the first two characters in S026, I refer to Karlgren, 1944: 180). Whereas the first part of this slip relates the traditional title of Shi jing no. 29 — e.g., 日月 “Oh sun, oh moon!”; the remaining portion states the number of characters this ode contains. By contrast, the Mao version of this ode contains a total of ninety-nine characters, which means it is three characters longer than the one referred to in FYSJ S026. Although the FYSJ contains two other slips which pertain to Shi jing no. 29 — e.g., S024 and S025, nothing in them helps explain which three characters are missing in FYSJ S026 (Wen: 65-6; Hu, 1988: 46-7). Therefore, as in the treatment of S017, I look to the Mao Shi for assistance.
The question which must be satisfactorily answered is: are there particles in Mao no. 29 which may be removed without effecting its meaning? The answer to this query, it turns out, is rather conspicuous. Mao no. 29 is entirely tetrasyllabic, except for the third line of each stanza which is five characters in length (Hu, 1988: 27, 47). In each case, this third line is identical and reads: 乃如之人兮 "...O such a man is he!" (ICS: 10:13; Dobson: 605; also see Karlsgren, 1944: 180). Hu Pingsheng writes, “If the three xi 兮 characters [from Mao no. 29] are removed, we get precisely ninety-six characters and the whole ode becomes tetrasyllabic” 去三兮字，恰得九十九字，且全詩皆成四字句 (1988: 47). Because xi 兮 is just a metrical particle, translated by Dobson simply as “O!”, it is easily the most expendable character in stanza three of Mao no. 29 (Dobson: 605; also see He: 606).

The insight into the Shi offered by FYSJ slips S018, S017 and S026 leads to an important question: is it possible to distinguish which variation represents the proximate original? On one hand, there is the FYSJ text (or texts, depending on the relationship of the three FYSJ slips mentioned above) which consistently omits unnecessary particle words; on the other, the Mao Shi appears to permit a higher degree of inconsistency in terms of meter. I will not discuss this issue in connection with FYSJ S017 and S026, focusing instead on FYSJ slip S018 which is featured in this particular study. One way to view the problem is to assume that at some point in time principles of uniformity and consistency were asserted upon the Shi jing text. Since the phrase yujie 于嗟 ‘Alas!’ does not necessarily require any sort of marker, it is possible that sometime before the Former Han, hu 乎 was edited out of the original Shi jing. According to this hypothesis, Mao and Lu Shi no. 25 are more likely than FYSJ S018 to represent the original, unedited version of the Shi jing text.

It is not impossible that this revision occurred as part of an effort to standardize the text of the Shi jing; that is, reduce by one character the pentasyllabic verse-lines in certain odes, so that they conform to this classic’s predominantly quadrisyllabic meter. We have seen how grammatical markers do not always contribute to the meaning of the text; therefore, it is reasonable to assume they were the target of this standardization. But to make this argument more persuasive, the issue of motivation must be addressed. Why would an early school of Shi jing scholarship deem it necessary, or preferable, to render the meter of this classic more uniform? Does this proposed standardization reflect the influence of a certain
ideology or was it the result of development in the Chinese language? It may be possible that
at some stage in preclassical or classical Chinese, the marker hu 乎 simply became optional or
obsolete. At the same time, usage of the marker hu 乎 in different versions of the Shi jing may
involve the influence of different pre-Han dialects. These questions and conjectures involve
subjects such as ancient dialectology, the evolution of pre-Han Chinese and a comparison of
oral textual form versus written textual form, all which lie well outside the scope of this
thesis. Consequently, I will not delve further into this line of speculation, leaving it for a
future research project.

Another way to determine which text best represents the original Shi jing lies in a
principle of consensus, or what has been referred to as the “lineage method” (Blanford: 200-2)
— i.e., which lexical variant, if any, is found in the majority of primary texts. In the case
presently under inspection, there are two known lineages that utilize the marker hu 乎; both
the Mao and the Lu Shi contain the verse-line: 于嗟乎靡糜 (ICS: 10:11; Wang Xianqian: 120).
By contrast, the FYSJ contains a version of this line which lacks hu 乎. This discrepancy
constitutes strong evidence that the Shi jing referred to in FYSJ S018 is a later form of this
classic, and not the proximate original. As such, the results of the lineage method accord with
those derived from the application of a uniformity principle.

**Lexical Variation Study, no. 2**

FYSJ, slip S115; LU: hu 胡

Mao, no. 115: he 何

This study of lexical variation centers around synonymity. Because lexical variants of
this sort do not involve a significant change in meaning, in this study I will conduct only one
study of synonymous characters. After all, a new reading of the Shi jing based on an analysis
of lexical variation in the various manuscript and transmitted texts is the primary concern of
this chapter. However, since this chapter deals with the theme of lexical variation, I would be
remiss to bypass synonymous variation completely. Therefore, in the following pages I will
present one more brief study of this. For a discussion of the synonyms not treated in this

The present case of synonymous lexical variation concerns the particles *hu* 胡 and *he* 何. The former form is contained in FYSJ slip S115, which reads: 子有酒食胡不日鼓瑟 (Hu, 1988: 14; Wen: 84). It is also found in the Lu Shi (Wen: 84; Wang Xianqian: 418). The first and second lines of stanza three in Mao no. 115 are identical to FYSJ S115 in every regard, except that *he* 何 is replaced with *hu* 胡: 子有酒食，何不日鼓瑟 “...you have your wine and food, why do you not daily play your lutes...” (ICS: 10:51; Karlgren, 1944: 207). Wang Li believes *hu* 胡 and *he* 何 to be cognates (435); however, I believe phonetic evidence suggests a different conclusion. While *hu* 胡 is pronounced *gʰo* (with a [+round] main vowel) in Karlgren’s reconstruction of Old Chinese and belongs to the rime-group *ge* 歌, *he* 何 is *gʰa: (with a [+unround] main vowel) and falls into the *yu* 魚 rime-group (GSR: nos. 1, 49; Chen: 172, 188). However, there is no doubt that they possess essentially the same meaning. For example, the GSR states that *he* 何 originally meant ‘carry’, but that it could also be a loan for ‘which, what, how, why’ (no. 1). At the same time, the GSR assigns the meaning ‘how, why, what’ to *hu* 胡 (no. 49). Dobson defines *hu* 胡 as an interrogative substitute meaning ‘how’, ‘what’ or ‘why’ (341-2), and further states that in archaic Chinese this particle is often used in collocation with other characters, such as the negative *bu* 不— e.g., *hu* *bu* 胡不 “why not...?” (342). He similarly views *he* 何 as an interrogative substitute in preclassical and classical texts, one which can also be combined with *bu* 不 to mean “why not...” (316). Referring exclusively to classical texts, Pulleyblank defines *hu* 胡 and *he* 何 in a way that corroborate Dobson’s views. Pulleyblank writes that in ancient Chinese *he* 何 means “what; why, etc” and “is the ordinary interrogative pronoun for things”; for *hu* 胡 he comments that it is “mostly confined to abverbial usage meaning ‘why, how’” (1995: 93-5).
Elsewhere, Qing scholar Chen Qiaocong 陳喬樸 comments that *hu* 胡 and *he* 何 can be used interchangeably (*tongyong zi* 通用字), something which suggests synonymity (Wang Xianqian: 418). Chen cites the line, 胡能有定 “…how can there be settlement…” from Mao no. 29, then refers to the corresponding Mao *zhuan* which comments that *hu* 胡 is equivalent to *he* 何 in terms of meaning (胡何也) (ICS: 10:13; Karlgren, 1944: 180; Wang Xianqian: 418). The Mao *zhuan* offers the same gloss for *hu* 胡 elsewhere; namely, when commenting on Mao no. 90: 云胡不夷 “…how should I not be glad!” (ICS: 10:40; Karlgren, 1944: 200; Wang Xianqian: 363; Wang Li: 435). Zheng Xuan’s interpretation of *hu* 胡 concurs with the Mao *zhuan*. In regard to a verse-line from Mao no. 264, 伊胡為慮 “Why do [they] do these evil things?”, Zheng also uses *he* 何 as a gloss for *hu* 胡 (ICS: 10:140; Dobson: 342; Wang Xianqian: 992). But the use of *hu* 胡 as an interrogative substitute is not confined to the *Shi jing* alone; this particle performs the same function in other preclassical texts. For example, in the *Shang shu* there is a passage which reads: 弗慮胡獲，弗為胡成 “If [one] does not think [about it], how [will they] attain [it], if [one] does not act [on it], how [will they] complete [it]” (ICS: 9:17; Wang Li: 435). Han glossarist Kong Anguo 孔安國 comments that the particle *hu* 胡 in this passage is semantically equivalent to *he* 何 (Wang Li: 435).

In each of the above examples, *hu* 胡 is consistently used in the primary preclassical source, while *he* 何 is always part of the corresponding gloss from the Han dynasty. As might be expected, this pattern of usage is not merely coincidental. Pulleyblank points out that the interrogative substitute *hu* 胡 was common in the preclassical period, but not in the subsequent classical period (1995: 95). Actually, this assertion is substantiated by the frequency of the phrase *hubu* 胡不 ‘why not’ in the Mao *Shi* compared to the semantically equivalent *hebu* 何不. Whereas the former occurs on a total of ten occasions in the Mao *Shi*, the latter form takes place only once (ICS: 10:227, 231). This information is relevant to the lexical variation found in FYSJ slip S115; it strongly suggests that the *hu* 胡 particle in S115 represents the original *Shijing*, as recorded during the preclassical period. Presumably, sometime in the early Han, the Mao school of *Shijing* exegesis replaced the original *hu* 胡.
particle with the synonym *he* 何, which was more common at the time and, therefore, more familiar. Of course, the appearance of *hu* 胡 in the *Lu Shi* also implies that this particle represents the proximate original. When the majority of textual variants utilize a particular form, the lineage method requires that this form be taken as the proximate original (Boltz, 1997: 266-7; Blanford: 201-2). In this case, both FYSJ S115 and the *Lu Shi* use *hu* 胡; therefore, we may confidently assert that the particle *he* 何 found in Mao no. 115 should be emended.

**Lexical Variation Study, no. 3**

**FYSJ**, slip S045: *ju* 居

**Mao, no. 41: che 車**

FYSJ S045 corresponds to a verse-line in stanza three of Mao no. 41. Whereas, FYSJ S045 reads, 惠然好我攜手同居 (Hu, 1988: 6; Wen: 70), Mao *Shi* no. 41 reads: 惠而好我，攜手同車 “...if you are affectionate and love me, I will hold your hand and go with you in your carriage...” (ICS: 10:19; Karlgren, 1944: 184). There are several instances of variation in these two sources. One case of variation involves the particles *ran* 然 and *er* 而, which are likely either cognates or different graphic representations of an identical word (Wang Li: 156; Wang Xianqian: 202). Hu Pingsheng also views these two characters as being completely interchangeable, and we may be certain that lexical variation is not an issue here (1988: 55). In the present study, I will analyze the other discrepancy which exists between these parallel texts; that is, the lexical variation involving the FYSJ character *ju* 居 and its counterpart *ju* 車 from the transmitted text of the Mao *Shi*. My analysis of this lexical variation will result in an interesting alternative reading of *Shijing* no. 41. In fact, My conclusions will show that the character *ju* 居 in Mao no. 41 likely represents a misreading of the text which should be emended.

The *Shijing* rime-groups and Karlgren’s reconstruction of Old Chinese both indicate that *ju* 居 and *ju* 車 were phonetically compatible in the preclassical period. Both characters
belong to the *yu* rime-group and the GSR assigns them completely homophonous Old Chinese pronunciations — i.e., *kjo or *kjw3 (Chen: 169, 170; GSR: nos. 49, 74). Obviously, complete homophony is not standard between two lexical variants; in fact, when dealing with entirely different words the opposite is generally expected. However, there are conditions which sometimes require homophony among lexical variants, such as when there is a particular rhyme sequence which must be followed. Since both *ju 屐* and *ju 車* fit the rhyme sequence governing the first three lines of this ode, they pass the first test required for this particular case of lexical variation — i.e., they are are phonetically suitable for the position they occupy. (The other two characters, *hu 狐* ‘fox’ *g*bwɔ and *wu ㄆ* ‘crow, raven’ *ɔ, also fall into the *yu* rime-group — GSR: nos. 41, 61; Chen: 170, 173) The next consideration for *ju 屐* and *ju 車* is related to their semantic value. Whether or not they suit the meaning of the verse-line in which they are situated must be determined. This is the question I will turn to next.

The graph *ju 車* has represented the Chinese word for ‘carriage, chariot’ since very early on (GSR: no. 74; HYDCD: 9:1186). The definition given for *ju 車* in the SWJZ is as follows: “The general name for [any kind of framed] body with wheels” 車輪之總名也 (SWJZZ: 14:37a). But this character is found in inscriptions produced long before the Han dynasty. Actually, the ancestral OBI form of *ju 車* is a pictograph of a carriage or chariot. Xu Zhongshu writes, “[The OBI form of *ju 車* depicts the shapes of a chariot’s two wheels and body, as well as its shaft, yoke, railing and so on. Wheels are the most important symbol of a chariot; consequently, sometimes [the graph] is abbreviated in the shape of two wheels” 象車之兩輪及軸，軸，軸，軸等形，輪為車之最主要特徵，故或省二輪形 (KMJS: no. 1629; also see JGWZGL: no. 3145). The two OBI forms of *ju 車* mentioned by Xu Zhongshu — i.e., the complete and abbreviated forms — are given below (JGWB: no. 1629):

![Graphs](image)

There can be no doubt concerning the general meaning of the character *ju 車*. Its meaning and
orthographic development are relatively straightforward compared to a lot of other characters. However, its usage in Mao Shi no. 41 is a slightly different matter.

The line from Mao no. 41 containing 朱 車 parallels a line in stanza one which reads, 攜手同行 “...I will hold your hand and go with you...,” and a line in stanza two that is similar: 攜手同歸 “...I will hold your hand and go home with you...” (Karlgren, 1944: 184-5). According to Karlgren’s translation, the final character in these verse-lines conveys motion, and a sense of togetherness between the lady narrating the ode and her lover. Both of these elements seems appropriate for the theme of this ode, which Karlgren claimed to be about a lady conveying “her wish to go with a gentleman to his home as his wife” (1944: 184). But there is at least one scholar who views this reading of 朱 車 as problematic. Yao Jiheng 姚際恒 believes that 同車 “go with you in your carriage” overlaps with the preceding 同歸 “go home with you” in terms of meaning (wényì chóngfù 文義重複) (66; see Hu, 1988: 55). The point Yao raises is valid, since in traditional China 當 refers to a bride being brought to her husband’s home in some form of appropriate conveyance (HYDCD: 5:367; GSR: no. 570). In the Mao Shi there are numerous instances of 當 being used in this sense (see ICS: 10:222-3). One such example can be found in the lines from Mao no. 6 which read: 之子于歸，宜其室家 “…this young lady goes to her new home, she will order well her chamber and house...” (ICS: 10:3; Karlgren, 1944: 174). However, the shortcoming proposed by Yao Jiheng does not necessarily disallow the line 攜手同車.

Actually, if not for the discovery of the FYSJ and slip S045, there is nothing in Yao’s criticism concerning Mao no. 41 which suggests a definite need for emendation.

From the perspective of grammar the use of 朱 車 is also problematic. Because this character is a noun, it does not match the verbs 行 and 當 found in corresponding positions in the previous two stanzas of Shi jing no. 41; that is, while the verb 當 is parallel in grammatical function with the verb 行, the noun 朱 車 violates the pattern set by these two words. This is strong evidence that 朱 車 may not originally have been the intended character for stanza three of this particular ode. But without any concrete evidence showing which character was actually intended for the position occupied by 朱 車, there
would be no point in challenging the use of ju 居. Once again, however, new insight into this matter is offered by the FYSJ.

The primary purpose of the present Lexical Variation Study is, of course, to determine if the line 攜手同車 can be read differently or actually improved by replacing ju 居 from FYSJ S045. At this juncture, I will attempt to explore this matter. The character ju 居 in FYSJ slip S045 most likely means “dwell, reside in” (GSR: no. 49). A quick perusal of some of the other words represented by this graph in pre-Han Chinese — e.g., ‘sit down’, ‘occupy’, tranquil’ — is enough to dismiss them from serious consideration. Inserting ju 居 into the verse of Shi Jing no. 41, stanza three, actually improves the meaning in several respects. For example, using ju 居 in this context removes the semantic overlapping caused when tongju 同車 is paralleled with tong gui 同歸. Instead of conveying the act of traveling in a carriage, FYSJ slip S045 in translation reads: “I will hold your hand and live with you.” At the same time, the character ju 居, being a verb itself, does not violate the grammatical pattern established by the verbs xing 行 and gui 歸 in the first two stanzas of the ode. Finally, I believe that using ju 居 to fill this lexical position in Shi Jing no. 41 also contributes to a sense of narrative climax — i.e., in the first stanza, representing the early stages of their relationship, the bride and her lover may only engage in walking together; the second stanza shows the married couple following tradition and going to the husband’s home in a carriage; in the closing stanza, after all the preliminaries, the couple is finally living together. A strong sense of finality or conclusion is manifest in the ode when two stanzas emphasizing action — xing 行 and gui 歸 — are followed by a third stanza signaling a halt in motion. There is also a sense of thematic completeness afforded by this interpretation, as it encompasses the full courting procedure.

In sum, I feel that FYSJ S045 is probably the correct version of Shi Jing no. 41; whereas, the corresponding Mao no. 41 is likely the product of phonetic borrowing. This conclusion corresponds to the explanation William Baxter offers for why such an error might have occurred in Mao Shi no. 41: “[the scribe] simply chose a character to match the sound of a recited or memorized text.” Baxter elucidates this point by referring to the lexical variation found in FYSJ S045 and Mao no. 41, concluding: “Whichever is the better reading, a scribe at
some point substituted one character pronounced *k(r)ja [kja / kjwɔ] for another, because they were homonyms" (Baxter: 360). Although the contextual evidence suggesting that ju 居 is the proximate original is quite persuasive, it does not entirely discount the credibility of the Mao version. Unfortunately, neither the lineage method or the principle of lectio difficilior potior can be applied to this case of lexical variation.

**Lexical Variation Study, no. 4**

FYSJ, slip S048: tong 桉

MAO no. 42; LU, QI: tong 彤

In its entirety, FYSJ slip S048 reads: 我桉 = 彤 = 有譯譯 (Hu, 1988: 6; Wen: 70). The symbol “＝” is a notation device used by the scribe of S048 to represent duplication. These short horizontal markings are an abbreviated way of indicating that the graphs tong 桉 and guan 彤 are repeated in the context given. Before moving on to an analysis of FYSJ S048, I will examine the lines in Mao no. 48 which correspond to it, and contain the character tong 彤. It reads: 費我桉管，桉管有煥，說桉女美 (ICS: 10:22) and has been translated by Karlgren as, “The good girl is pretty, she gave me a red pipe [i.e., some tube-like plant]; the red pipe is bright; I delight in the beauty of the girl” (Karlgren, 1944: 185). Both the Lu and Qi Shi also use the character tong 彤 in this particular ode (Wang Xianqian: 207, Wen: 70).

In my study of the received version of Shi jing no. 42, I will begin with an examination of the character guan 管. As Lexical Variation Study no. 4 unfolds, the important role this character has in the analysis will be made clear. Scholars such as Lu Deming (556-627 A.D.) in the Tang dynasty, interpreted the character guan 管 in this ode to mean ‘writing brush’ (Lu Deming: 1:230; HYDCD: 8:1198). But this interpretation originates in the Han dynasty, when the Mao zhuan, the erudite Zheng Xuan and the commentaries of the Qi and Lu schools all related this character to the inner court office called ‘Female Scribe of the Red Brush’ 女史彤管 (Wang Xianqian: 207-8). The female scribes belonging to this office were primarily responsible for recording events which occurred in the quarters of the empress and
imperial concubines, documenting both the accomplishments and faults of these inner court residents. The Mao zhuan reads, "...if the [female] scribe does not record [their] faults, she is committing a crime and will be executed" (Wang Xianqian: 207). In connection with this, the Qi commentary explains the significance of the character tong 彤 'red' as follows: "As for the color red [associated with guan 管], it simply refers to vermilion lacquer. The [female] scribe officials recorded events [in the inner palace]; consequently, they used a red brush to [imply] recording events with a 'vermilion heart' 彤者，赤漆耳。史官載事，故以彤管赤心記事 (Wang Xianqian: 207). The term chixin 赤心 'vermilion heart' refers to a sincere and focused attitude (DKJ: 10:815). Zheng Xuan viewed tong 彤 in the same way, writing, "Regarding the 'red' tube, it is the vermilion shaft of a brush" 彤管，筆赤管也 (Wang Xianqian: 207). For the above definition of the character guan 管, taking tong 彤 to mean 'red' is obviously quite suitable; however, it also fits another interpretation of guan 管 outlined below.

The majority of contemporary scholars and translators have eschewed the view that guan 管 refers to a 'writing brush' in Mao no. 42. This view is clearly colored with a socio-ethical agenda, the result of approaching the Shi jing as a form of exemplary reading in the Han dynasty (Saussy: 106-50). But a consensus has not been reached regarding how this segment of Mao no. 42 should be read. Karlgren’s view has been given in his translation given above. In the explanatory notes attached to this translation, Karlgren adds: "Kuan [guan 管] ‘pipe’ also means ‘tube’ generally, and there has been much speculation as to the nature and use of the tube here. But the parallel with stanza three shows that the girl had merely in her promenades picked some simple growing things, a pipe (reed or slender bamboo, for a flute), a young shoot (edible, a delicacy?), and charmingly given them to her boy as tokens of love" (Karlgren, 1944: 185). In order to properly present Karlgren’s view, the relevant portion of the third stanza is hereby cited: "From the pasture-grounds she presented me with a young shoot; it is truly beautiful and remarkable” (Karlgren, 1944: 185; ICS: 10:20). Proof that guan 管 can refer to a ‘pipe-shaped’ or ‘tube-shaped’ object in pre-Han Chinese — e.g., Karlgren’s "reed" or "slender bamboo" — is attainable from a number of sources. For example, a passage from the Zhuangzi reads, “This is simply like peering at
heaven through a tube or pointing at the earth with an awl — they’re too small for the purpose” (Mair: 163; HISS: 20:45; HYDCD: 8:1198).

Further, the Lun heng (The Balanced Inquiries) (ca. first-century A.D.) reads, “Those pipes of the xiao-pipes and sheng-pipes resemble the throat [in a] person’s mouth” (HYDCD: 8:1198).

Several scholars agree with Karlgren that guan 管 refers to a ‘tube-like’ or ‘pipe-shaped’ plant in Shijing no. 42. For example, Jeffrey Riegel offers the following translation: “The Chaste Maiden, so clever, / has given us the Vermilion Stalk” (Riegel: 154-5; for another example see Yu Guanying: 33). Moreover, there is thematic evidence that also supports this reading. For the motif involving the use of plants or flowers as gifts of courtship is quite frequent in the Shijing (Mao nos. 6, 14, 67, 188; see ICS: 10:3, 7, 31, 86). However, one problem with this view is its broad interpretation of guan 管. As alluded to by Karlgren, in pre-Han Chinese this character refers to tubular objects in general, and not specifically botanical items. Similarly, if we take tong 彤 to mean ‘red,’ it can be used to modify a wide variety of different objects. But there is no disputing that Karlgren’s reading of the lines 贮我 彤管，彤管有煇 is still permissible.

Arthur Waley also interpreted guan 管 as a tubular object; however, he believed it to mean ‘flute’: “Give me a red flute. / The flush of that red flute / Is pleasure at the girl’s beauty” (33). Certainly, tong 彤 ‘red’ can be used with ‘flute.’ Moreover, there is a considerable amount of evidence substantiating this interpretation of guan 管. From the Han dynasty, the SWJZ defines guan 管 as follows: “It is like a [seven-holed bamboo] chi-flute [but] with six holes” (SWJZZ: 5:18a). In the Erya 翳雅 (On Approaching Elegance), written during the Qin and early Han, guan 管 is described as a type of woodwind instrument that is divided into various different sizes (ICS: 16:72; DKJ: 8:804). Furthermore, in a chapter from the Xunzi 荀子 entitled, “A Discussion of Music” Yue lun 雅論, the character guan 管 has a similar meaning: “…as the decorations in the peace dance he uses feather ornaments and yak tails; and he sets the rhythm with sounding stones and woodwinds” (Gao Heng: 60; Watson: 116). In the Zouli 周禮 (Institutes of Zhou) there are numerous
references to guan 管 as a woodwind used in various forms of ceremony (ICS: 4:42-3; DKJ: 8:804). Finally, guan 管 is used in a similar manner in the Yili 儀禮 (The Book of Etiquette and Ceremony) (ICS: 7:39; HYDCD: 8:1198; also see Wang Xianqian: 1098). More importantly, however, guan 管 clearly refers to a musical instrument in the Shi jing itself: in Mao no. 280 there is a line which reads, “Pan-pipes and flutes are ready and begin” 管者備舉 (ICS: 10:146; Waley: 218; also see Karlgren, 1945: 90). Zheng Xuan’s corresponding commentary to this ode reads, “A [guan 管] woodwind resembles the fife, [you] close [your lips] and blow into it” 管如籟併而吹之 (Wang Xianqian: 1027). Further, in Mao no. 301 we find the verse-line, “A shrill music of flutes” 噺噺笛聲 (ICS: 10:155; Waley: 225; also see Karlgren, 1945: 97).

The FYSJ manuscript’s use of the graph guan 管 in place of guan 管 substantiates Waley’s translation further. Wang Li maintains that guan 管 and guan 管 are variant characters for the same word — i.e., “woodwind” (551). Certainly, the Old Chinese pronunciation of these two characters exhibits the necessary phonetic interchangeability to be allographs: Karlgren assigns the Old Chinese pronunciation *kwa:n to both guan 管 and guan 管 (GSR: nos. 257, 157), and both characters belong to the yuan 元 rime-group (Chen: 297).

Earlier evidence that suggests phonetic compatibility can be found in Lu Deming’s comments for Mao no. 301 (箏音箏) (395; also see DKJ: 8:788). But for our purposes, the strongest evidence for the relationship between guan 管 and guan 管 comes from the actual text of the Shi jing. Mao no. 274 has a verse-line which reads: “...musical stones and flutes resound...” 筝箏將將 (ICS: 10:144; Karlgren, 1945: 89). Further proof that the graphs guan 管 and guan 管 refer to the same word can be found in various other texts from the classical period (DKJ: 8:788; HYDCD: 8:1172; Wang Li: 551; SWJZZ: 5:6-7a). Like the first interpretation of tong 彈 given above — i.e., ‘red [tube-like] plant,’ Waley’s interpretation that a woodwind is referred to in Shi jing no. 42 is entirely acceptable. In fact, since tong 役 ‘red’ is no more closely affiliated in semantic terms to ‘flute’ than it is to ‘[tube-like] plant’, one would be hard pressed to choose one over the other. Context may provide some clue as to which of these readings is more suitable, and a study of this is forthcoming.
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There is other strong evidence in FYSJ S048 indicating that *guan 管 refers to a woodwind instrument. To uncover what this evidence is, however, the relationship between the FYSJ character *tong 桉 and its counterpart *tong 彫 must first be clarified. Further, early Chinese texts must be examined in order to illuminate the meaning of *tong 桉. According to Karlsgren, the Old Chinese phonetic properties *tong 桉 and *tong 彫 might suggest a relationship based simply on phonetic borrowing — something which would make them graphic variants. Karlsgren assigns the Old Chinese pronunciation *dʰuŋ to *tong 桉 and *dʰoŋ to *tong 彫, and his work on phonetic compatibility shows that these two characters are interchangeable (GSR: nos. 1176, 1008; 1963: 1-18). Moreover, although the phonetic principles adopted for this study permit only finals with identical main vowels to be interchangeable, the similarity of the main vowels in Karlsgren’s phonetic reconstruction of *tong 桉 and *tong 彫 suggests that applying this criteria too rigorously here might be a mistake. After all, the vowels [u:] and [o:] found in the Old Chinese pronunciation for these graphs are both [+round] and [+back]. In addition, whereas [u:] is [+high], the vowel [o:] is a high mid-range sound. However, there is good reason for not simply regarding *tong 桉 and *tong 彫 as graphic variants. Typically speaking, characters that can be switched in a process of phonetic borrowing are entirely disparate semantically. For example, as discussed in chapter one, a character such as *gong 公 *kuŋ “prince, public” might be used to replace *gong 功 *kuŋ “merit” (Karlsgren, 1963: 3). This semantic disparity normally results with the meaning of the character borrowed not suiting the context it is placed in. I contend that such is not really the case here, since *tong 桉 and *tong 彫 both bear a viable semantic association with the object — i.e., *guan 管/*guan 管 ‘flute’.

The above paragraph provides the evidence needed to show that *tong 桉 is not simply a loan character for *tong 彫. This hints that the *tong 桉 character’s relationship with *guan 管 warrants further examination. Whereas ‘red’ is not object-specific and can refer to practically anything to which a property of color can be ascribed, as a modifier *tong 桉 bears a much more specific semantic association to *guan 管/*guan 管 ‘flute’. The GSR no. 1176 states that *tong 桉 refers to “Eloeococca and kindred trees.”
work contradicts the large amount of commentary found throughout the Chinese philological tradition that focuses on identifying tong 棗 (Wang Xianqian: 238-9; Ma Ruichen: 181-2). To cite one example, the SWJZ associates tong 棗 with the quality of being rong 荳 ‘flowered’ (SWJZZ: 6: 18-9a; GSR: no. 843). The complete philological perspective on the character tong 棗 need not be related here. Ma Ruichen’s Mao shi zhuan jian tong shi 毛詩傳箋通釋 (A Complete Interpretation of the Mao Shi, Commentary and Notes) offers a sufficiently comprehensive summary of this research, stating that tong 棗 was one of several types of trees used in early China to make various string and woodwind instruments (182). The locus classicus for this understanding of tong 棗 is found in Mao no. 50. This ode directly relates the tree represented by the tong 棗 graph to the production of different musical instruments. Karlgren’s translation of the verse-line in Mao no. 50 which contains the character tong 棗 reads: “[the prince planted the palace] with yi tree, t’ung tree [tong 棗], Catalpa, lacquer tree, so that they could (cut:) make guitars and lutes” 視桐梓漆，戛伐琴瑟 (ICS: 10:23; Karlgren, 1944: 187). The type of tree represented by tong 棗 was such a common material for making instruments, that in later dynasties it actually became synonymous with qin 琴 “guitar” (HYDCD: 4: 973-5).

Based on the understanding of tong 棗 arrived at above, I believe FYSJ S048 may be translated as: “she gave me a flute made of tong-tree wood; the flute of tong-tree wood is bright.” This is a very legitimate reading of the verse-line, and one which challenges the readings which are based on modifying guan 管 with the character tong 彤. Certainly, as a modifier of the character guan 管 ‘flute’, tong 棗 ‘tong-tree’ is more semantically specific than the alternative, something which suggests it is the most suitable character for the context. However, from another perspective, a consideration of this ode’s overall context also indicates that interpreting guan 管 to mean ‘flute’ may be incorrect. Since stanza two makes reference to yi 矛 “young shoot”, a level of imagistic consistency is achieved in Shi jing no. 42 if guan 管 is taken to mean “[tube-like] plant.” On the basis of this argument, Karlgren’s interpretation of this ode is preferable over the other two. On the other hand, the courtship theme of this ode makes it possible to interpret both the yi 矛 “young shoot” and guan 管
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‘flute’ as examples of phallic imagery. Once more, a consistency of imagery is implicit in the relationship of these two objects. While contextual evidence is sometimes quite useful for finding the proximate original among a pair of variant texts — i.e., the preceding Lexical Variation Study no. 3 — more success is attained in this case if the lineage method is applied. Since a total of three lines of transmission utilize the character tong 彤, it seems almost certain that the Shi jing text represented by FYSJ S048 is not the original version. Rather, it is a variant version, but one which also offers a perfectly legitimate reading of the ode.

**Lexical Variation Study, no. 5**

**FYSJ, slip S123: xiang 象**

**MAO, no. 128; Han; Qi: chang 暢 (> chang 長)**

FYSJ slip S123 reads: 文象覞 (Hu, 1988: 15; Wen: 85). Towards the bottom of this bamboo slip there is some damage, and parts of the third and fourth graph are incomplete. However, both context and the parts of these graphs that are visually discernible enable us to identify them as xiang 象 and gu 目. A careful perusal of the copying (moben 萬本) found in Hu Pingsheng and Han Ziqiang’s *Fuyang Han jian Shi jing yanjiu* 隨洋漢簡詩經研究 (Research on the Bamboo Slips from the Han Dynasty Found at Fuyang) supports this interpretation (see “Fuyang Han jian Shi jing moben,” no. 4). Mao no. 128 and Karlgren’s translation of it read: 文象覞 “...there are striped floor-mats and protruding wheel-naves...” (ICS: 10:128: Karlgren, 1944: 211). The version of this line found in the Han and Qi Shi reads the same as Mao no. 128 (Wang Xianqian: 443: Wen: 85). Comparing FYSJ S123 with the corresponding line in the Mao/Han/Qi Shi, there is only one case of variation, that involving the FYSJ character xiang 象 and chang 暢. Lexical Variation Study, no. 5 will engage in an analysis of these two characters.

In terms of Old Chinese pronunciation, the characters xiang 象 and chang 暗 are phonetically compatible. For example, evidence from the SWJZ shows that xiang 象 and yang 星 are interchangeable as phonorphics (SWJZ: 5: 11b; 11: 2a; Hu, 1988: 78). When dealing with Old Chinese pronunciation, the SWJZ should generally be considered an
anachronistic source and used with caution. The pronunciations given in the SWJZ reflect the way characters were read in the Han dynasty, and do not always reflect Old Chinese phonology. But in this case, Karlgren’s Old Chinese reconstruction and the Shijing rime-groups support the conclusions drawn from the SWJZ. Karlgren assigns the Old Chinese pronunciation *dzjarj to xiang 象 and *t^jarj to chang 暘 (GSR: nos. 720, 728), and both graphs belong to the yang 陽 rime-group (Chen: 275, 277). This evidence indicates that in terms of initials these two characters are homorganic — e.g., both the fricative [*dz-] and the aspirated [*t-] are plosive alveolar sounds. Moreover, the main vowels and final consonants of these two graphs are phonetically identical. Exactly what this phonetic compatibility signifies will be known shortly.

Before discussing the FYSJ lexical variant xiang 象, the meaning of its counterpart chang 暘 must be identified. In connection with the matter, there is a question of graphic variation which must also be resolved. In the modern day, it is generally believed that chang 暘 represents the word ‘long’ in preclassical Chinese (GSR: no. 720; HYDCD: 10:817). Interestingly, in contradiction to this view, chang 暘 is rarely associated with this meaning in texts from this period. In fact, it appears that Mao Shi no. 128 — featured in the present study — is the only extant preclassical text where chang 暘 is actually used in this sense (HYDCD: 5: 816; DKJ: 5:922). I believe this association between the word ‘long’ and the graph chang 暘 becomes more common in texts written during the classical era, although some effort is required to prove this. In the Confucian text attributed to Mengzi 孟子 (372-289 B.C.?), there is a line which reads: 草木暢茂 (ICS: 15:29). Precisely the same line is also found in later texts, such as the Shi ji 史記 (The Record of History), attributed to Si Maqian 司馬遷 (145-90? B.C.), and the Lun heng 論衡 by Wang Chong 王充 (27-97? A.D.) (Wang Li: 537-8; HYDCD: 10:816). As this line indicates, chang 暘 is usually understood to mean ‘abundant, luxuriant’ (sheng 盛) when used in connection with trees or plants (HYDCD: 10:816; GHYZD: 27). However, I contend that this definition is inaccurate, and does not take into account all the available evidence. This definition seems to be imbued with a particular set of qualities associated with botanical items that have grown either long or tall; that is, qualities such as ‘abundance’, ‘luxuriance’, etc. As such, I think it constitutes a case in which
a character is defined solely on the basis of context, which can be misleading. I would instead interpret *chang* 暢 in the line 草木暢茂 to mean ‘long’, translating the entire line as, “The grass and trees are long and flourishing.” My reasons for this interpretation of *chang* 暢 are as follows.

There is proof in the SWJZ that *chang* 暢 represents the word ‘long’ both in classical Chinese and, more specifically, in the line 草木暢茂. In this work, Xu Shen uses *chang* 長, the attested character for ‘long’, in assigning semantic value to the graph *yang* 明 (SWJZZ: 9: 34b; GSR: no. 721). Ma Ruichen suggests that the interchangeability of *yang* 明 and *chang* 暢 means ‘long’ can also be assigned to the graph *chang* 暢. This interchangeability is based on the understanding that *yang* 明, pronounced *djaŋ* in Old Chinese and belonging to the *yang* 陽 rime-group, is the phonophoric in *chang* 暢 (Ma: 374; GSR: no. 720; Chen: 275). Since the SWJZ is roughly contemporaneous to the *Lun heng*, Xu Shen’s definition of *yang* 明 (> *chang* 暢) may be used to interpret *chang* 暢 in the line: 草木暢茂. By doing so, the translation I proposed earlier is possible — i.e., “The grass and trees are long and flourishing.” At the same time, the *zhuan* corresponding to Mao no. 128 also indicates that *chang* 暢 referred to the word ‘long’ during the Han. This gloss explicitly equates the semantic value of the word represented by the character *chang* 暢 with *chang* 長 (暢軒, 長軒 也) (Wang Xianqiang: 443). Subsequently, I believe the Mao *zhuan* provides valuable insight into the meaning of *chang* 暢 as used in 草木暢茂 from the *Shiji*. Since both the Mao *zhuan* and the *Shiji* are relatively contemporaneous to one another, there is no chance of this association being prejudiced by anachronistic analysis.

Since both the SWJZ and the Mao *zhuan* associate *chang* 暢 with *chang* 長, the relationship between these two characters warrants more attention. Evidence strongly suggests that *chang* 暢 is not the attested graph for the word ‘long’; instead, it is likely a phonetic loan character or variant character sometimes used in place of *chang* 長. On the other hand, *chang* 暢 matches all the criteria necessary to make it the attested character for ‘long’: it appears to be the ancestral graph for the word ‘long’ and it is widely used in this
sense in early Chinese texts and inscriptions. At this juncture, I will refer to graphological evidence concerning *chang* 長 from early oracle-bone and bronze inscriptions. There sources show undeniably that *chang* 長 is the ancestral graph for ‘long’, as well as other semantically affiliated words. For example, Yu Yongliang 余永梁 thinks the OBI form of *chang* 長 is a pictograph depicting the appearance of a human figure with long hair. Yu believes that the semantic value of *chang* 長 was eventually extended to encompass the meaning ‘a long time’ (長實象人髮長貌。引伸為長久之義) (JMJS: 190). Xu Zhongshu agrees with this view, writing that while *chang* 長 originally depicted long hair in Shang OBI, it later came to also mean ‘long’ — i.e., the antonym of short (象人之長髮，假借為長短之長) (KMJS: no. 1133). Below, I given two examples of the graph *chang* 長: the graph on the left is from a Shang OBI source (Gao Ming: 51), while the one on the right is taken from BRI (JSZD: 1371):
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In Warring States BRI, the character *chang* 長 refers to several words that are related to ‘long’. For example, in various different BRI sources the character *chang* 長 means ‘long’ (長), ‘length’ (*changdu* 長度) and ‘a long time’ (*changjiu* 長久) (JWCYZD: 883-4; JMJS: 190). Similar meanings for *chang* 長 are found in received texts from throughout the Zhou dynasty. In the *Shijing* itself this graph also represents the meaning ‘long’. This is evident in a verse-line from Mao no. 129 which reads: "...the road is difficult and long...” (ICS: 10:56; Karlgren, 1944: 211). Elsewhere, *chang* 長 means ‘length’ in the *Lun yu* 论语: 必有寝衣，長一身有半 “They are certain to have a nightcoat half the body in length” (ICS: 14:24; Ames, 1998: 136). Another somewhat different sense is implied by *chang* 長 — i.e., ‘tall’ — in Mao no. 106: "Lo! How splendid, how grand and tall” (ICS: 10:46-7; Karlgren, 1944: 204). The same meaning is associated with *chang* 長 in a chapter from the *Zhuangzi* 莊子 (ca. mid to late Warring States): “身長八尺二寸，面目有光，脣如激丹
"Your person is eight feet two inches tall, your face is radiant, your lips are like shining cinnabar... “ (HYDCD: 11:577, Mair: 301). Both the temporal and spatial meaning of ‘long’ are expressed in preclassical and classical sources (HYDCD: 11:577). For the former, I cite Mao Shi no. 299: 順彼長道，屈此群醜 “...he has followed that long road, and subdued all this multitude...” (ICS: 10:153-4; Karlgren, 1945: 95). In light of this evidence regarding orthographic makeup, overall usage and semantic value, it seems clear that chang 長 is the ancestral graphic form for the word ‘long’, as well as its attested form in preclassical and classical texts. Therefore, to my mind, chang 長 is the legitimate graph for this verse in Mao 128, and chang 長 simply a variant character.

At this juncture, we may proceed to examine the FYSJ lexical variant xiang 象. In GSR no. 728, Karlgren writes that xiang 象 stands for a number of different words — e.g., “elephant,” “ivory,” “to imitate,” “pictured,” etc. Because the latter definition best suits the context of Shi jing no. 128, it is of chief interest to the present study. In his own study of FYSJ S0123, Hu Pingsheng assigns a semantic value to xiang 象 which is comparable to Karlgren’s; he associates xiang 象 with the meaning ‘designed’ or ‘patterned’ (1988: 78). However, these definitions must be scrutinized before we accept them. If we are able to prove that xiang 象 definitely means ‘pictured’ — or something similar — in preclassical Chinese, FYSJ slip S123 could shed light on our understanding of Shi jing no. 128.

Karlgren also interprets xiang 象 as ‘pictured’ in his translation of a passage from Mao no. 47, which reads: 委委佗佗，如山如水，象服是宜 “...she is gracefully compliant, (beautiful) like mountain and river, (suitable for =) worthy of the pictured robe...” (ICS: 10:21-2; Karlgren, 1944: 186; also see Wang Xianqian: 223). Moreover, the zhuan for Mao no. 47 seems to agree with Karlgren regarding the meaning of xiang 象. This zhuan reads 象服 尊者，所以為飾, and may be translated, “As pictured garments are honorable, she took them as [her] attire 象服 尊者，所以為飾 (Ma: 171; Wang Xianqian: 223). However, a clearer idea of what is referred to by xiang fu 象服 is key to Karlgren’s view of the character xiang 象. Wang Xianqian writes that xiang fu 象服 refers to garments usually worn by rulers in ancient times to symbolize their merit and praiseworthiness. In the context of Mao no. 47, the xiang
fit worn by the female protagonist indicates that she possesses similar qualities. Further, *xiangfu* 象服 also represents a type of ritual attire worn by kings and their queens which is referred to in classical sources as *huiyi* 惠衣 (Wang Xianqian: 224; also see Ma: 171; SWJZZ: 8:53a). Han glossarists refer to *huiyi* 惠衣 as being patterned or decorated, and in SWJZ entry for the character *hui* 惠 reads: 周禮曰王后之服惠衣謂畫袍 “The *Zhou li* states, ‘The ritual dress [*hui* 惠] is the attire of kings and queens. It is [also] called the patterned [= pictured, decorated] robes’” (Wang Xianqian: 224; Ma: 171; SWJZZ: 8:53a; for the original passage in the *Zhou li*, see ICS: 4:15). All of this evidence from primary sources and commentary buttresses Karlgren’s definition of *xiang* 象.

Hu Pingsheng observes a certain relatedness between *xiang* 象 and the character *xiang* 豬, as mentioned in the SWJZ (1988: 78; SWJZZ: 8:61a). The HYDCD substantiates this claim, assigning *xiang* 豬 a definition which is similar to ‘pictured’ or ‘patterned’ (繡繪著彩色花紋) (9: 135). It is likely that *xiang* 象 and *xiang* 豬 are graphic variations of one another, their only difference being that the latter form also contains semantic classifier no. 145 *yi* 衣 ‘clothing’. Wang Li agrees with this, claiming that *xiang* 象 is the primary graphic form for *xiang* 豬 (儒字本作象) (367). Further, Wang Xianqian writes that in ancient Chinese these two characters were interchangeable (象豬古字通作) (224). As far as specific phonetic information for *xiang* 豬 is concerned, we are faced with unexpected limitations; Karlgren does not provide an Old Chinese pronunciation for this character in his GSR (nos. 550, 728). However, *xiang* 豬 is a *yang* 阳 rime-group character, and to my mind this sufficiently indicates that it is phonetically compatible with *xiang* 象 (Chen: 277). As such, the meaning and use of *xiang* 豬 can also be applied to the character *xiang* 象 as found in FYSJ S123 (see Hu, 1988: 78). Hu Pingsheng utilizes evidence regarding the use of *xiang* 豬 in classical texts to bolster his view of *xiang* 象 in the FYSJ S123. He cites a passage from the *Jijiu pian* 急就篇 (The Speedy Mastery of Characters) (ca. 40 B.C.), which reads: 豬飾刻畫無等雙 “…pictured and ornamented, carved and painted beyond compare…” (Hu, 1988: 78; HYDCD: 9: 135; Wang Xianqian: 224). Hu Pingsheng interprets *xiang* 豬 in this text as...
referring to ‘patterned ornamentation’ *wen*shi 文飾 (1988: 78).

To this point, I have concluded that *chang* 長 used in Mao/Hu *Shi* no. 128 is a phonetic loan character for *chang* 長 which means ‘long’. Moreover, based on the evidence just given, the character *xiang* 象 in FYSJ S123 apparently means ‘pictured’ or ‘patterned’. The next step is to determine which of the two lexical variants is most suitable for the ode in question. Is it possible to discern which of the variant constitutes the proximate original? As Hu Pingsheng comments, *xiang* 象 quite adequately suits the context of stanza one in *Shijing* no. 128 (1988: 79). Revising Karlgren’s translation, we may read the FYSJ version of this ode as follows: “…there are striped floor-mats and *patterned* wheel-naves….” This reading implies a semantic parallelism in the verse-line; the phrases *wen* *yin* 文茵 “striped floor-mats” and *xiang* *gu* 象艙 “*patterned* wheel-naves” are both comprised of adjectives which describe some sort of ornamented surface. In this sense, the FYSJ of version no. 128 is preferable to the Mao/Han *Shi*.

Before subscribing to Hu Pingsheng’s argument completely, I will look for additional proof that *wen* 文 bears a semantic value which lends itself to parallelism with *xiang* 象. Karlgren provides the following pre-Han definitions for *wen* 文: “drawn lines,” “design,” “striped,” and “ornamented” (GSR: no. 475). The definitions for *wen* 文 given in the HYDCD — drawn from preclassical and classical sources — basically agree with Karlgren. They are: (A) “A pattern of disorderly intersecting colors” 彩色交錯的圖形; (B) “Lines, stripes; a decorative design, pattern” 紋理, 花紋; (C) “Tattooed writing or patterns” 刺畫文字 or 花紋 (HYDCD: 6:1512). Moreover, there is evidence showing that *wen* 文 referred to a drawing or patterned design as far back in the Chinese language as Shang OBI. In the second chapter, I mentioned that in OBI the graph *wen* 文 likely depicts “patterns on a body,” or a tattooed drawing (JGWZGL: no. 3236; KMJS: no. 676; also see SWJZZ: 9:21a). While the grapheme which represents patterning on a human chest eventually disappears from *wen* 文, it is still manifest in Zhou BRI. To illustrate the OBI and BRI forms of *wen* 文, I provide the following graphs (JGWB: no. 1085; JSZD: 569):
In the context of Shi jing no. 128, there is no doubt that the gist of the above definitions for wen 文 semantically parallels the meaning of xiang 象. In conclusion, I believe that Hu Pingsheng’s arguments regarding the characters xiang 象 and wen 文 are very persuasive. In terms of context, the lexical variant xiang 象 in FYSJ S123 actually seems preferable to the alternative; that is, chang 長/chang 長. In addition to matching the preceding character wen 文 in terms of meaning, as a modifier xiang 象 is also much more context-specific than chang 長. Taken to mean ‘long’ chang 長 can be used to modify almost any animate or inanimate object; whereas, the range of objects associable with xiang 象 ‘pictured’ is more restricted. Based on this evidence, xiang 象 appears to represent the original version of Shi jing no. 128, while the use of chang 長 in the transmitted versions of this ode seems to be the result of phonetic borrowing or some error. If only one line of textual transmission was represented by chang 長, there would be legitimate grounds to replace it with xiang 象. But since more than one transmitted version of the Shi jing contains chang 長, the lineage method used earlier in this chapter points towards adopting this character as the proximate original. Unfortunately, we lack evidence to explain the apparent contradiction between the results of context analysis and the lineage method. But for the time being, I prefer not to take Mao/Han/Qi Shi no. 128 as the undisputed original. Instead, in light of the legitimate reading offered by the FYSJ, I regard the transmitted version as contestable and the matter of the proximate original unresolved.

**Variation Study, no. 6**

FYSJ, slip S124: yi 驛

MAO, no. 128; HAN: li 跋

While Lexical Variant Study no. 5 deals with stanza one of Mao no. 128, this study
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examines lexical variants in stanza two of the same ode. According to Wen Xingfu, FYSJ slip S124 reads: 在手騄騬是中騁騱 (86). By comparison, the corresponding segment from the Mao Shi reads: 六騛在手，騇騬是中，騁騱是騫 "... the six reins are well in hand; the black-mottled grays and the black-maned bays are in the center (in the yoke), the black-nosed yellows and the blacks go as outside horses..." (ICS: 10:56; Karlgren, 1944: 211). Damage to the bottom of bamboo fragment S124 actually makes the final graph impossible to distinguish (see “Fuyang Han jian Shi jing mo ben,” no. 4 in Hu, 1988: 79). Consequently, Hu Pingsheng is not as bold as Wen in his treatment of this particular graph, and does not attempt a reading of it — i.e., in Fuyang han jian Shi jing yanjiu, Hu’s reading of slip S124 is identical to that of Wen Xingfu, except that it does not contain the character gua 騁 (1988: 15, 79).

Wen Xingfu does not give reasons for placing gua 騁 in his reading of S124; however, there are some good reasons for making this addition:

(A) It makes sense that the partially visible graph is gua 騁, because this graph is found in same immediate context in the Mao Shi. In reconstructing FYSJ S124, it makes better sense to utilize related textual data from a parallel version of the Shi jing, than to draw from other sources. This approach reduces the possibility of drawing conclusions which are arbitrary in nature.

(B) The meaning of gua 騁 is semantically consistent with the context of this ode as a whole. According to the zhuan for Mao no. 128, gua 騁 refers to a kind of horse that is yellow with a black mouth (黃馬黑啣曰騁) (Wang Xianqian: 444; GSR: no. 18). The categorization of horses on the basis of color and appearance, as is done in the case of gua 騁, is the norm in Mao no. 128. For example, according to Karlgren qi 騁 refers to a “black-mottled gray horse” (Karlgren, 1944: 211; also see HYDCD: 12:851). As for the character zhu 着, also mentioned in Mao no. 128, the zhuan states that this is a horse with a “white left foot” (左足白曰騁) (Wang Xianqian: 443; Karlgren, 1944: 211; HYDCD: 12:796). Regarding the same character, the SWJZ states: “[it is] a horse whose back left foot is white” (馬後左足白也) (SWJZZ: 10: 6a). Four stallions mentioned at the start of second stanza in Mao no. 128 are described as “very big” (四牡孔阜) (for the definition of kong 孔 see Wang Xianqian: 445;
HYDCD: 4:177; the GSR, no. 1108 defines _fu_ 鼻 as ‘big and fat’). Further, the Mao _zhuan_ states that _liu_ 鼻 represents a horse with a reddish body and black mane (赤馬黑鬣白駒) (Wang Xianqian: 444; also see HYDCD: 12:868). Ma Ruichen takes 鼻 to be the complex form of the graph _liu_ 驢, and cites the SWJZ to substantiate the meaning given in the _zhuan_: 驢，赤馬黑鬣尾也 “[As for _liu_ 驢], it is a reddish horse with a black furry tail” (374; SWJZZ: 10: 3a; also see Wang Xianqian: 444). In regard to _li_ 驢, the SWJZ gives the following definition: 驢深黑色 “A horse which is deep black” (SWJZZ: 10:3a). And the _zhuan_ corresponding to Mao no. 297 concurs: 純黑馬駒 “[A horse which is] pure black is called _li_ 驢” (ICS: 10:152; Wang Xianqian: 1064). The emphasis on color and size which characterizes the descriptions mentioned in this ode is an important element in the narrative of Mao no. 128.

(C) If Wen is correct and the graph in question is indeed _gua_ 驢, the fact it does not occupy the exact same place in the verse-line as its Mao counterpart is interesting, but not especially unusual. Actually, reversing the order of two characters standing next to one another in a pair is not uncommon in the _Shi jing_. To demonstrate this, below I will provide four examples of reversible pairs from this classic (Xiang, 1980: 281). But before doing so, it warrants noting that the examples of reversal given all appear to be comprised of words which are to a large degree semantically similar — e.g., both words will refer to related phenomena like some kind of light, a modifier which expresses a similar meaning, or a type of dwelling, etc. In this way, examples one through to four below indirectly suggest that the pair made up of _huo_ 驢 _li_ 驢, which is found in the Mao and Han _Shi_, might possibly be written as _li_ _huo_ 驢 _li_ 驢, as well. After all, both characters in this pair refer to horses which are distinguished by a particular appearance. This hints at the direction that my argument will eventually take, only I must first address the question of the FYSJ character _yi_ 驢. More on this shortly.

The four examples of reversible pairs from the _Shi jing_ are as follows:

**Example 1:** Mao no. 197 reads: 必恭敬止 (ICS: 10:94)

Mao no. 258 reads: 敬恭明神 (ICS: 10:135)
According to the GSR, both *gong* and *jing* can mean “respectful, reverent” (nos. 1182, 813). And the HYDCD agrees with this assessment of the two characters (7:508, 5:486). Examples demonstrating the semantic similarity of *gong* and *jing* can be found in numerous classical and preclassical sources. A passage in the *Lun yu* reads: “Since exemplary persons are respectful and impeccable in their conduct, are deferential to others and observe ritual propriety, everyone in the world is their brother” (Ames: 154; ICS: 14:31, italics mine). Moreover, the following passages may be compared: the *Lun yu* reads: “And his other disciples ceased to treat Zilu with respect” (Ames: 145; ICS: 14:27, italics mine); furthermore, the *Shang shu* reads: “…the one in a position of younger brother does not think of Heaven’s (clearness=) clear laws and so he cannot respect his elder brother” (Karlgren, 1950: 42; ICS: 9:33, italics mine).

**Example 2:** Mao no. 256 reads: 賢爾人民 (ICS: 10:133)  
Mao no. 257 reads: 民人所瞻 (ICS: 10:134)

In this example, *ren* and *min* can both refer to ‘the masses’ or ‘common people’ (*bai xing* 百姓), as opposed to government officials or rulers (HYDCD: 1:1932, 6:1420). Some past scholars, such as the Song dynasty’s Zhu Xi 朱熹 and the Tang’s Kong Yingda 孔穎達, have suggested that these two words convey an identical meaning (HYDCD: 6: 1420). However, for the purposes of this study, it is not important to discern the precise degree of semantic similarity in the words examined; we do not need to know, for example, if *ren* and *min* are exactly synonymous, or if they are semantically separated by some slight nuance in meaning. Consequently, both in regard to example 2 and the following examples I will not pursue this matter in any detail.

**Example 3:** Mao no. 6 reads: 宜其家室 (ICS: 10:3)  
Mao no. 237 reads: 僕立室家 (ICS: 10:119)

The words *jia* 家 and *shi* 室 seen in the above pair can both mean ‘house, home’ (HYDCD: 144).
Below, both zhaо 昭 and mīng 明 can mean “bright” in pre-Han Chinese (HYDCD: 5: 594, 5: 684; GSR: nos. 760, 1131).

Example 4: Mao no. 247 reads: 昭明有融 (ICS: 10:126)
Mao no. 273 reads: 明昭有融 (ICS: 10:144)

This chapter is not the place to provide an in-depth explanation of the various linguistic factors involved in the phenomenon illustrated here. The fact that reversible ordering is characteristic of the Shijing is enough to substantiate Wen Xingfu’s claim regarding the questionable graph in FYSJ S124. At this juncture, it should suffice to mention that what is seen in the above examples constitutes a particular linguistic unit in Old Chinese which is characterized by pairs of words related in terms of grammatical function; namely, the words comprising the pairs are both nouns, verbs or adjectives. Further, it has been observed that the characters contained in these pairs can all stand on their own (Xiang, 1980: 281).

The alternative to what Wen Xingfu proposes for this particular verse-line seems more probable — at least at first. This alternative constitutes a more obvious and straightforward approach to identifying the seventh graph in FYSJ S124. In short, this graph could be li 靈. Because the semantic value of li 靈 embodies a description of appearance and color — in the same manner as guа 花, this character ideally suits the context of Shijing no. 128. Moreover, the alternative involving li 靈 has one distinct advantage over that which Wen proposes: it follows the word order implicit in the Mao version. According to this interpretation, both in the case of Mao Shi no. 128, as well as the corresponding FYSJ, the second character in the third verse-line of stanza three is li 靈. By virtue of its relative simplicity — e.g., it requires less explanation and does not involve a reversal of word order — the second alternative adheres to Occam’s razor. This well-known principle of logic is expressed as, “Entities [that is, assumptions used to explain phenomenon] should not be multiplied beyond what is needed” (Benét’s: 706; Boltz refers to Occam’s razor in his analysis of the Laozi, see 1997: 267). Further, from a slightly different perspective, the second alternative is also supported by the lineage method as discussed in Lexical Variant Study no. 1 and elsewhere. For the Han version of this ode contains the character li 靈 just
like the Mao Shi. On these grounds, it seems relatively straightforward to conclude that the graph Wen thinks is gua 骈 should instead be identified as li 驥.

However, an additional factor must be considered before deciding which of the two alternatives is actually most preferable. That is, which is more compatible with the FYSJ graph yi 驥, gua 骋 or li 驥? If we take the indistinguishable graph on slip S124 to be gua 骋, and assume that a reversal of word order occurred in this line of the FYSJ, the counterpart to yi 驥 should be li 驥. But if we adopt the more straightforward alternative, one which does not require reverse ordering, the study of lexical variation should concentrate on the characters yi 驥 and gua 骋. From a strictly semantic perspective, yi 驥 does not suit the overall context of the ode, and does not match up well with either li 驥 or gua 骋. Unlike these two characters, yi 驥 does not refer to the appearance of a horse; instead, yi 驥 refers to a horse that possesses a certain function or capacity. Following Xu Shen’s interpretation in the SWJZ, the GSR defines yi 驥 as: “post horses, relay horses” (no. 790; SWJZZ: 10:17a; also see HYDCD: 12:907). Moreover, since Shi jing no. 128 is about a lady longing for a husband who is somewhere on a “war expedition,” mention of a ‘post horse’ is really out of place (Karlgren, 1944: 211). But is there phonetic evidence indicating that one of these matches is more likely to occur in the context of Shi jing no. 128?

In the case of matching yi 驥 to the character li 驥, there exists at least some chance of phonetic compatibility. This might suggest a relationship which is based on phonetic borrowing, or perhaps even cognate variation, although only if semantic evidence permits it. In Karlgren’s Old Chinese reconstruction, the character yi 驥 is assigned the pronunciation *djak, and li 驥 the pronunciation *ljeg (GSR: nos. 790, 878). While at first glance these pronunciations seem phonetically incompatible with one another — e.g., they contain different main vowels and final consonants, an analysis of phonetic feature indicates that these violations of phonetic criteria may be overlooked in this case. After all, in that the main vowels [*a] and [*e] are both [+unrounded] and [+front], and the consonants [*-k] and [*-g] are both [+velar] and [+plosive], the finals Karlgren assigns to yi 驥 and li 驥 are homorganic. (I refer to Pullum, p. 295, for this phonetic equation.) Further, the initials [*l-] and [*d-] are both [+voiced] sounds that are pronounced from the alveolar region in the front of the mouth,
which makes them completely homorganic. The most compelling reason not to violate the phonetic criteria adopted for this study lies in the evidence provided by the Shi jing rime-groups, which indicate that yi 驪 belongs to the duo 驪 rime-group, and li 驪 to ge 歌 group (Chen: 221, 183). Their affiliation to different rime-groups means these characters are not necessarily anything but lexical variants; however, I will not rule out the possibility of a relationship between yi 驪 and li 驪 that is based on some kind of phonetic borrowing.

Karlgren’s Old Chinese pronunciation of yi 驪 does not match gua 驪 as well as it does li 驪 — i.e., the *djak he assigns to yi 驪 differs from gua 驪 *kwa (GSR: no. 18) in a number of ways. For example, the initial [*k-] is produced from the velum positioned just above the throat region at the back of the mouth. Thus, it is not homorganic with the initial [*d-] sound assigned to the character yi 驪. As explained in chapter one, although some evidence suggests that no phonetic constraints should be placed on initials, in this thesis I have adopted the very clear rule that phonetic compatibility for word initials must be based on homorganicity. Although both yi 驪 and gua 驪 fall into the ge 歌 rime-group, which makes them phonetically compatible in terms of finals, this has no bearing on the incompatibility of the initials. Therefore, I do not think there is any chance that these two characters are phonetically interchangeable in Old Chinese (Chen: 186).

Taking the phonological evidence into consideration, I side with Wen Xingfu’s conclusion that a reversal of word order results in a matchup of the lexical variants yi 驪 in FYSJ S124 and li 驪 in the Mao/Han Shi. This conclusion contrasts the semantic evaluation arrived at earlier, something which attests the complexity of lexical studies in general, and the value of phonological evidence. However, despite my assertion of phonetic compatibility between yi 驪 and li 驪, I do not think that either of these characters is an actual phonetic loan. Instead, I attribute this particular case of lexical variation to scribal error. It seems quite feasible that the scribe responsible for writing FYSJ slip S124 mixed up two characters which sounded alike to him, and wrote one which is incorrect. For this type of mistake to have occurred phonetic compatibility in the strictest sense would not be required; the characters need only have been close enough in terms of pronunciation to cause confusion. Such a mistake is especially understandable if the erroneous character seemed to fit the context,
which is probably the case here. It is my opinion that the character *li* 輩 found in both Mao no. 128 and the Han version of the *Shijing* is both most suitable for the context and the proximate original; whereas the FYSJ variant is the product of human error which took place sometime after the original *Shijing* was compiled. As mentioned earlier, in this particular ode all of the horses mentioned are characterized by their appearance. In keeping with this indisputable narrative tendency, the character *li* 輩 refers to kind of horse that is “pure black.” By contrast, the character *yi* 寰 refers to a kind of horse which performed a certain function in early China.

**Conclusion:**

Since the results of the orthographic study conducted in chapter two have already been discussed in detail elsewhere, in this section I will focus only on the accomplishments of the third chapter. Lexical Variation Study no. 1 primarily dealt with FYSJ S018 and the corresponding segments from Mao/Lu *Shi* no. 25. The comparison of these texts involved syntactic change brought about by the absence of *hu* 卐 in the FYSJ version. This particle seems to be an optional syntactic element, and in written form its deletion does not seem to lead to a significant change in meaning. At the same time, however, taken in a larger context of dialectology and linguistic evolution, the presence of *hu* 卐 in some versions of the *Shijing* and not others has interesting implications. I reviewed several possible implications suggested by Hu Pinsheng, but the scope of this chapter did not permit extensive elaboration on subjects outside the identification of lexical variants and pursuit of the proximate original. In this chapter, several methods were applied to find the proximate original between two lexical variants, the most widely recognized and convincing of which is the lineage method. It indicates that the FYSJ variant likely does not represent the proximate original in this case; instead, it may signify a later effort to standardize the *Shijing* text, convert the pentasyllabic meter into one which is tetrasyllabic. In order to show that syntactic variation is not only seen in FYSJ S018, in chapter three I also outlined the same phenomenon in two other FYSJ slips: S017 and S026.

The second study in this chapter also took into consideration a particular type of lexical variation which involved synonymity. The examination of the synonyms *hu* 卐 and *he*
from FYSJ S115/Lu Shi and Mao Shi no. 115, respectively, eventually lead to the uncovering of a proximate original. Not only is hu 代替 an older form of the interrogative substitute, but there are also more lines of transmission using this character. Although Lexical Variation Study no. 6 does not directly follow the two studies summarized above, it belongs in the same category; rather than actually result in a new reading of one of the poems in the Shi jing, this study contributes to a general overview of the kind of lexical variation possible when comparing the FYSJ with its transmitted counterparts. As such, Lexical Variation Studies nos. 1, 2 and 6 all address thesis objective (B), as stated in the introduction to this chapter. In no. 6, I showed that the FYSJ character yi 驿 is not a graphic variant of li 驿 seen in the Mao/Han Shi. Instead, I proposed that yi 驭 is a lexical variant which was selected on the basis of a similarity of sound. The fact that the lineage method indicates li 驩 is the legitimate character for this particular context substantiates this claim.

The other three studies in chapter three all presented new readings of the Shi jing text; consequently, they all dealt with thesis objective (A). As a result of the analysis conducted in Lexical Variation Study no. 3, the FYSJ S045 character ju 居 proves to be a preferable alternative to ju 車 found in Mao no. 41. More specifically, ju 居 seems more suited to the narrative structure and theme of Shi jing no. 41. However, since the lineage method and the principle of lectio difficilior potior do not apply to this case of lexical variation, I could not prove conclusively that FYSJ S045 represents the proximate original. The lineage method does suggest tong 彈 is the proximate original in Lexical Variation Study no. 4. While tong 役 is supported by a total of three lines of transmission, the alternative — tong 役 from FYSJ S048 — is represented by only one. But FYSJ S048 still offers a completely legitimate reading of Shi jing no. 42. In fact, if we take guan 管 in lines two and three of the second stanza to mean 'flute', the modifier tong 役 ‘red’ is not nearly as object-specific as tong 役, which refers to a kind of wood that is especially suitable for making woodwind instruments. Similar disappointment is encountered in Lexical Variation Study no. 5. Here the context again suggests that FYSJ S123 xiang 象 is preferable to its alternative chang 暢 in Mao/Han/Qi Shi no. 128. But the lineage method indicates that chang 暗 is the proximate original.
Thesis conclusion:

In the course of this thesis, I have approached a study of the FYSJ from several different perspectives. After providing a detailed overview of the methodology used in this thesis in chapter one, I proceeded to employ this methodology in the orthographic analysis undertaken in chapter two. The main objectives in chapter two are: (A) to date the FYSJ by studying the script it is written in; (B) to determine the extent to which the composite FYSJ manuscript is comprised of different source manuscripts. While this orthographic analysis did not take the entire FYSJ into account, something which would have required a study all its own, I nonetheless believe that it did lead to some very telling results. For example, it showed that some of the FYSJ is written in an orthography which probably dates back to the middle of the third century B.C. At the same time, other parts of this manuscript are written in a form of script datable to the early Western Han dynasty. Moreover, the orthographic analysis conducted in the second chapter also demonstrated the degree to which the FYSJ manuscript can be divided into parts from other preexisting manuscripts. It appears that sometimes as few as two bamboo slips from the FYSJ represent a separate original manuscript.

Previous attempts to date the FYSJ and evaluate its physical nature were very narrow in scope and cursory in terms of methodology. As such, this thesis represents the first time that this important manuscript has received the rigorous orthographic analysis it really warrants. For reaching a clear understanding of the makeup of the FYSJ is crucial if we are to avoid certain fundamental mistakes, such as treating the FYSJ as if it were a cohesive manuscript written by the same hand. In this sense, the FYSJ is a much different manuscript than either the SHD or MWD. Moreover, for graphologists or scholars working in other respective fields to begin to consider the FYSJ in earnest, dates must be attached to it. Dates are necessary for the FYSJ to be placed within the lineage of Shi jing scholarship and studied as such — e.g., we know now that at least some of the FYSJ actually antedates the Mao Shi ca. 150 B.C. Further, dates are needed to place the FYSJ within the evolution of early Chinese script. At this point we know that the FYSJ can shed light on the transition period during which Small Seal script yielded in terms of usage to the burgeoning Ancient Clerical script. And the FYSJ has much to offer the study of individual Chinese graphs; as the orthographic study undertaken in this thesis suggests, the FYSJ doubtlessly contains
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numerous examples of graphs previously unseen in Small Seal or early Ancient Clerical form. As such, these graphological findings should be used to update resource materials such as the LZB. This thesis was designed to function as a launchpad for further exploration of the FYSJ manuscript, and, indeed, to do justice to the areas of interest just mentioned individual studies are required.

The methodology discussed in chapter one also proved indispensable in the lexical analysis conducted in chapter three. To reiterate once more, the objectives I set for the third chapter of this thesis are as follows: (A) to reread several works in the Shi jing using evidence of lexical variation from the FYSJ; (B) to provide examples of different kinds of lexical variation represented in the FYSJ; and (C) whenever possible to uncover the proximate original from the various lexical variations analyzed. While objective (C) has never been attempted by either Chinese or Western scholars, points (A) and (B) have been given some attention. However, as in the case of the orthographic analysis of the FYSJ, these previous attempts to study lexical variation in this manuscript are marred by a lack of methodological consideration. I believe that this thesis contributes to our understanding of lexical variation and the FYSJ just by advancing a systematic and reliable form of methodology.

Like the study of orthography found in chapter two of this thesis, the six lexical studies conducted in chapter three offer insight into the nature of the FYSJ. In this case, however, it is the textual makeup of the FYSJ which is highlighted. For example, one lexical study demonstrates that the version of Shi jing nos. 23, 25 and 29 represented by FYSJ slips S017, S018 and S026 is comprised of a different syntactic structure than the corresponding transmitted Shi jing. Findings such as this contribute a great deal to our understanding of how the Shi jing took form. Further research from the perspective of historical linguistics is needed for us to fully understand the implications of these findings. But of all the lexical studies conducted in chapter three, those which suggest new interpretations of certain odes are probably the most significant both for specialists and the general readership. For one thing, because the Shi jing is a text which is read and referred to by scholars with interests as broad as literature, history, religion and culture in general, any time a new translation of one of its poems can be proposed, there is no doubt it will receive widespread recognition.
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